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One might describe Ursinus College as an 
independent, four-year liberal arts college 
located in southeastern Pennsylvania. 
While this descripition is valid , it ignores the 
college's rich heritage in its founding and 
subsequent traditions established through-
out the following 125 years. 
Ursinus finds its roots in a theological de-
bate in the German Reformed Church (now 
the United Church of Christ) of the 1840s. A 
group of reformers desired to change the 
order of the traditional service, an issue 
seemingly trite, but vitally important to 
theologians of the day. The low church 
party headed by Dr. John Henry Augustus 
Bomberger believed these changes would 
destroy the historic character and the mere 
existence of the church . Because the re-
formers outvoted the low church party at 
synods, all the seminaries and colleges 
switched their emphasis to the new form of 
worship. 
Some of the low church party met in 1867 
and decided to found a college based on 
their principles. After a brief search for land, 
the group discovered the Freeland Semi-
nary in what was then called Perkiomen 
Bridge, now called Collegeville. The princi-
pal of the seminary wished to resign, and 
the property owner wished to sell the land. 
Within the next two years, the first Board of 
Directors would buy two buildings on seven 
acres and 39 perches of land for $20,000. 
The charter granted on 5 February 1869 
named the institution Ursinus College after 
Zacharias Ursin us, a German leader in the 
Protestant Reformation. In the tradition of 
sc holars , Zachariah Baer Latinized his 
name to Zacharias Ursinus upon entering 
Wittenberg College. Devoted to academia 
and theology, he would later become a prin-
cipal author of the Heidelberg Catechism, 
laying the foundations for the German Re-
formed Church . 
One hundred twenty-five years later. Ursi-
nus celebrates. 
Ursinus celebrates a tradition of aca-
demic excellence in liberal arts education. 
From the first day of classes, professors and 
administration alike saw the need for stu-
dents to not merely concentrate their stud-
ies on one field , but instead a variety of 
fields. The original curriculum included in-
struction in languages, mathematics, his-
tory, rhetoric, speech, social sciences, and 
natural and physical sciences--all still inte-
gral parts of the core requirements. Evi-
Photos: College Communications 
ISTORY 
dence of academic excell ence abounds, 
with the recent installation of a chapter of 
Phi Beta Kappa and the recent winning of an 
Howard Hughes Medical Institute (HHMI ) 
grant. 
Ursinus celebrates its commitment to ex-
tracurricular activities related to academia 
and the arts. For 60 years, the Zwingli, 
Schaff, and Olevian Literary Societies main-
tained libraries and presented literary works 
of a variety of authors including talented 
Ursinus writers. Today, the Literary Society 
presents original works just as in the old so-
cieties. The Grizzly today follows in the foot-
steps of the Weekly (established in 1902), 
and likewise The Lantem consistently has 
presented student works since 1933. Music 
also has played a role throughout Ursinus's 
history, with a small choir that toured in 
1900 as do the Meistersingers today. In 
each year since 1938, students have sung 
Handel 's Messiah . 
Ursinus celebrates its successes and fail -
ures in athletics. Baseball and football both 
boast a century of intercollegiate competi -
tion, with several sports to follow. Even with 
the athletic tradition, new sports may ap-
pear, such as the Men 's Lacrosse team, a 
club sport for the last few years which may 
become a recognized intercollegiate team 
in the future. 
Ursinus celebrates the life of students on 
campus. Many of the fifteen sororities and 
fraternities trace their histories back to the 
1920s. Still. one fratemity and one sorority 
were founded in the 1992-93 academic 
year. Outside of the Greek system are those 
who choose to remain independent, a 
group consisting of over half the campus. 
All students, whether a member of a Greek 
society or not attend annual functions such 
as Homecoming and the Lorelei Dance. 
Since 1926, when men and women had to 
sit on opposite sides of the library, women 
have asked men to this dance. 
Above all , Ursinus celebrates all the peo-
ple who, throughout the 125 years, have 
made Ursinus the institution it has become. 
Everyone involved on campus, from the ad-
ministration and Board of Directors to the 
students and faculty have molded the col-
lege into one recognized for academic ex-
cellence. Although Ursinus may change 
through the years, this tradition of aca-
demia likely will not. 
--Ian Rhile 
TRADITIONS, (right) Mandatory chapel was 
maintained until 1968. (far right) Dean Kline 
oversees the laying of the cornerstone for 
the original library. 
01 G rATHf.R . (right) John 11enry Augustus Bomb rger was 
nr t f'r Id nt of Ur Inus olleg . (below right) The fir l an· 
(011 9 cata log was published In ]869. 
LO.TIMf. f.XPf.RIMf. T . (b low) tud nts compl te their lab 
L In a tum-of-th -century chemistry lab. 
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" We had to choose between a day-
long celebration and a year-long 
bash," said Cent-Silversary Committee 
member Brian Riordan . " We chose the 
year-long bash! " 
According to President Richard P. 
Richter, " This anniversary not only al-
lows us to celebrate our healthy lon-
gevity, but also the consistency of our 
vision ." 
The Rev. M. Scott Landis served as 
chair of the committee on which Rior-
dan and others served. The committee 
worked many long hours to plan the 
" year-long bash," and their work can 
be seen all over campus. 
They chose the theme " Ursinus Col-
lege - 125 - Celebrate" and developed 
a logo to be used on stickers, banners, 
t-shirts, catalogs, balloons, campus 
publications, and other souvenirs. The 
celebration was announced to the Col-
legeville community with large ban-
ners on Ma:n Street bearing the anni-
versary logo in red , old gold and black. 
The committee also planned the 
Founders ' Day Convocation and the 
125th Day Celebration. Look for more 
special anniversary events as the Ursi-
nus campus celebrates 125 years with 
its " year-long bash. " 
-- Lori L. Engler 
H APPY 125thl Alumni Director Mary Ellen DeWane shares an 
anniversary button with fresh-
man Elizabeth Cullen on the 125th day 
of the year. 
Q UILTING MEMORIES. The 125th Anniversary quilt hangs 
on display in Wismer Lobby A. 
Campus organizations submitted de-
signs for the quilt squares which were 
pieced and quilted by economics sec-
retary Sally Rapp and others. 
C OTTON CANDY TIME. Fresh-man Chris Gaskill takes a break 
from lunch in Wismer to enjoy a 
special cotton candy surprise on 125th 
Day. 
RSINUS 
A DA Y TO CELEBRATE. enior Janene Paist. President of U .. G.A. , kicks off the 
125th Anniversary celebration at a spe-
cial Founders' Day Con ocation on February 6, 
1994. 
L UNCHTIME FUN. Exchange student Ry-oko Suehiro is greeted in Wismer by 
" Zack" (Dr- Ray Schultz), who donned 
academic regalia and handed out buttons to 
students during lunch . 
W INNERI Junior Cindy Kline, winner of an Ursinus T-shirt, poses with the col -
lege's namesake, Zacharias Ursinus. 
Every 125th person to enter Wismer on 125th 
Day received a prize. Prizes included a sweat-
shirt, a Gypsy Rose gift certificate, and T-shirts. 
• 
• 
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It was a time filled with war and peace, 
disappointment and hope, discovery and di-
saster. 1993-94 made us laugh, cry, smile, 
and think. Let's take a look back at the 
events that made it a year to remember. 
First and foremost. the United States was 
introduced to its 42nd president. Bill 
Clinton, former govemor of Arkansas, took 
office in January of 1993 and was greeted 
with problems such as health care and con-
flict in the Middle East. After one year in of-
fice, critics were still skeptical about his 
abilities, calling 1994 a " make or break" 
year for him. 
September was a big month for intema-
tional events. First. the Bosnian parliament 
rejected an intemational peace plan that at-
tempted to end the ongoing conflicts be-
tween the Croats, Muslims and Serbs. The 
result of this was the continuation of war, 
leaving tens of thousands dead and over a 
million homeless . 
On a more positive note, Yasir Arafat. the 
leader of the Palestine Liberation Organiza-
tion, made history when he signed a peace 
treaty with Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak 
Rabin. United States President Bill Clinton 
called the pact " a courageous and historic 
peace accord, the first step in replacing war 
with peace and giving the children of the 
Middle East a chance to grow up to a nor-
mal life. " 
Finally, Russian President Boris Yeltsin 
dissolved parliament, making a bold move 
to grab control in the former Soviet Union. 
The Russian people did not react favorably 
to Yeltsin 's idea of taking complete control 
from the legislature, as they responded with 
riots several days later. 
The year also saw three major natural di-
sasters strike the United States. First. in the 
late spring and early summer, floods hit 
hard in the Midwest. Thousands of homes 
and farms were destroyed as entire towns 
were submerged. Iowa, Illinois and Missouri 
reported billions of dollars in damage, and 
President Clinton responded with a $5.7 
million aid package to help victims. 
Next. in late November, wildfires swept 
through the Southern Califomia area. A to-
tal of 26 major fires bumed from Ventura 
County all the way to the Mexican border. 
Over 200,000 acres of land were damaged, 
and 1000 buildings were destroyed. Thou-
sands of fire-fighters from around the state 
were called in to fight the blazes, nineteen 
of which were expected to have been ar-
son-related . 
Then, in mid-January, thousands of Cali-
fomia residents awoke to an earthquake 
registering 6.6 on the Richter Scale. The 
Quake left close to 60 people dead, brought 
down major freeways, and severely dam-
aged thousands of homes. Estimated dam-
ages reached $30 billion . 
The major entertainment news of the year 
was the move of comedian David Letterman 
from NBC to CBS. Letterman, who has taken 
over the ratings and has been called " the 
darling of the late-night television audi-
ence," changed networks for an estimated 
$15 million. 
In sports, we saw everything from the bad 
girl of figure skating, Tonya Harding, to the 
bad boys of baseball , the Philadelphia Phil-
lies. First. Harding found herself in the mid-
dle of Olympic controversy after reports 
linked her with an attack on rival skater 
Nancy Kerrigan . Both skaters were able to 
compete in the 1994 OlympiCS in Norway, 
with Kerrigan winning a silver medal for the 
U.S. Harding had a dissappointing showing, 
and faced hearings when retuming home. 
Finally, who could forget the wonderful 
roller-coaster ride provided by the Phillies? 
Going from worst to first in one season, the 
Phils held a grip on first place in the Na-
tional League East the entire season. They 
went on to defeat the Atlanta Braves in six 
games in the League Championship Series, 
but eventually fell to the Toronto Blue Jays 
in the World Series. 
-- Mark Leiser 
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At Ursinus, traditions abound. 
The college is highly acclaimed for • 
its educational excellence, and it 
celebrates this each year with its 
Academic Convocations. The field 
hockey team has won Division I ti-
tles, and other sports teams have 
also performed competitively_ 
Community membersjoin stu-
dents every December to present 
Handel's Messiah, and student ac-
tivities, such as Airband , Mr. Ursi-
nus and the Lorelei, have also be-
come traditions_ And the autumn 
leaves which decorate the campus 
in October are not to be missed. 
O N THE RIGHT TRACK. Rocco lacullo and Vince McDonald cheer on the fresh-
man class as they process from Berman 
to Olin during the Ursinus Day Convocation . 
Photo: Lori L. engler 
C OPA CABANA! Beta Sig pledges Matt, Mike, Cameron , Bill , and Dan perform at 
the annual Airband competition . 
Photo: Lori L. engler 
T AKE A BREAK! Junior Amy Landis en-joys a time out during a varsity field 
hockey game_ Photo: DaVor Photography 
- (£LnIATE------
u-
proudl) \\ 1-
alumni to 110m coming 
CAR EFUL ANALYSIS . enior Laura carola and Dr. ictor 
Tortorelli examine a chemical 
experiment. 
W HA T A NIGHTI Roommate Yoshiko Kato and Lori Engler 
share a special moment to-
geth er at the Lorelei . 
M ADAM E CHAIR. President Rich -ter installs Dr. anc Hagel -
gans as the Beard\ ood Chair 
of Mathematics at the 1994 Founders' 
Day Con ocation . 
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The Quilt: To Remember, To Educate, To 
Celebrate 
September 21, 199:3 
Ursinus College will be presenting a dis-
play of the NAMES Project AIDS Memorial 
Quilt on Thursday, September 23 through 
Sunday, September 26. Ursinus will be re-
ceiving seventeen 12' by 12' quilt blocks. 
The Quilt is being brought here due to 
the hard work of Tristan English and Kim 
Taylor, as well as many other faculty and 
students. 
Girls ' Pledging Returns Full-Force I 
October 5 , 199:3 
Once again, girls ' pledging activities re-
sume at Ursinus. The first week of pledging 
is already over, but three weeks still remain. 
The campus is enjoying the thrice daily 
line-ups of each sorority's pledge class and 
anxiously awaiting the next day's events. 
Singel Discusses Health Care 
November 2, 199:3 
While health care should be affordable to 
everyone, the quality must not suffer. Acting 
Gov. Mark Singel told a " town meeting" au-
dience at Ursinus College on Monday night, 
October 11. 
Lt. Gov. Singel, filling in for Gov. Robert 
Casey who is recovering from a heart/ liver 
transplant, held the second in a series of 
town meetings. It was broadcast from Olin 
Auditorium on cable-televised stations 8 
and 11 locally. 
Ursinus Celebrates 125 Years of 
Academics 
February 8 , 1994 
Ursinus College began its year-long cele-
bration on Sunday, February 6 at the 
Founders' Day Convocation in Bomberger 
Auditorium. 
The convocation featured keynote speak· 
ers Rev. Dr. Thomas E. Dipko, Dr. Carol K. 
Haas, and the Hon. Richard A. Tilghman. 
Representatives from over 50 colleges 
around the nation were present. 
Pledging Meeting: First in a Series 
February 15, 1994 
On February 9 at 7:30 pm, the first town 
meeting on pledging was held. The purpose 
of this gathering was to bring members 01 
'each of the Greek organizations together 
with the Pledging Study Group to discuss 
the pledging concept here at Ursinus and 
possibly to begin to develop a new program 
that complies With PA state law. 
Most of the discussion at this first meeting 
focused on the problems with pledging, in-
terpretation of the hazing law, and alterna-
tive pledging plans. 
Berry Announces Plans for Candidacy 
February 15, 1994 
Dr. Nicholas O. Berry, professor of politics 
and chair of the politics department, an-
nounced on Thursday at the Perkiomen 
Bridge Hotel his plans to run for State Rep-
resentative of the 150th District of Pennsyl-
vania . 
Berry will represent just under 27,000 reg-
istered voters in the district. The main issue 
of his campaign is community and growth 
development. 
Battle Over Taxes Intensifies 
April 12, 1994 
The tax-challenge battle involving the 
Perkiomen Valley School District and four 
local non-profit organizations, including 
Ursinus, intensified last week as the Perki-
omen Valley Chamber of Commerce asked 
the school district to " cease [its] efforts" to 
try to collect property taxes from the 
groups. 
Richter to Leave Presidency 
April 26, 1994 
After eighteen years as President, Richard 
P. Richter has asked the Board of Directors 
to begin the process of finding his succes-
sor. He told the Board that he will stay in of-
fice as long as it takes for them to name a 
new President. He pledged to continue to 
lead the College decisively for the duration 
of his tenure. 
Spring Fling '94 
May:3, 1994 
Ursinus' First Annual Spring Fling was a 
rousing success. Organization of the day's 
events was the result of a joint effort be-
tween students and administration. 
David Spade, of Saturday Night Live fame, 
appeared later in the evening. 
./ 
A QUILT TO Re.Me.MB e. R. Tristan English 
(b low) adds his p rsonal messag to Ursl-
nus' Ignatur squar a two stud nLS (mld-
d l right) volunt er th Ir tim as quilt moni-
tors. 
WRe.sTL~MA IA . (middle len) umo WT -
Ulng was a popular attraction at the first an-
nual pring Fling. Photo Lori L. Cngler 
OM e.oy AT TH e. GA P. (middle) David 
pad perfonned the routines Which made 
him famous. 
-
THE GREEK DEBATE. Pledging continues in full -
swing while it comes under examination by a commit-
tee. 
URSINUS PRIDE. Rev. Thomas Dipko encourages us 
to remember our religious past on Founders' Day. 
0 00 
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If you stayed on campus on October 
16, while many students headed home 
for Fall Break, you were rewarded with 
a crystalline autumn day and all the 
pageantry of a traditional Ursinus 
Homecoming. 
On Saturday afternoon, the crowd in 
the stands on Patterson Field was > 
treated to a thrilling, come-from-be-
hind victory over Gettysburg as senior 
Bill Sedgwick added to his totals as 
Ursinus ' all-time leading rusher. 
Against Gettysburg, he ran the ball 36 
times for 159 yards and three touch-
downs. It was his last score, a run from 
the one-yard line, that put the Bears up 
for good, 31-28, with 50 seconds re-
maining in the game. Gettysburg was 
unable to mount a final scoring drive 
against a stifling Ursinus defense. 
B LUSHING BEAUTY. Senior Matt Stephens bestows a kiss on 
APO 's Homecoming Queen can-
didate, Nadine Brubaker, as they ride 
onto the football field . 
For his efforts, Sedgwick was pre-
sented with the Kenneth E. Walker Me-
morial Trophy as the game's most 
valuable player. He is the first player in 
the 36-year history of the award to win 
it three times. 
Heather Colvin, a senior economics 
and business administration major 
and member of Omega Chi sorority, 
was named the 1993 Homecoming 
Queen during halftime ceremonies. 
-- From the Ursin us Bulletin 
G IMME FIVEr Senior running back Bill Sedgwick and junior 
quarterback Brian Lafond cele-
brate the Bears' 31-28 victory over the 
Gettysburg Bullets. 
CHOW TIME. Craig Overpeck, Erik Moore and Wendy Scarola enjoy the weather as 
they eat their picnic lunch . 
THE LINE-UP. Candidates and their escorts 
(Blake, Annette, Matt. Nadine, Christie, John, 
Jolie, Dick, Kellianne, Tom, Heather, Dennis, 
Barb, Aaron, Charisse, Scott, Esther, and Jus-
tin) pose for a picture. 
R OVAL SMILES. 1993 Homecoming Queen 11 ath r 01 in shO\ h r jo as Dennis Wilson \ aves Lo the crowd. Col in , an EcBA major and Om ga 
hi sister, was nominated by Alpha Phi Ep ilon and e cort db Wil on, a 
Politics major who is also the fraternity's President. 
199.3 Homecoming Queen 
Candidates and Escorts 
~ther Bang (Omega Chi), escorted by 
Justin Dominic (Delta Mu Sigma) 
Nadine Brubaker (Tau Igma Oamma), 
escorted by 
Matt Stephens (Alpha Phi Omega) 
Joile Chylack ( Tau Igma Oamma), 
escorted by 
Dick Salmon ( Igma Rho Lambda) 
Heather Colvin (Omega ChI), escorted by 
Dennis Wilson (Alpha Phi Epsilon) 
Shannon Davis (Phi Alpha Psi), escorted b 
Jim Kals (Delta Pi Igma) 
Christie Gamble (Phi Alpha Psi), escorted by 
John Nllon (Zeta Chi, 
Charisse Jack (Upsilon Phi Delta), escorted by 
Scott Taylor (Chi Rho Psi) 
Barb Lampe (Tau Igma Oamma), ecorted by 
Aaron Burgsteln (Beta igma Lambda) 
Annette Rawls (Phi Alpha Psi), escorted by 
Blake Herr (PI Omega Delta) 
Keilianne Sheller, escorted by 
Tom Nace (Organization of Commuting 
tudencs) 
• 
• 
••• 
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Janene Paist, France 
My study abroad experience was def-
initely one of the most important high-
lights of my college career! I learned 
not only more about the world, but 
also about what it is like to be an 
American citizen in another country. I 
also learned more about myself and 
that speaking French was definitely my 
true lovel I wish everyone were able to 
study abroad in another part of the 
world, because it was definitely the 
most worthwhile and meaningful expe-
rience in my entire Iifel 
Alexis Smith, Australia 
During the fall semester of my senior 
year, I spent five months on the west 
coast of Australia, in Perth. With the 
celebrated Australian wine regions just 
a few hours south of Perth, my Ameri-
can friends and I journeyed frequently 
to these regions in hopes of develop-
ing our knowledge offine wines. 
On a particular visit. after hitting five 
or six wineries in a three-hour time 
span, I happened to place my wallet on 
the car roof. neglecting to remove it be-
fore I re-entered the car. After a fren-
zied night of trying to locate my wallet 
containing my license, traveler's 
checks, credit cards, and cash, a 
friendly Australian man approached 
me and said I ressembled the license 
picture of a person he had found along 
the road. He was the typical honest 
and friendly Aussie! 
Other Students Studying Abroad 
Brian Baldia, Spain; Laura Bryans, En-
gland; Kathy Chetkowski, France; 
Nicole Cicci, Spain; Amy Colistra, Italy; 
Paul Donecker, England; John 
OYAGES 
Dunchick, Germany; Rebecca Hey!, 
Australia; Eric James, Japan and Mex-
ico; Susan Jones, Spain; Paul Kirkland, 
Japan; Kate Laubach , Australia ; 
Sharon Long, Germany; John Nilon, 
Japan; Christin Outwin, Mexico; Lexi 
Quinn, Japan; Janice Smith, Japan; 
Sandra Waltz, Ireland. 
A Lesson in Aussie Slang 
buggered = tired 
to suss out = to figure out 
bickie = cookie 
ta = thank you 
jumper = sweater 
bird = woman 
dag= dork 
.. 
ArTeR 'WHIL e RO ODILe. I ,I mlth 
Is ready to mbark on ajoumey through tn 
crocodlle·lnhablted "aters of u tralla 
A ROYAL TRAVeLeR. (middle right) Laura 
Bryans poses for a picture on a bridge o\< r 
the RI er Thames In London. England. 
VlVE LA FRANC!:I (top righ t) Seniors Janene Paist 
and Kathy Chetkowski join friends in a wine-tasting 
class in France. (above) Janene " hangs out" with her 
French siblings. Alice and Guillaume. 
AUSTRALIAN WONO!:RS. (far left) Rebecca Heyl vis-
its the eerie Pinnacle desert in Western Australia. 
while Alexis Smith (left) goes horseback riding in ew 
Zealand. 
~ y 
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r he Class of 1994 has travelled a long fb road from the first days of 
'---------' kindergarten to the last days of 
college. They have faced struggles and 
triumphed in successes. Now, the seniors 
celebrate another milestone and look fbrward 
to even better things to come. 
BEST BUDDIES. Brya n Heron, J im Convey, Chris 
Bieler, and Tim Mul vihill ce lebrate th eir fou r years 
of coll ege friendship. Ph% : J lm Convey 
-----~----------
GO FOR TN GOLDI 110m n ~ \011 ) . 
ball I am captain Margi lonak r 
po "Ilh I and I 88 01) mpic 
gold m dali!>l Karch Kiral) . 
WE OUGNTA BE IN PICTURES. Members of the class of 
1994 pose for their class picture during Freshman Orien· 
tation . PhOlo: College Communications 
Seniors 0 
Christine Angstadt 
Glenmoore, PA 
Nicholas J. Baccino 
Chadds ford. PA 
Econ./Buslness Admin .... Beta Sigma Lambda 
Don ·t stop thinking about tomorrow; It'll soon be 
here. Mom lr Dad. I love you both. Thanx. 
5mi:r M¥rs: n 
lhlaUass~3 
FaaJlty. Bruce ~ \ana 
UM?j. Th:>mas GaIJagha-, 
Regina ada-
Christopher Atkinson 
Warminster. PA 
Biology 
Robin Anissa Baker 
Southampton. NJ 
Exercise/ Sports Science .. . Phi Alpha Psi 
"We make a living by what we get, but we make a 
life by what we give." MacEwan THX MOM DAD 
ROB VIC 
Cynthia L. Babcock 
Wayne. PA 
English .. . Tau Sigma Gamma 
Anything can happen .. anythlng can bel Thanks 
famlly-ILYI 206 funl Tau Sig always 6401 JK 
ILY4everl 
Collette Baldasare 
Linwood. NJ 
Anthropology/ Sociology 
Timothy Ballard 
Burlington , ru 
ItI'tory 
Eugene F. Barnes Jr. 
Philadelphia. PA 
Exerclse/ ports lenee .•. Alpha Phi ~psllon 
John W. Bartholomew 
ledrord. NJ 
Biology 
Peace to the saga crew and may you all get knat 
you kant. 
Ether Bang 
newtown Square. PA 
PS}<:holog) Omega Chi 
Celine Barou 
Chesler pr1ngs. PA 
Chemistry 
Always try to (eel the emol/on jOU ought to (eel 
·W. Churchill King 
Kralg Y. Bano 
Bridgeton 
Blolog) ~11a PI '11m.> 
Double >our pleasure. double ,our fun eJt drlnJ.. 
be melT) for IOmorro ... ... e might dIe rc 08lJAr 
Amy Dryden Barrett 
Rumson . ru 
Politics Omega Chi 
mile alot It costs nothing c!" Is be)ond prled T, 
Morn 4 your sacrificel OmqJa ChI Freellmersl 
<:a_diem 
T HE GANG'S ALL HERE. John Schwanholt, Ste e Christy, Dave Wash-burn, and Kevin Crowley celebrate Alpha Phi Epsilon brotherhood at 
Homecoming 1992. Photo: Stel'!! Christy 
Seniors 0 
M Y BUDDY AND ME. Seniors Nancy Costello and Erika Compton take some time out from their studying to share a special moment to-gether. Photo, fSrlca Compton 
Christopher Michael Bieler 
East Greenville, PA 
Exercise/ Sports Science .. . Alpha Phi Epsilon 
Friends may come and go but the memories last 
forever. Thanks Mom and Dad. 
Nadine Nicole Brubaker 
Perkasie, PA 
Education & History ... Tau Sigma Gamma 
Art, love and beauty will be a way of life or merely 
suffer as Impossible mistresses. YtsS HOHI 
0-s_e_n_io_r_S ___ _ 
Scott Christopher Bogdan 
Glenside, PA 
EcBA & Philosophy ... Delta PI Sigma 
Some would soonerdJe than think, and many do. 
Laura A. Bryans 
West Chester. PA 
English 
What lies behind us l!!: what lies before us are tiny 
matters compared to what lies within us. 
Kirsten D, Becker 
Boyertown, PA 
Psychology ... Alpha Sigma Nu 
A day Is never wasted If a memory Is made. 
Thanks Hl!!:D, family l!!: friends for ail the support. 
Carl H, Brandreth 
Mountain Top, PA 
Communication Arts ... Alpha Phi Omega 
Don '( look to the past (or answers, look to the fu· 
ture (or solulions. Thanks Mom &' Dad. I love you. 
Heinz Buchler 
Trevose, PA 
Biology ... Sigma Rho Lambda 
The earth, the moon, the stars. Embrace each day 
to meet them. I exIst. blessed by my forgIver, 
Ivana Miche ll e Buko ky 
Phoenixville. PA 
ommunlc.allon Arts Kappa Oelta Kappa 
WltDt lies behInd us &- what lies before u are tin) 
mollCf3 compnrecJ (0 what lies kI1lhln us O. l~ /I 
Tfwnx 624, Musser KIJppa De/CD f(appn RA 
Susa na I rene Ca m argo 
Barto. PA 
~ngllsh tit Philosophy 
" The myth of offlclal InfiJlllblllt> must be "" . 
plodcd . . Thanks lt1tD. Bill ROb. Margie ", esp 
K)I"', 
SenXr M¥rs <V 
lXlckJdlss M¥rs l)t 
Farut.y. AI:.. AIk:n. Catherine 
Chamlilss. ElIm ~. ROOm 
~. EleEn ~ Gecrge Fago 
Mao' Fd.:is. Kaduyn C1xiIard ~ 
~ Margaret M::Mahn. t<ffi 
RJ:t.a.rd!icn. I:lru::e Ri:ieou. E. .ar.e 
~ .lean A. SWz. .lames 
~i!.~SmaI 
Aaron Burgsteln 
Kennetl Square PA 
Communkatlon Art5 6eta igma Lambda 
Theresa L. Carbine 
Odessa. Of 
fxerclse/ Sports Science Omega Chi 
The better pan of one 5 life consists of her friend· 
ships. Thanks ''''DI Duryea (teet/mers 
Ali on Burn 
Chadds rom P 
Communication n.s 
Joshua D. Carter 
DuBois PA 
Exercise/ Sports Selence Alpha Phi Omega 
You pic!< the place III choose the time III climb 
the hili ,In my own ""'3) -00 , 
Seniors 0 
Faruiy: .hne Barth. Stae1 
Grabania. fun Hess. William 
Mrlfucn Ardrew Price. Ray 
Sch.litz. VJoor btcreIIi. 1Cm 
Wdia-s 
Kenneth E. Chen 
Limerlck, PA 
Economics/ Business Admin , 
To forget Is good· but hard. To forgive is better. 
Best of al/ is reconciliation. 
Christopher M. Chipman 
Glenmoore, PA 
Economics/ Business Admin. ". Alpha Phi Epsilon 
Show me a good &' gracious loser t!it I'll show you 
a failure. Thanks Ml!tD Bros 702 APES Pat 83. 
Kathy Chetkowski 
Smiths Parish , Bermuda 
French 
It's only with the heart that one can see rightly: 
what is essential Is Invisible to the eye. 
Steve Christy 
Philadelphia, PA 
Biology " . Sigma Rho Lambda 
Nickname, " Mad Dog" 
00 often to the house of a friend-for weeds choke 
the unused path. Carpe diem. I love U MDAKM 
The Chemistry Department 
weIa:mes t\\O new proEssors this 
year. Dr. 1Cm Wdia-s an:! Dr. 
Stae1 Grabania. to harole tl-e 
influx ci new st1.rlnts In ad:Iitim. 
a ore-credit research ro.rrse was 
adJed. TIe departrra-.t will att£rd 
tl-e k:S Ccni:ren::e in April 
Melissa Anne Chido 
Cranbury, NJ 
Psychology ". Tau Sigma Gamma 
If the track Is tough and the hill Is rough, thinking 
you can Just ain 't enoughl XO Tau Sigma Oamma 
l!tMDJ 
Jolie C. Chylack 
Collegeville, PA 
Biology ". Tau Sigma Gamma 
Nicol M. Icel 
Palchogue. NY 
~A tit panlsh Tau Isma Oamma 
Que todD /0 vida es U(!/lO, y los suenos sueno 
$On Ideron de /0 OOf'Cll/2 Tau /g (ore't-cr 6401 
Carey E. Conover 
Qrahamsville. NY 
English 
Life begets life. I!nergy creates energy II Is b> 
pending oncself that one becomes rich -Sarah 
Bern/JOrde 
John P. Corcoran 
Churchville. PA 
Economics/ Business Admin .... Alpha Phi Omega 
Crippled but free. I k""S blind all the time. I .",,5 
learning to see. Thank you Mom and Dad. 
Heather Marie Col in 
Media PA 
economics Bu.slne.ss Admin Omega Chi 
Mom and Dad Thanks for all Jour lo\c and SiJcri· 
fleet Selz.e the day PUI no lru tin lomofTO'" 
Jim Convey 
Maple Olen PA 
Economics/ Business Admin Alpha Phi Epsilon 
Than,x fam-Iuv u Mom-QARR-fue Timers-Regal 
Beag/e-Torchman- Wllk ·ON BN T t MK·/uv u 
Crlsty. 
Erika B. om pIon 
(reet 0 
r.con BUSiness dmln T~u Igma Oamma 
It S .. 'hen )OU gh e of )ourself !hill )OU trut) gJ, c 
KO ThDfU M D.C Ilu\ )ill Tau Ig iJlkJ) 0 
Paul CoppOla 
Pennsauken . NJ 
Communication Arts UBA Beta Isma Lambda 
Often Imitated. ne-.,er duplicated IL Y om DJd J . 
and 01 you make me the person I am toda) 
s HOES MUST BE WORN. Bryan Heron takes in the atmosphere of the " Philadelphia City Beach " during Spring Break \ hen he and his roommate " couldn ' t afford to go away." Photo: Bryanl1eron 
Seniors 0 
Senior McYors: 1 
Undmfuss Majors: 1 
faculty: John 
WICkersham 
Matthew Roy Cordes 
New Cumberland. PA 
English .. . Alpha Phi Omega 
Don 't ask me-I'm Just Improvising my illusion of 
careless flight. -N. Peart 
Timothy P. Creech 
Norristown. PA 
Politics ... Alpha Phi Omega 
Many dreams come true, and some have sliver lin-
Ings. I live for my dreams and a pocketful of gOld. 
-Robert Plant 
o Seniors 
John F. Correll 
Philadelphia. PA 
Politics/ Pre-law ... Delta PI Sigma 
f"at drunk and stupid Is no way to go through IIfel 
Thanks HtrD Tunatrf"lounder f"CCAOBBAf" Uf"O. 
Kelly Crowers 
Wilmington. DE 
English at Psychology ... Kappa Delta Kappa 
If life Is free offallures. you 're probably not taking 
enough risks. I~Y Hom Dad. TftXMersKD. 
Dr. W~ iI thrilled to be 
~ tre libEral ~ SEminar. 
"E f\.nibus l.hJm: v.hlh ix:uses CI\ tre 
~ Wacs. There wit aBo be a 
freshman SEminar Il'O'1e series 
~~ films such as "300 Spartan&" 
Proi!ssa' Wd.:ersham iI tre <Uta a a 
rece-dy p.ilii;toed bOOt. liegen"av 
ard Creek Hi;ta1ans." ard he iI kdir'(I 
irward to tre aci:Uicn a a <nne en 
tre~ 
Nancy Grace Costello 
Gradyville. PA 
English ... Kappa Delta Kappa 
Thank you Hom and Dadl I love you bothl Thank 
you Kappa Delta Kappa and friends for the great 
memories. 
Kevin David Crowley 
Southampton. PA 
Politics ... Sigma Rho Lambda 
I wish I dldn 't understand sports. because then I 
would have gotten better grades. 
hannon Davis 
Cranbury. NJ 
Communication A.... Phi Alpha Psi 
ProctJce rondom kindness and senseless acts of 
/>eJJuty Thlt.MDCt:. Luv u.lHlI/Yrerl 20.5 PALSt 
Jennifer L. Derstine 
.1I.",vllI • • PA 
Biology 
The greDtest use ofllfe Is to pend It for somethIng 
that will out last It. ·WI/I/om James. 
teven J . DeCeil 
ttaddonne.ld 
~l5h BWI Igma Lambda 
Laura P. Devlin 
Hancock s Bndg" NJ 
english f!t Biology ... Ph i Alpha Psi 
drl nne . D an 
Jenklnt n P 
61ol0r0 
Deborah A . DIChiara 
Ivyland PA 
Psy<:hology Alpha Igma u 
Life Is not a having &' a getting but a bdng &' a ~ 
coming Thanks 4 the Insplratlon~ DM/Yr 
Seniors 0 
Justin Dominic 
Rockledge. PA 
Politics .. . Delta Mu Sigma 
Adam Doxtader 
MansHeld . PA 
Physics ... Alpha Phi Omega 
I conquered my past. The future Is here at last. I 
stand at the entrance. a new world to see. 
Paul D. Drazba 
Plymouth . PA 
Exercise/ Sports Science ... Delta Pi Sigma 
Knowledge Is good. ·Faber 
o Seniors 
James T. Donohue 
Olen Mills. PA 
Communication Arts ... Alpha Phi Omega 
Oreat time, best luck to all. Thanks Mom and Dad. 
Alexia Eve Dorian 
Villanova , PA 
Psychology 
No happy time that passes Is ever really gone. the 
m emory lasts a lifetime. Thanks Mom & Dad. 
T WO SNAPS UPI Die-hard decorators Adrienne Dean and Nadine Brubaker show their spirit by decorating with Christmas lights and 
having a good time. Photo: NadlneBrubaker 
Faculty: Barry Bo.>.e-s. 
Ar.dre.v Erororropoo bs. 
Urdy Harris. Banard Lentz. 
LLoa CR. Murphy. rb.lhcr 
O'NeIll .bhn D. Pilgnm. 
Jahan Saleh 
Brenda Amy Dreyling 
rnnbury NJ 
on ./Buslness Admin K.appa Delta Kappa 
"This k'Orld I but cam'as to our ImagInations 
10m. Dad ~ "'0 Thank-you and Ilm·e )oul 
Patricia Marie Febo 
Noiliston. MA 
Psychology ... Kappa Delta Kappa 
Never retum a kIndness - pass It on. Thanks If OK 
Mom. Dad. Sharon. Tent Kerrl. c!' Jim. 110\ e )'oul 
Manya duHoffman 
Pon Jervis NJ 
Ps)chology Phi Alpha Psi 
I never let mJ studIes Inteffert: k1lh m) eduC4Jllon 
IloveUPapa Mom (amll) a'ofcourseDu\t: 
Heidi Fenstennacher 
Kennett Square, PA 
Biology ... Tau Sigma Camma 
You only live once and If you live It right.. once is 
enough. 
0fI1y 
to 
81'\ tr 
GO.JdcnLs. 5eYenIy-f ~ 
u:rc:b-gradwle r.ru:lent..s and kuty 
frcrn ~ I1"6tII.JXr6 a:rne to 
l.hlrus eacn ~ to p-cscr-t and 
d.tsrus:s Ih!r acaclcnu:: papcrs. 11-c 
[)q>aronert hIi:I the ~ ann.lll 
cx:ninn:e en ~ 23. 994 
Tristan C. English 
Durham . C 
Nlsto,> 
Justin Fierro 
ew Windsor. NY 
r:xerdsc/ Spons Selence 
Seniors 0 
Senior 
Mqjors: 34 
Jean Marie Figuli 
Center Valley. PA 
Exercise/ Sports Science 
Diamond rings and all those things, they never 
sparkle like your smile. 
Jeannine N. Fleming 
Richboro. PA 
Education I!K Biology .. . Tau Sigma Gamma 
Never before and never since, I promise, will the 
world be as wann as this. 
Tara Fiore 
Collegevi lle. PA 
Communication Arts 
Paul Forlano 
Fleetwood. PA 
Biology 
Underclass 
Mqjors: 51 
Cynthia M. Fleming 
Audubon. PA 
Biology 
The things that we {ear are weapons to be used 
against us. Thanks Mom &' Dad, Sue, Mike, &' 
Steve. 
Gregory W. Frith 
Centerton. NJ 
Communication Arts 
Reach (or the heavens and hope {or the future, all 
that you can be, and not what you are. 
U>ri G. Galletta 
Pawling. Y 
Psychology Omega Chi 
wugllilt Ule world laugh with you cry Ilt you cry 
alone MIltDiltLILYO· I 1 14Duryeaycal 
hlva GhafTarl 
Collegeville. PA 
~xerclse/Sports lence 
Kevin K. Grauer 
Mohrsville. PA 
Exercise/ ports ScIence 
Christie Lynn Gamble 
Kennell Square. t'A 
I:ngllsh Phi Alpha Psi 
One am never con ent to creep .. hen one (eel iJn 
Impulse to soar PAL.S 4c'-cr Lo~e lOU Mom 
Dad 
Victor Gil 
Bryn Mawr. PA 
Biology I!< panlsh PI Omega Delta 
Ah. would but one might lay hIs lance In rest and 
charge In earnest · W<!re It but a mill ·Auslln Dob-
son 
CHEERS FOR THE LIONS. Janene Paist. Robin Baker, 
Sue Law , and Cynthia 
Wagner propose a toast at Acad-
emy Hall. Photo: JancnePsIsI 
cott G n I r 
e"\001on Sqw.re P 
l: .. rcIsc Sports cnce 
Melanie R. Glick 
edla PA 
Blology/ Pre' Med Tau Igma Oamma 
Thanks (or c\-f!I)1hlng om c!' Dad . Lo~e )OU 
both i MM. 
O FF TO SEE THE WIZARD. Tau Sig sisters Erika 
Compton and Barb 
Lampe masquerade as the Scare-
crow and Dorothy. Photo: ~ Compton 
Seniors 0 
Daniel S. Greene 
Gaithersburg. MD 
English ... Beta Sigma Lambda 
Ain 't no stopping us now ' we're on the move. 
Thanks to cass, Mom, Dad, Snoop, and the bros. 
Kelly J. Henderson 
Pennsburg, PA 
Communication Arts ... Phi Alpha Psi 
Sometimes It's good to pause In our pursuit of 
happiness IX just be happyl PALS Thx Mom IX 
Dad. 
Blake R. Herr 
New Providence. PA 
Biology .. . PI Omega Delta 
All that Is not given Is lost. Thank you Mom. Dad. 
Brad. Bryan. and Brent. I love youl 
o Seniors 
Paul Guenther 
Richboro. PA 
Communication Arts .. . Alpha Phi Epsilon 
Theresa Hennessey 
Royersford. PA 
English 
Todd Hearsey 
Annville. PA 
Politics ... PI Gamma Mu 
Bryan Heron 
Philadelphia . PA 
Economics/ Business Admin .... Alpha Phi Epsilon 
Every graduate likes to think he did It all hlmselt 
to the side his parenlSjust smile. 
M ARVEL-OUS HEROES.Seniors Tim Mulvihill, Steve Christy, Jim Convey, Doug Hovey, and Bryan Heron set off to save the world on 
Halloween Night 1991. Photo: Jim Convey 
Seruo- M¥>rs: 26 
\..Jrdroass M<¥:rs: ~ 
Faculty. Laura Basdaf. Adele 
1X¥i. Parrea 0Uad. Carolyn 
Dahl R.OOat Davrlsm. SI.£a,.e 
Gilbet. \ t n TlE Gros. C<nsta.rce 
fbie)'. Trna ~ 
Rebecca Heyl 
New Park . NY 
Psychology 
Monica Lynne Houser 
Na Lional Park. NJ 
Biology e. Educallon ... PI u Epsilon 
Wh en )'au thInk about the memories )"ou~ e 
made. you also think about dreams yet to be 
made. 
Keith Hi rakawa 
Woodbridge. CT 
Politics ... Phi Delta Theta. PI Oamma Mu 
Douglas Charles Hovey 
Linwood. NJ 
Ch emlslry ... Aplha Phl l:psllon 
Are you going to eat that? Wllk". Reagal Beagle. 
Freedmers rule. Thanks a' lo~e Mom a- Dad. 
TIu; year. the bmat cf the 
cbss ",as &.ar\ged frcrn IcmJres to a 
rbc-"""",,,,,-,,'pe ~ TIu; ~ 
seans to tn"\f/ rro-e I"'oIa'eStS 11'\ the 
sru::lcns tai:r.g the dlss. Ain the 
aIJ'1"OWm i:r the map- was c:hanecd 
to rd.xie rro-e ~
c:o.n-ses ard rescar<h-bascd OCOY1£S 
Kath leen Erin Hoffman 
Prince-ton Junction . 
Classical Sludles l\appa Delta l\appa 
If you can drt!dm It lOU can do It. Thanks to m) 
(amlly profs friends sisters KDK (ore,er 
Mingming Huang 
Shangha I. China 
economics/ Business Admin .... Alpha Sigma u 
We are responsible for what we are. ·5artre In 
memory ofOrandpa. Thanxa' luv lO ana, Morn a-
Dad. 
Seniors 0 
MaryJane Knerr Hunsberger 
Obelisk. PA 
Mathematics 
Thank you Mom and Dad for all of your supportll 
love you Mom and Dadll!ove you Michael! 
Charisse Jack 
Horsham. PA 
Economics/ Business Admin .... Upsilon Phi Delta 
"For the meaning of life differs from man to man 
from day to day and from hour to hour. " ·Frankl 
32 Seniors 
Faculty: Bruce R)e'. Colette 
Hall. Annette Lucas. 
Rances Ncwak. Daniel 
Vrtaglione 
Eric Michael Hunt 
Indian Mills. NJ 
Chemistry / Pre·Med 
All things run In cycles, -Dave 
Sara E. Jacobson 
Lancaster, PA 
Int'! . Relations er Politics .. . Phi Alpha Psi 
WIth hIs eyes on the world. Christopher RobIn put 
out a hand &' felt for Pooh 's paw. Mom. PALS. 
Susan Kay 1m 
Penn Valley. PA 
English ... Omega Chi 
It keeps goIng and goIng and goIng ... .. .. 
L. Eric James II 
Topton. PA 
Anthropology/ Sociology 
The only thIng that separates humankInd from the 
animals Is: we 're not afraid of the vacuum. 
James M. Kal 
Roebling NJ 
t.c.onomlc.s/ 6u5In .5 Admin Delta PI Igma 
nlonk$ for )'our upport Mom a- Dad Dr 0 elll 
uranh$ (or lJ true IGdmlng experience Fe 08 
IJAI 
Kimberly Ann Kallenbach 
West Chester, PA 
BIOlogy 
"WlIIlhls mockcl) never cease? . hakespearc 
J 
o 
Ja Kim 
Absecon. NJ 
Chemistry 
Photo. Ivana 8ulf,osky 
Linda F. Kennedy 
PerkJomenvtlle. PA 
Anthropology/ Sociology Ilt Ps}chol~ 
Tyree Kozlowski 
Mount Laurel. 
Polltlcs ... PI Omega Delta 
Matthew C. Kennedy 
Birdsboro. PA 
Mathematlcs. Comp Selenee Alpha Phi tpsllon 
We live by faIth not by sight ·2 CorinthIans .5 7 
Thanks Mom 
Barbara Lampe 
Philadelphia PA 
Mathematics " Tau Sigma Gamma 
You only beat me If you get me to hate. ·B. Joel 
Love Ilt thanks Mom. Dad Ilt Bros 206 Tau Slg ror· 
ever 640/ 
Seniors 0. 
John R. Laughlin 
Cherry Hili. NJ 
Biology ". Beta Sigma Lambda 
While the desUnaUon Is Important. the Journey Is 
the ultimate reward. 
Jerome R. Licata 
cape May Court House. NJ 
History ... Beta Sigma Lambda 
" 1/'5 not personal Sonny. strlcUy busIness." Bet-
ans eternal · Thanx Mom and Dad. I love you both. 
Lisa Louise Luck 
Juneau, AK 
Psychology ". Kappa Delta Kappa 
00 out Into the world with peace. I love you KDK. 
Hom. Dad. Todd. Liz. and RIch. 
o Seniors 
Christian W. Lavish 
Trappe. PA 
International Relations ... PI Omega Delta 
Take It as It comes. specializing having fun. -JDH 
Hlche/e. thanks for always being there. 
Suzanne Michelle Law 
Bordentown, NJ 
English ". Phi Alpha Psi 
Friends are flowers In the garden of life. Thanr.s 
Hom. Dad. PAJ..S. I love youl 
G OING GREEK. Senior brothers of Alpha Phi Epsilon. Jim Convey and Doug Hovey get into the fraternity spirit by dressing themselves in matching togas. Photo: Jim Convey 
Number c:f ~ 3 
Susan L. Ludwick 
Lansdale. PA 
Mathematics 
Michelle MacRone 
Swarthmore. PA 
Psychology 
And the good-byes make theJoumey han:! as hell. 
<at Stevens Thanks evel)'body. 
Carrie A . Luml 
Toms RIver. ru 
I:ngllsh 
TIll you make your peace witlJ )estt!rday. you II 
never build 8 future.' Slal/I! Merchant 
Marjory Mallebranche 
orristown. PA 
Biology 
Individuality Is a high price to pay forconfotmlt}. 
Joseph C. MacDo nald 
Coatesville. PA 
Biology PI Omega Dcita 
But stlll tIy. for ","0 knOkS khat Is possible. mile! 
ThtU28111 Mom. Dad. arty. '!'k·llo \ e )'Oul 
Cristina Manes 
~own Square. PA 
Biology ... Omega Chi 
The remembtanceofthepast Is the teacher of the 
litture. Thanl<s Mom & Dad. J . & S. Duryea. 
Seniors 0. 
Facult;y: William E. Akin. 
Hugh Oark. S. Ross DougI"ty. 
C. DaI£u li:rnJ:hill. Riliard 
King. I:>et VlSSef 
Kyle David Mansfield 
f.mporlum. PA 
Biology ... PI Omega Delta 
Ideals are like stars ... you choose them as your 
guides and follow them to your desUny. 
o Seniors 
Denise Meckley 
Seven Valleys. PA 
Psychology ... Alpha Sigma Nu 
Edmund F. Markowski 
Wilkes-Barre. PA 
f.conomlcs/ Buslness Admin .... Alpha Phi Omega 
We have great dreams. ~ven better. we have the 
ability to make these dreams become reality. 
Kevin Nick Meitzler 
Royersrord. PA 
f.con. / Buslness Admin . ... Omicron Delta f.psllon 
Life Is not what you know. It Is what you do not 
know and who you do know. 
Susan Michelle Maucher 
Norristown. PA 
Politics 
Fear not that life shall come to an end. but rather 
that It shall never have a beginning. 
Carlos ME;jla 
f.ast Norriton. PA 
Business Management 
Daniel A . Menchey 
YOril. PA 
Chem15uy . Alph. Phi Omega 
CDn 'l thl.! walt till I mold? CDn I I live while 1m 
young? ·Ph/~h 
letitia ~ . Minnick 
La nsda le. PA 
Psychology 
Our dlgnlfJ' Is not In what we: do. but what k'e un-
dctSwnd. <Jeorgc SanCiJynna 
~rtk Andrew Moore 
Orcfleld. PA 
Computer Science tit UOnomlcs/ lluslness Admin. 
Keep on RocJ<ln ' ln the frtt worldl 
Robert W. Meyer 
Point P1ea.sant Beach , ru 
r...conomk::s 6,u.slness Admin 
Victoria Lynn Mitchell 
Wildwood. NJ 
David W. Mill r 
Reading. P 
Math""'" lies DdUl PI Igm;> 
c" cr pld) leilp-/rog k1th #I unicorn 
Phanuell " ~lIl e " R. Monn to n 
Philadelphia PA 
Psychology Upsilon Ph i Della International Relations ... Alpha Sigma u 
Through our great fortune In our youth, our hearts 
lVerc louched with nrc. Thanks M6rD DC4' . 
.. the most powerful vokes are 8/k'3)'$ stcep«J In 
utterable silence. 
C UDDLE CLOSER. Junior Rob Teti cozies up to senior C nthia Bab-
cock as they share an intimate mo· 
ment during a Tau Sig dated. 
Phot~ Mel/s.sa Chldo 
P UMPIN ' UPI Zeta Chi brothers Chris and Joe 
Padula practice their 
" muscle man" pose at a for-
ma I. PhOIO: Barn Lampe 
Seniors 0 
Melissa T. Mscichowski 
Reading, PA 
Biology , .. Kappa Delta Kappa 
You can 'ttum bad< the clod<. But you can wind It 
up again. Love ya Mom and Dad. 
Robin K. Munro 
Lake Hannony, PA 
Biology .. . PI Omega Delta Little Sister 
Thani<s /'10m l!t Dad, brothers of POD, l!t gymnas· 
tics team for all the great memories. 
Monica L. Norris 
Douglassville, PA 
Biology ... Kappa Delta Kappa 
I dip Inlo the fUture, far as I can see, to a vision of 
the world l!t the wonder thaI will be. ·Tennyson 
o Seniors 
Daniel Mullen 
Manchester, NH 
Exercise/ Sports Science ... Alpha Phi Epsilon 
Casey R, Neal 
Wilmington, DE 
Politics ... Sigma Rho Lambda 
Tim Mulvihill 
Philadelphia , PA 
Exercise/ Sports Science ... Aplha Phi EpSilon 
Anything that does not make sense Is of extreme 
value. ·Movecles 
John W. Nilon III 
Saint PaUl, MN 
International Relations .. . zeta Chi 
College teaches you how other people thlnlc . But 
/I doesn 't matter what other people think. 
P ALS, PALS, PALS WE WILL ALWAYS BEl Robin Baker and Janene Paist proudly accept their bids as they decide to pledge Phi Alpha Psi. 
Photo: Janene Palst 
Seu:x- Maja"s: 8 
I.hleUass Maja"s: n 
Faa.tIty. NK:f--das BErry. Hugh 
CIaIt. S. Ross Do.Jgt-ty. Th::mas 
GaIJagha-. ~ Hood. Rxhard 
~. RegIna~. HeaLre 
ONeill. hhan SaJeh 
Megan Katherine Noyes 
Medneld. MA 
~nglish ... Alpha Sigma u 
Thank you M~J 
Chrlstln Outwin 
Belmar. NJ 
Spanish 
Joy Ann O 'Grady 
I'ranklin Lakes ru 
Psychology ... Phi Alpha Psi 
ever put offllll tomorrow ~llat can be t!nJO) ed to-
day. Love )ou Mom 4' Dad Denls~. Oram 4' PA 
Craig Alan Overpeck 
Quakenown. PA 
Biology I!t Chemistry 
A leamro blocl<head Is a goester blocl<head than 
an Ignorant one. -Benjamin f'ranklln 
Jenni fer Orehowsky 
Southampton , PA 
Mathe.matlcs 
Christopher M. Padula 
Lansdowne. PA 
PoIiUcs ... Zeta Chi 
When you think about I~ life Is like a bowl of/lme 
green JeJl-o. Thanks Mom and Dad. 
Seniors 0 
Janene Lynn Paist 
Wyomissing. PA 
French ... Phi Alpha Psi 
Olve the world the best U have &' the best comes 
bad< to U. THX&'ILYMDJAS8fPALS. A blentot mes 
amisl 
Michele Alison Pollock 
Exton , PA 
Biology ... Tau Sigma Gamma 
Pour years have faded as the mist. Thanks to Ood 
I still exlstlilove U M&'D &' Christian . 
o Seniors 
Michelle Ann Perless 
East Greenville. PA 
Communication Arts ... Phi Alpha Psi 
All the world's a stage and all the men and women 
merely players. 20S8fHobson PALS Love you 
M&,D. 
Lorraine Maria Quinn 
Phoenixville. PA 
Economics/ Business Admin . 
Thanks Mom and Dad (or all your love and sup-
portiliove youl You are the bestl 
Marc Petennan 
York. PA 
Physics ... Alpha Phi Omega 
In wildness Is the preservallon of the world. -Tho-
reau 
Kara L. Raiguel 
Blue Bell. PA 
Mathematics ... Tau Sigma Gamma 
Wh en you go out In the world. It Is best to hold 
hands and sUck together. 
AnneU t phanl Rawl 
Trucl\5vtll • PA 
P.ychOlogy !'h I Alpha psi 
We "C got to I/I.e no malle, how miln) skI 
lul/cn Thunlts Mom Dad Orondma5 .JJ A 
Hea ther A . Reed 
Ham sburg. PA 
Biology Kappa Delta Kappa 
Brldgette Byrnes Roney 
Camp Hili. PA 
Psychology ... Phi Alpha Psi 
Others can stop you temporarily. ani> you can do 
It permanenUy. 11m e you Mom. Dad &' Jason. 
p TO Ba lda 
ing th 
A HAPPY FA E. 
ar njoy th 
ir last year at 
Sona Rewarl 
Potts town. PA 
I:conomlcs/ Buslness Admin English 
And when you kant to I/"e, hOk dO )OU start? 
Wh ere do you g07 Wh o do lOU need (0 MO 
. mlcJrs 
Abby Rosenbaum 
Ardmore:. PA 
English ... Kappa Delta Kappa 
us/e spIed an elf. But al/ the magk I hal e 
seen ,',t! had to make myself. 
Halyna Reynold 
edrord NJ 
Mathe:mauc.s Tau Igma Oamma 
There Is no ~{(t!r feeling thiJn puttIng iJ smile on 
someone s (ace 
Lisa S. Rothenberger 
ew Berl lnvtlle PA 
U onomlcs/ Buslness Admin. 
Seniors 0 
Kimberly Roussin 
Swansea . MA 
International Relations ". Omega Chi 
It's not the end. It's not even the beginning of It. 
But It Is, perhaps, the end of the beginning. 
Dhinesh John Samuel 
Indiana. PA 
Chemistry 6t Physics " . PI Nu Epsilon 
What man can conceive ODd can achieve through 
him. 
~ Seniors 
Harley David Rubin 
Philadelphia. PA 
Communication Art.s 6t English 
"Let us reflect bad< nostalgically on the past. .. 
-Howard Cosell7hanks 2 famllyl'CH.O.CR.1 
Rachel Lynn Sargent 
Somers Point. NJ 
Biology " . Tau Sigma Gamma 
In order to learn how to accept others you must 
first learn how to accept yourself 
The Philosophy and Religion 
Departmert i; erled abcu the arriva1 
eX ProEs!a Leo Sard:n. v.ro ~ be 
~ Iedures fr SE.'\U'aI m:nths. He i; 
ProEs!a eX RdigIn and Directa eX 
American ~ at fbi::Ia State 
t.rnusiy. ArdM eriing ~
in the department i; the ac:X1im eX a 
business a medical Ethi::s ~ that 
will be available to aD 6IlJierots. 
Richard C. Salmon Jr. 
Pitman. NJ 
Compo Science/ Math " . Sigma Rho Lambda 
Who cares about tomorrow. It's todayl Bf'C Sigma 
Rho Lambda 
Scott C. Savett 
Lafayette HilI. PA 
Chemistry 
Laura Sca ro la 
Point Pleasant, NJ 
Chemistry 
We slJJrt believing nOkllhot we can be who we are. 
ThankS Mom. Dad. lJnd friendsl 
Bryan M. Schmidt 
Deerfield Beach. rL 
Politics 
Kimberly S. Schanlnger 
Macungie PA 
Psychology Alpha 19ma u 
Only BS high as I fl!8ch ClJn I grow onl) 8S much 
as I dream can I be. .. Thank you Mom. Dad <-'" Jen 
John Charles Schwanho lt 
Wannlnster. PA 
Mathemallcs ... Sigma Rho Lambda 
I have 8 real problem here. I don ', know what I'm 
doing and I don ·t (eel like doing It. 
Christopher R. chaplra 
" aliing/ord . CT 
t:ng115h 
Satsukl Linda Scoville 
Durham. C 
Psychology 
"TIs a gift to be simple ·Us 8 gill to be free. .. 
Seniors 0-
William R. Sedgwick 
Philadelphia, PA 
Exercise/ Sports Science ... Alpha Phi Epsilon 
Now faith Is the substance of things hoped for the 
evidence of things not seen. Nbw 11:1 
Amltha Kshantha Sliva 
Colombo. Srl Lanka 
Economics/ Business Admin. 
When one knows thee, then allen there Is none, 
then no door Is shut. Thanks /'1om and Dadl 
Jennifer Simmons 
Perkasie, PA 
Biology ... Phi Alpha Psi 
Love to all my friends - I'll cherish the memories 
of these years forever. Thanks /'1om and Dad 
o Seniors 
Ronald Avery Sexton III 
North East, MD 
Biology 
The purpose of human life Is to seNe and to show 
compassion and the will to help others. 
Kellianne Sheller 
Harleysville. PA 
Psychology 
All that Is not given Is lost. Thank you /'1om and 
DadlllLUAT 
F LAGGER EXTRAORDINAIRE. Senior Bryan Heron meets some new friends on South Street and tries out a new occupation during a cre-
ative Spring Break excursion to Philadelphia. Photo: Bryan Neron 
Sm.a-~20 
\..irlroass ~ a5 
FaaJiy. NrlOOs BErry. Geard 
FI.zpaIn::k. ~ Hood. 1 
~ !\are E1!zabeth 
tvh:re PaJJ Stan 
Wilmot W. Simpson II 
Waldorf. MD 
I:ngllsh ... PI Omega Delta 
In the province of the mInd. whst one ~1It!ves to 
be true t!llher Is true or becomes true. 
Kara Nicole Smith 
Selinsgrove. PA 
I:xerdse/ Sports ScIence ... Tau Sigma Oamma 
Leam 10 listen. OpportunIty somedmes knocks 
soIIJy. 
Margaret J . Slonaker 
Hereford. PA 
Biology/ Pre-Vet 
Mom c!' Dad. thBnl<s for everythIng. Chris. thBnl<s 
for renewing my faIth In love. I.ove you wver 
Scott Solloch 
Bound Brook. NJ 
The Ftfu:s Depa.rtrnEn IT) 
~ wah the Eararu:s 
and &lsmess Ad rn.IruSlI'aI.Xr 
Depanrre-t. will be ~ a 
studa'-t research ~ IT) the 
~ Dr. BErry. ~ his 'MX'd; 
r:f w&X:rn to the Chss r:f B94. 
adv5es: 1h"l \ let an ache-rure 
pass )o..J 17j: 
Alexis Amber mlth 
Rlegelsvtlle PA 
I:ngllsh Tau igma Oamma 
The love alleamlng. the sequestered nooI<s Bnd 
all the S..-eel serenltyalbool<s. 
Brian O. Spence 
Allentown. PA 
I:xerdse/ Sports ScIence ... Alpha Phi I:psllon 
Seniors 0 
Tracy L. Spinka 
Reading. PA 
Biology ... Beta Beta Beta 
So we beat on, boats against the current borne 
bact ceaselessly Into the past. -f'. Scott f'ltzgerald 
Matthew C. Stephens 
Woodbury, CT 
Exercise/ Sports Science ... Alpha Phi Omega 
We don 't know one millionth of one percent about 
anything. Thank you to friends and family. 
Underdass Majors: 62 
G Senjors 
Susan Elaine Steele 
Jamesville, NY 
Biology ... Tau Sigma Gamma 
Holidays must end as you know. All Is memory 
taken home with me ... 
Denise S. Stroman 
Phoenixville, PA 
Psychology 
AngeJlque Steimel 
Lake Hopatcong, NJ 
Chemistry 
Tammi Talese 
Telford, PA 
Psychology ... Tau Sigma Gamma 
But the snowman sniffed his carrot nose and said, 
"At least I'll try." 5 .5. 206 Tau Sig forever 6401 
Kath ryn Tats ls 
Norristown. PA 
Biology 
n,e kIOrflJ of life depends not upon the yCiJI"S of 
durotJon but on the spIrit In which Ills lived. 
Kristin Noel Teufel 
~1Iz.abelh town . PA 
~erc.lsc/Sports Science ... Tau Sigma Gamma 
John R. Traverso 
Ridley Park. P" 
Biology ... PI Omega Della 
T AU SIG TRIO . enior sist r nlhia Babcock, Tammi Tal Barb lampe swing to the beat ofth mu ic and croon a tun in 
Photo Darb Lampe 
and 
t) I . 
Tho Van Thleu 
Oreland, PA 
Chemistry 
Elaine K . Tucker 
Pottstown. P" 
Biology 
Cra ig S. Tlb aldl 
Martetta . OA 
IntemaLlonal RelaUons ... Beta Sigma lambda 
U/e Is too Important (0 ~ taken seriously. -Oscar 
Wilde Thanks for everythIng. Mom ~ Dad 
David J. Van Benthuysen 
SeJ Insgrove. P" 
Communication "rts ... "Ipha Chi Sigma 
People make fun of me and I don 't mInd maInly 
because these people are my friends. -Brian 
Wenny 
Seniors 0 
Jennifer Vigliano 
Lansdale. PA 
English 
David Washburn 
Huntington. PA 
Chemistry 
Nickname: " Books" 
"An honest m an 's pillow Is his peace of mind." 
Thanks Hom. Dad. Regal Begal. &' The f'reetlmers 
~seniors 
Dennis Wilson 
Essex Fells. NJ 
Politics ." Alpha Phi Epsilon 
Kristen Jo Virgin 
New Portland . ME 
Biology ". Phi Alpha Psi 
You can 't a lways get what you want but I(you try, 
som etimes you '/I get what you need. 
Deborah J. Weldon 
Perkiomenvi lle. PA 
Economics/ Business Admin . 
Thanks Mom &' Dad. I couldn 't have done It wilh -
out you. I love you both vel)' much. Love U Mike. 
Cynthia Lee Wagner 
Newark, DE 
Exercise/ Sports Science ... Phi Alpha Psi 
The best proof of love Is trust. Thanks H&,D·I lu v 
U. 205-Hobson-PALS. Steve. ILU-you R the best. 
Lisa L. Wessner 
Bartlesville. OK 
Bio logy 
" Man cannol discover new oceans unless he has 
courage to Jose sight o(the shore." -Andre ' Olde 
L ONG LIVE THE FREETIMERSr Gene Barnes, Bill Sedgwick, Kevin Crowley, Matt Kennedy, Tim Mulvihill , Bryan Heron, Doug Hovey, 
Dave Washburn, Jim Convey, Steve Christy, and John Schwanholt 
celebrate their intramural basketball victory. Photo: Jim Convey 
Jennifer Lynn Wo lf 
Drex~1 Hili. PA 
~~rcls~/Sports Science ... Phi Alpha Psi 
Never before and never sInce will the whole world 
be 8S WDnn as this. Mom. Dad, Ora m. Pop-fL Y. 
PALS. 
Leigh Ann Woolston 
Mercervill e. NJ 
PollUcs .•• Omega Ch i 
We are the roses In the garden. Beauty with thorns 
among our leaves. ·N.I'1. LUV 2 I'1DL. ruSIl, 
Omega Ch i. 
Jennifer Woodbury 
r=.aSl Stoneham. Mf. 
t:ngllsh 
Steven Nyun Ylm 
Berwyn. PA 
Psychology 
Only let us live up to what we have alreadY at-
mined. ·Phlllpplans :J:16 
J o hn Ralston Woodruff 
West Chester, fA 
PollUcs ... PI Omega Della 
reel th e spirit.. and a/ways drink In the emotion 
RkJe th e beast o( dreams untllliJmed. 
Not Pictured: 
Srini vas Sanka 
JamLson. PA 
Biology 
N~~ forget dreams can become reality. Thanks 
for your support Mom. Dad, and fa mily. 
seniors~ 
o faculty 
,:::. ~ 
., .. :.; :i'W. 
' ... .. ; 
.!- '\) 
,""7 
.. .... 
1/ / rsinus takes pride in its faculty and the 
~ many accomplishments which both 
~_-----.J faculty and staff members achieve. 
This year, several professors have had works 
published, and they continue to take active 
roles in the academic interests of their 
students. 
A CLOSER LOOK. Dr. Kathryn Goddard, Adjunct 
Professor of Biology, shows freshmen Joanne 
Sickeri and Steve Renzi the inside of a nautilus 
shell. Photo: College Communications 
Do n Lori L Cnql<' 
. d· LL . conomlO ill O LD T HE II ath r 
H chair Dr call during partm nt ortant phon k an Imp 
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PRESIDENT 
Richard P. Richter 
" This kind of job is impossi-
ble," says President Richard P_ 
Richter, " because of the high 
expectations_ " Thejob of Presi-
dent is that of a fund-raiser, a 
representative of the college, a 
" magnet for teachers," and a 
role model. As President of Urs-
inus, Richter must represent 
the college while maintaining 
compassion , having a sense of 
humor, and understanding the 
students as well as the professors. He must never feel 
not connected . 
" I think of myself as a teacher," says Richter, 
" whether or not I am in the classroom." In fact. he 
worked in the classroom as an English teacher for over 
ten years before he became President of the College. He 
began his work at Ursinus in 1965 and has served in vari-
ous capacities, including professor, Alumni Secretary, 
Assistant to the President. Vice President for Administra-
tive Affairs, and, currently, President of the College. 
Having attended Phoenixville High School and Ursinus 
College, Richter finds it a pleasure to be working only 
five miles from where he grew up. He received his B.A. in 
English from Ursinus in 1965, his M.A. in English from 
the University of Pennsylvania in 1967, and honorary 
doctorates from Ursinus College, Muhlenberg College, 
and Tohoku Gakuin University in Japan. President Rich-
ter has also had many magazine pieces published on life 
insurance, the gas industry, the Philadelphia scene, and 
higher education_ 
Richter's favorite part about Ursinus is its mission 
statement. He believes strongly in the mission of the col-
lege and hopes that students will leave Ursinus after 
their four years of undergraduate studies with " lifelong 
intellectual curiosity. " According to Richter, the essence 
of the statement is a sense of ethical concern. He be-
lieves that Ursinus students should, above all. learn to 
be responsible citizens. He compares the Ursinus Col-
lege community to that of a religious community and re-
fers to " humane values which hold us together. " 
In the future, President Richter predicts that much of 
Ursinus will remain the same, especially its mission 
statement. " The direction will be the same," he says, 
" that of giving the students as intense an intellectual ex-
perience as possible. " But. because the world will be 
different. Ursinus will also have to change_ Teaching 
methods are in rapid transformation, and technology is 
already having a significant effect on the campus. Rich-
ter also foresees a less homogeneous student body with 
a more varied mix of racial and ethnic groups. 
" I see the growth of Collegeville resembling the town 
of Princeton: a component of a research and corporate 
community. " Along these lines, Richter comments, " Our 
business [as a college] is quality of life. It would be great 
just to see the continuance of the small liberal arts col-
lege, such as Ursinus. " 
-- Lori L. Engler 
Faculty 
William E. Akin, Ph.D. 
Dean of the College 
HudsonB. 
Scattergood, 
M.B.A. 
v.P. for 
College 
Relations 
C.Joseph 
Nace, M.B.A. 
Dean of 
Continuing 
Education 
tl\ 
Richard P. Richter, M.A., LL.D. John D. Pilgrim, Ph.D. 
President of the College V. P. of Finance 
J. Houghton Kane, J.D. Annette V. Lucas, Ph.D. Peter F. Small, Ph.D. 
Dean of Student Life Associate Dean Assistant Dean 
Administrative Staff 53 
Administrative S T A F F 
BERMAN MUSEUM: ROW 1: Lisa Trem-
per Barnes, Jane McLaughlin ROW 2: 
RESIDENCE LIFE: Linda Manz, Todd McKinney, Deb Nolan, 
Kim Taylor. 
STUDIO COTTAGE: ROW 1: Carla Rinde 
Kathy Grentzenberg ROW 2: Linda Ko 
renkiewicz, Patricia Mancuso , Elisi 
Kurland . 
Nancy Fago. 
CONTINUING EDUCATION: C. Joseph Nace, Ruth Sprague, Kim Lacy, Jan 
Lange, Michelle Quinlan , Sharon Meyers. 
COLLEGE RELATIONS: ROW 1: Kenneth L. Schaefer, Mary Ellen DeWane 
ROW 2 : Jill L. Sherman, David Sherman, Sally H. Widman , Blanche Z. Allen , 
Stephen Heacock. 
o Faculty 
r-
FINANCIAL AID OFFICE: Patricia Keebler, Mary Frances Waite, Ann M. Mil 
gan, Suzanne Sparrow. 
BUSINESS OFFICE: ROW 1: Mona Chylack, Christina Mahoney, Frank Sivi· 
eri , Dottie Bowman, Lynn Johnson ROW 2: Sharon Knup, Joan Wlock, Betty 
Davidson, Erica March. 
I\ANKL~ W~LLNESS C~NT~R : ROW J : Mell a Fish r. Li a Edward ROW 
elrtca And rews. Jen hanahan. Liz Wilde ROW 3 : J nOon ck ram· 
In h pard. Dr. All en Goldberg. Paul Walck. Jason Kindt. 
REGISTRAR'S OFFICE: Barb Boris. Carol Will iams. Lori chameck. 
ISSIONS OFFICE: ROW 1 : Richard DiFeliciantonio. Paul Cramer ROW 
ra Pinter. Lynn Baumeister. Audrey Wade. Sue Thomas. Paul Mad· 
Barbara Mulroy. Gail Carter. 
ill iarn 
Ba b II i lif . it 
r a li t). E\el)thing I 
d ta il. 
Al though De n k in 
sta ti stics ind icate a d di-
cated educa tion nd 
I ader. anoth r ide r . 
f1 ects hi p a i on for 
baseball. \i ith an almo t 
equal number o f art icl 
published on baseball as on academic ub-
jects. he is a true baseball fan. In k eping 
with his deep historian roots. Dea n Akin ad-
mits his favorite team to be th e WaShington 
Senators. a team that closed in 1972. 
Born in Alabama and educa ted in e\ 
York, Dr. William E. Akin recei ed both hi 
B.A. and M.A. in history from th e Uni ersit of 
Maryland and his Ph .D. in history from the 
University of Rochester. After spending se -
eral years in Canada in various head posi -
tions, Dr. Akin returned to the states in 1979 
and became Dean of Ursinus College. With 
his background in history, Dean Akin concur-
rently is a history professor. He attained the 
position of Vice President for Academic Af-
fairs in 1989. Dean Akin presently holds all 
th ree titles at Ursinus. 
As Dean of the college, Dr. Akin portrays 
his job as one in " helping the faculty to de· 
liver the best education possible to the stu-
dents. " Through workshops and activities, 
he wishes to " increase the faculty 's improve-
ment" and keep the professors abreast of 
current methods. Perhaps the greatest honor 
has been the installation of the Phi Beta 
Kappa chapter. Since his arrival at Ursinus, 
Dean Akin has witnessed a " demonstrable 
improvement in the college" and possesses 
great aspirations for the future. In the years 
to come, Dr. Akin hopes for an " increase in 
the number of graduates attending profes-
sional school. from one-third of the students 
to one-half by the end of the century. " In ac-
cordance with today's growing world, Dean 
Akin states, " It would benefit college life if 
the student were more diversified, varied 
more in geographical locations and cul-
tures. " He advises the graduating class to 
" Think big, " for they now possess the neces-
sary skills. 
.. Liz Egoville 
Administrative Staff 
D E A N 
Annette V. Lucas 
We all know Dean Lu-
cas as that smiling char-
ismatic woman with the 
slight German accent. 
But, there's more to her 
than you might think. 
Born in Swinemunde, 
Germany, Dean Lucas 
immigrated to the United 
States in 1959. With a 
B.A. from George Washington University, a 
Masters Degree from New York University, 
and a Ph.D. from Bryn Mawr University, Lucas 
entered Ursinus in the fall of 1967. Prior to 
becoming a dean, she taught French which 
she still teaches today. 
Dean Lucas describes her role as a dean as 
" working with student areas that concern the 
students." She is actively involved with the 
liberal studies seminar held here at Ursinus. 
In this, she works with the faculty members 
in creating a main theme for the seminar. 
The theme this year is "Unity and Diversity." 
By coordinating the Freshman Advisor Pro-
gram, in which members of the faculty volun-
teer to assist first-year students in adjusting 
to a new campus, Lucas is able to work with 
all of the first-year students. In addition to co-
ordinating the Freshman Advisor Program, 
she also coordinates other campus events, 
such as Academic Convocation, Founders' 
Day, and Commencement. Furthermore. Lu-
cas also "serves on a lot of committees." 
With all of these activities, Lucas still finds 
time to relax and enjoy reading, traveling, 
and volunteering. 
Her favorite parts of Ursinus are the sense 
of community and the ability to communi-
cate. She would still like the students to be 
more involved with learning, though. Look-
ing back upon the years, Lucas' most memo-
rable part of Ursinus was the 1993 com-
mencement program. It was the first outdoor 
commencement program since the mid-fif-
ties, and it had rained. Looking towards the 
future, Lucas is making plans to retire, and 
perhaps to "find a better hobby." 
As a final informal farewell to the Ursinus 
Class of1994, Dean Lucas would like to com-
ment to the seniors, "Carpe Diem. Make the 
most out of what you have gotten out of your 
four years here at Ursinus." 
-- Jason Kline 
0l'aCu,ty 
1993-94 
Faculty 
AND 
Staff 
Cristina Anaya, Ph.D. 
Modem Languages 
Nicholas O. Berry, 
Ph.D. 
Politics 
Laura L. Borsdorf, 
Ph.D. 
Exercise &' Sports Science 
A. C. Allen, Jr., Ph.D. 
Biology 
Richard Boekenka 
Ph.D. 
Earth Sciences 
Barry N. Bowers, 
C.P.A. 
Economics &' Business 
Admin. 
Anthony Branker, 
M.M. 
~atherine Chambliss, 
Ph.D. 
Psychology 
Jeanine Czubarotf, 
Ph.D. 
ary Ellen DeWane, 
B.A. 
lirector of Alumni Affairs 
• 
Richard S. Bremiller, 
M.A. 
Math ematics 
Robin Clouser, Ph.D. 
Modem Languages 
Ellen Dawley, Ph.D. 
Biology 
Richard DiFeliciantonio, 
M.A. 
Director of Admissions 
Freida E. Brinkmann , 
M.A. 
Modem Languages 
Roger D. Coleman, 
Ph.D. 
Math ematics 
Carol Dole, Ph.D. 
English 
Douglas Ca m eron , 
Ph .D . 
Vincent E. Coli , Ph.D. 
Mathematics 
Louis A. DeCatur, 
Ph.D. 
English 
Kerry L. Durgin, B.A. 
Asst. Dir. of Admissions 
Faculty 0 
Shirley Eaton, Ph.D. 
Modem Languages 
J 
/ 
George C. Fago, Ph.D. 
Psychology 
\ 
\ 
John H. French, M.M. 
Music 
/ / ) 
/£ 
cLr" 
Stewart Goetz, Ph.D. 
Philosophy/ Religion 
o faculty 
Andrew Economopoulos, 
Ph.D. 
Gcon./ Business Admin. 
Mary B. Fields, Ph.D. 
Biology 
Judith E. Fryer, M.S. 
Reference Librarian 
Patricia A. Gross, 
Ed.D. 
~ducation 
Eileen England, Ph.D. 
Psychology 
Gerard J. Fitzpatrick, 
Ph.D. 
Politics 
Steve Gilbert, M.S. 
~SS/Asst. Athletic Dir. 
Nancy Hagelgans, 
Ph.D. 
Mathematics 
Juan Espandas, Ph.D. 
Modem Languages 
Jenneen Flamer, B.A. 
Assoc. Dir. of Admissions 
Kathryn A. Goddard, 
Ph.D. 
Biology 
Colette Hall, Ph.D. 
Modem Languages 
u 
Keith J. Hardman, 
Ph.D. 
fJhilo ophy/ R ligion 
yce E. Henry, Ph.D. 
ommunication Art 
Jae Hive ly 
ludent Life ecretary 
Biology 
Cindy K. Harris, C.P.A. 
economic / Bu 
Admin. 
Ronald E. Hess, Ph .D . 
h emi try/ Pre-Med. 
Advi or 
Steven J. Hood, Ph. D . 
Politics 
Chika Inoue, M.A. 
Modem Languages 
5m 
in biolo) \dth 
glish min r. II r 
~ 
1 1 
hi Ma t r Degr in biolo from E 
nes ee Uni er it . Finall) , m II I C i\ d hi 
Ph.D. in for t CO I09) from Mi mi r it 
in Ohio . 
Dean mall arri 
the fall of 1972 a an a i t nt prof 
biology. He began teaching g n ti ,gen r I 
biology , e olution , and g ncr I bot n . 
Later, mall began teaching colog, n n-
majors general biology, non - cui r nd 
vascular plants, and the s nior minar. Of 
his present position , Dean mall tat " I 
am a three-quarter time full profes or and 
only a one-quarter time Associate Dean. " 
There are several things Dean mall doe 
in his role as Dean. He 0 ersee th lir t 
Howard Hughes grant, as well as doing the Ii -
nancial and annual reports. D an mall i in-
volved in putting together the difT rent !Tort 
on campus that deal with undergraduat re-
search. Small also works with uppercla 
men in academic difficulty. 
In his spare time when he isn ' t teaching or 
pursuing his ecological research , Dean mall 
enjoys reading and collecting antiques. He 
enjoys various reading subjects, and he 
reads a number of mystery novels. In an-
tiques, Small specializes in clocks and 18th-
and 19th-century brass candlesticks and 
snuffers. Besides these, he also collects e -
erything from furniture to toys. 
In the future, Small would like to see more 
undergraduate research programs made 
available to all students. " I think that the 
next step for Ursinus should be a fully-funded 
undergraduate research program for all stu-
dents and all majors. " Small believes that in-
dependent research is of extreme value 
whether the student goes into the work force, 
graduate schooL or professional school. He 
hopes to become involved in such a program 
before he retires. 
-- Stephanie Fragati 
r acu lty 0 
o E A N 
J. Houghton. Kane 
James Houghton 
Kane, Dean of Student 
Life, has been an integral 
part of Ursinus College 
for over twenty years. 
Born in Brooklyn, New 
York and raised in Potts-
ville, Pennsylvania, Kane 
did his undergraduate 
work at Houghton Col-
lege. While there, he majored in History, and 
minored in Spanish, Economics, and Political 
Science. He then moved on to The University 
of Pennsylvania where he achieved his Mas-
ters in Political Science. Then, after serving in 
the army for two years as a military police of-
ficer, he attended Temple Law School, where 
he graduated in 1975. Dean Kane began 
teaching at Ursinus on a part-time basis in 
1971, and started full-time in 1975 after con-
cluding his studies at Temple. 
Kane considers his role as Dean " to design 
programs outside of the classroom that will 
maximize what students learn through those 
experiences." When asked about long-term 
goals of the school, he said he would like to 
see the endowment of the college increased 
significantly. His hopes for the near future are 
"to see the system of pledging revised, " and 
to see the students "take more advantage of 
educational and entertainment opportunities 
in Philadelphia," rather than limiting them-
selves to what happens on campus. 
Kane says that after he finishes his work 
during the day at Ursinus, and spends some 
quality time with his family, he is left with 
very little time for any hobbies. He does, 
however, have another very important aspect 
to his life: his relationship with Jesus Christ. 
Kane says, "I have given my life over to 
Jesus Christ, and my goal is to let him con-
trol my life. " He works a lot on that relation-
ship through reading The Bible and through 
prayer. According to Kane, 'That's what 
makes me tick." 
-- Mark Leiser 
o faculty 
l 
Peter G. Jessup, Ph.D. 
Mathematics 
Richard D. King, Ph.D. 
History 
M. Scott Landis, 
M.Div. 
Campus Minister 
Joyce Lionarons, 
Ph.D. 
English 
Margot Kelley, Ph.D. 
English 
Susan Koester, B.B 
Student Activities Coord. 
Bernard F. Lentz, Ph.D. 
Econ. j Business Admin. 
Deborah L. Malone, 
M.L.S. 
Technical Servo Librarian 
Jay K. Miller, Ph.D. 
ommunication Arts 
Jeffrey W. Neslen, 
Ph.D. 
Mathematic 
Margaret L. McMahon , 
Ph.D. 
F ych ology 
Elizabeth B . Moore, 
M.A. 
Politic 
Frances Novack, Ph.D. 
Modem Languages 
Constance Warren Poley, 
B.S. 
t:xercise and ports cience 
William Middl ton , 
Ph .D . 
h mi If} 
Lucia C. R. Murphy. M.B.A . 
t:conomics/ Business Admin 
Regina Smith Oboler, 
Ph.D. 
Anthropology! ociology 
Andrew Price, Ph.D. 
Chemistry 
D vid H . Mill , M.L . 
R Ii r nc Libr rian 
Douglas Nagy, Ph.D. 
Phy i 
Dominic V. O 'Brien , 
Ph.D. 
Education 
Kenneth Richardson, 
Ph.D. 
Psychology 
Facutty0-
Bruce E. Rideout, 
Ph.D. 
Psychology 
Patricia Schroeder, 
Ph.D. 
English 
Jahangier Saleh, Ph.D. 
Economics/ Business Admin. 
Ray K. Schultz, Ph.D. 
Chemistry 
Faculty and Staff 
ABSENTEES 
Gretchen Ambach , English 
Thomas Apple, English 
Bruce Arrigo, 
Anth ropology / Sociology 
Nancy Bates, English 
Irene Berkowitz, 
Communication Arts 
Adele P. Boyd, Exercise and 
Sports Science 
Kathy A. Caruso, 
Psychology 
Verna Cavey, 
Anth ropology / Sociology 
Pamela Chlad, Exercise and 
Sports Science 
Hugh Clark, History 
Richard Coletta, Education 
Michael J . Corrigan, Modem 
Languages 
Carolyn Dahl, Exercise and 
Sports Science 
Dorothy H. Daves, 
Education 
S. Ross Doughty, History 
Lorri Engstrom, Exercise 
and Sports Science 
Paula Flicker, Mathematics 
Thomas E. Gallagher, 
Anth ropology / Sociology 
o faculty 
Marcia Stein Goldberg, 
Communication Arts 
Steven Grabania , Chemistry 
Thomas N. Grant, 
Education 
Yvonne Gros. Exercise and 
Sports Science 
C. Dallett Hemphill, History 
Nancy M. Hughes. 
Communication Arts 
Bernadette M. Janis. 
Education 
R. Walton Johnson, 
Education 
Benita Luttcher, Modem 
Languages 
Jorge E. Millan, Physics 
Donna S. Monheit, English 
Peggy Joy Nixon, Education 
Peter F. Perreten, English 
Leslie A. Roes, History 
Derk Visser, History 
Tina Wailgum. Exercise and 
Sports Science 
Thomas R. Walters, 
Chemistry 
Thomas Whelan, 
Communication Arts 
Theodore A. Xaras. Fine 
Arts 
Leo Sandon, Ph.D. 
Philosophy and Religion 
E. Jane Shinehouse, 
P.T. 
Biology 
James M. Sidie, Ph.D. 
Biology 
Keith Strunk, M.F.A. 
Communication Arts 
Jean A. Scholz, Ph.D. 
Biology 
John W. Shuck, Ph.D. 
Mathematics 
I • 
,1 
Paul Stern, Ph.D. 
Politics 
Martha Takats, Ph.D. 
Physics 
unikiko Terasawa 
Mod rn Languag 
\. 1 I 
Linda C. Thiel 
Mathematics 
Daniel Vitaglione, 
Ph.D. 
Modern Languages 
Frances Waite, 
M.Ed. 
)irector of Financial Aid 
Lynn Thelen, Ph.D. 
Mod rn Languages 
Victor Tortorelli, Ph.D. 
Chemistry 
Jon Volkmer, Ph.D. 
English 
John M. Wickersham, 
Ph.D. 
Classics 
D A 
Deborah O. Nolan 
I t 
olan \\' 
the Jer ) 
Tom s Ri\ r c\\ J r 
Fo II 0\\ 'ng h r gradu tion 
from Tom 's Ri er High chool orth 01 n 
went to Muskingum College. which i in man 
ways like Ursinus: a small , lib ral 
school. The degree Nolan am d. a B. . in 
Music Education, renected one of her li~ tim 
passions -- the piano. 
After having been a Resident As i tant. o· 
Ian became a Resident Director for h r enior 
year at Muskingum with si Re idenl Ai-
tants working under her. In the bu thr 
years following, Nolan taught music r ading, 
piano, and ear training, and acted as accom· 
panist at Muskingum while serving as Area 
Coordinator. Although opting away from a 
music career, Nolan still sometimes pia s at 
her church and often can be found at her si -
foot grand piano. 
After receiving her M.A. in Educational Ad· 
ministration from Oh:o State, Nolan decided 
to come to Ursinus. because she liked the at-
mosphere and the location near to her hus-
band. When Nolan arrived on campus seven 
years ago. she was the only full-time staff 
member in Residence Life, living in the apart-
ment in Beardwood/ Paisley / Stauffer. 
Her busy schedule included working on all 
aspects of Residence Life, from maintenance 
to Resident Assistant training. Because even 
trying to get to know the students was a 
chore, Nolan has expanded the staff. hiring 
Area Coordinators and providing a more effi-
cient system. 
Nolan believes that one of the positive im-
provements for this year has been the resur-
gence of the Resident Hall Association in BPS 
and Brodbeck/ Wilkinson / Curtis , providing 
students with a voice for change in the physi-
cal as well as social atmosphere of the resi-
dence halls. 
Nolan had some advice for Ursinus stu-
dents: "Make the most of your four years .. a 
short but intense time. Work hard, and play 
hard." 
-- Ian Rhile 
Faculty 0. 
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~ reek organizations have many things 
~ to celebrate. They create a fun 
L--_ atmosphere fOr socializing and strong 
bonds of friendship which last a lifEtime. 
Sororities and fraternities provide service to 
the community as well as host social 
functions fOr the entire campus. 
," 
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PIG PRIDE. Sophomore pledges of Tau Sigma 
Gamma Joanna Davis, Heather Klinger and Abby 
Walls concentrate on their pledgemistress' words 
during line-up, Photo: Dheeraj Tarana/h 
Design Lori L rnrJJu 
BIGGeR I 'T B erreR, Th brothers 
or oeMA , although small In num-
b rs, are proud to b the old I rra-
ternlty on campus, 1'1>010 Dheen) r.,.",,<h 
Greeks 0-
· .... 
; . . ... . 
President: Vicki Mitchell 
Vice President: Ellie Stutz-
man 
Secretary: Sophia Artis 
Treasurer: Christine Getty 
Alpha Sigma Nu is the 
oldest service sorority on 
campus. Founded in 1929 
by Rebecca Price, the sis-
ters' motto is "Scholarship, 
Loyalty and Service." Alpha 
Sigma Nu means "Above 
Sisterhood Nothing." Soror-
ity colors are cherry for 
courage and silver for stead-
fastness. Their flower is the 
red rose, and Siguzmund 
the Bear is their mascot. 
Siguzmund, Siguzmund 
He's our faithful bear 
Siguzmund, Siguzmund 
With his soft white hair 
We'll carry you 
For Alpha Sigma Nu 
Siguzmund, Siguzmundi 
Siguzmund! 
, .. ,.' 
" ~_G_re_e_k_S __ _ 
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Every year, Alpha S-jQffla Nu partici- tory for e;yery. :sister tO ,do at least tl 
I p ates. in several service ·acti\/ities. These service projects per semeste'r for thE 
.... actiVities include: a haunted hous.e and provement of the community. After ( 
an East~r . ¢~J9 hunt at Trinity Chutc~ , . a Sigma Nu, it's you we cherish 
haunted' hayride, the Red Cross blood · Memories linger in our minds 
drive, BINOO'at the MontgoJ1)erY,County " .. \ :'" For a firmer, truer sisterhood 
Geriatric' Ceriter, and the Juven'i1e 'OIa- ... \'., Nowhere . . we'd find 
betes Fund: to n atne a few. It is manda- .·,.·:.:" 
'."'," .,';,.' 
., ..... ':;:: ':' .. 
"<:'. ". 
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.. ":" 
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,:' "SIG NU" SENIORS: M~ ~ 
Noyes, Mingming Huang, Deb 
.. thicira , .. ··Kirsten Becker, Vi 
"'?:::Mitch eit: '" "::' \: .. 
:; ... ,." ".,/ "::;:>':'. 
' . :: :: " 
ALPHA SIGMA NU SORORITY: ROW..:.,l: Sharon Pescha, Ellie Stl 
man, CheryL Opalcowski, Sophia Arti s; Deb DiChiara,. ~icola W' 
Karen Drew.J.4\irsten Becker, Justine Boettger, Cl,:ujstine .'Getty RO\l 
Vicki Mitchell, Megan:Noyes, Mingming Huang. "': 
............ '.'.... " . ... . . 
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r red and silver hlning 
h r near or far away 
I to dear Alpha Igma u 
III alway lay 
and walk among our iter 
th guldanc from abo e 
e and Join with us forever 
ria ling love 
our colleg days are over 
e leave th e hallow d halls 
ou ' ll lay with u forever 
igma Nu 
,,:.': . 
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~Ipha Sigma Nu 0-
President: Heather Reed 
Vice President: Brenda 
Dreyling 
Treasurer: Liz Wilde 
Recording Secretary: Kelly 
Crowers 
Corresponding Secretary: 
Monica Norris 
Alumnae Secretary: Missy 
Mscichowski 
Social Chairpersons: Nancy 
Costello, Amparo Espadas 
Party Chairpersons: Sue 
Winters, Patty febo 
Sergeant at Arms: Monica 
Norris 
Chaplain: Liz Wilde 
Historian: Jen Taylor 
Pledgemistresses: Nancy 
Costello, Lisa Luck 
Songmistress: Sue Winters 
ISC Representative: Abby 
Rosenbaum 
Service Chairperson: Jen 
Hagerty 
" 0 Greeks 
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KAPPA DELTA KAPPA SOROR-
ITY: .. }:~.qW 1: Brigid Williamson , 
Sue. Wlryters , Jen Hagerty , Liz 
WildtOJ iiri Taylor ROW 2: Jen no-
lette, Sa~anth<;l Shapiro, Angela 
Brader, Da,nieHe:- Deschenes, Jen 
Donecker, NicCilE:. Kiwak, Lisa Bar-
nett, Kerri Slattery, Cara Bond 
ROW 3: Carol Brewer, Diane Trav-
aglini , Robin Simpson, Corinne 
Boettger, Sarah Hopkins, Hope 
Rineh imer , Ma ndy .Fingerl in , 
Julien Pain, Mary :f' , Greiss., Kris 
Luecker ROW 4: lis;;! LU.9k, ·:,patty 
Febo, Kelly Crowers, Abby Rosen-
baum , Kathy Hoffman , Brenda 
Dreyling, .Ivana Bukosky, Monica 
Norris ~:~$u.iT: Jaymie Burkhart, 
Nancy t~6$.tiOb, Amparo Espadas, 
Missy Msd d,owski, HeaWer Reed. 
'.':'. 
"KDK" S 
NIORS: Li 
Luck, Pat 
Febo, Ke l 
Crowers, Ab 
Rosenbau1 
Kathy Hoffine 
Brenda Ore 
ing, Ivana I 
koSky, Moni 
Norris. 
appa Delta Kappa , 
ded in 938, stands for 
ice, purity and beauty, 
ch are symbolized by the 
es, dove and rose. The 
rs green and gold stand 
~" :-' 
for friendsh ip and truth. Th 
goals set b the sorority 
have been achie ed, main-
tained and passed on from 
year to year th rough acti i-
t ies such as mi ers, sister 
Design: Roger mlth 
parties, campu ic pr-
j cts , and th Kappa 0 It 
Kappa tradition: " A b nd 
that will not fait r a th 
ears go b ." 
Kappa Delta Kappa 0-
.:: . 
President: Lori Galletto 
Vice President: Theresa 
Carbine 
Treasurer: Leigh Woolston 
ISC Representative: 
Heather Colvin 
Social Chairpersons: Esther 
Bang, Elaine Zelley 
Corresponding Secretaries: 
Kristen Baldini, Kathy Kane, 
Jennifer Vass 
Recording Secretary: Amy 
Barrett 
Pledgemistresses: Cristina 
Manes, Deb Williamson 
Historian: Kelly Borton 
Chaplain/Parliamentarian: 
Cristina Manes 
Fund Raisers: Amanda 
Finch, Michelle Pietrantonio 
Keepers of the Keg: Stacey 
Doman, Kathy Kane, Amy 
Landis, Nikole Popowich 
Keepers of the Tunes: Kris-
ten Baldini, Deb Williamson 
, 0_G_re_e_k_s ___ _ 
. .. ' .~.O CHI" SENIEJRSi" i Cristina Manes, Lei< 
: . , ..... >..... ... ~ 
Woolston Theresai}::Carbine ""::: HeatberColvi 
....... :: ' . ...... , .. ,:,:::,:,". 
Amy ::Barrett, LclTI Galletto;:::Kim Roussin. 
..... '.::. 
. . 
OMeGA CHI SORORITY: Rbw.·1::: ·Christa Riccobono, Erin McNichOl, Liz Mansfield, Katie Polgar. 
Stone, Ticia Bouchat, Lexi Quinn ROW 2: Heidi Miller, Amy Shelley, Joann Kilgariff, Erin Burke, Nil 
Barber, Bridget Grande, Heather Achenbach, Lori Olexa/ Meg Bergner ROW :3;. Michelle Pietranto 
Kathy Kane, EI~lpe Zelley, Amy Landis, Stacey Doman, Monica Figueroa, Deb· Williamson, Nil 
Popowlch, A~~ij~~tf.lnch, Joanne Montgomery, Jen Diamond, Dana Davino, Leigh ··Friesen, Rebt 
Strawbridge RO~(lit: Cristina Manes, Leigh Woolston, Theresa Carbine;··!jeiidiefcolvin, Amy Ban 
Lori Galletto, Kinf Roussin A8$.~l'!r.: Kristen Baldini, Esther Bang, Kelly Sonora, Susan 1m, Denise Sh 
Danielle Stock, Jennifer Vass, ·j{tiStin.Wallin. . .. 
" ". 
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...... ... :.: ..... 
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Banner Song 
~ed and White of the 0 Chi banner 
~ing~m high, the colors h-anging abOve 
~roup·we·hO!1~r and love .. 
~ed a. ~ ..d ... Wh. . ite of the 0 Chi ~isters , friends 'til we e we ~U ;go all out for old 0 Chi. 
~;.:.:. ." 
ove ·6~~p.;ledge ribbons, buckets apd. things we 
do ~."" 
vepur sisters 50 true, we are c;fevot-ed to you 
eH')tou 5eethat 0 Chi oWIJS Wihking at you 
ow you'r~; part of the o..chi crew . 
. ,~}~., 
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President: Robin Baker 
Vice President: Joy O'Grady 
Secretary: Annette Rawls 
Treasurer: Christie Gamble 
ISC Representative: Trina 
Petroski 
Pledgemistresses: Sue Law, Cyn-
thia Wagner 
Social Chairpersons: Sara Jacob-
son, Jenn Wolf ... 
Party Chairpersons: Alicia Lehr, 
Michelle Lyons 
Fund Raisers: Shannon Davis, 
Kristen Virgin 
Historians: Heather Joyce, Mary 
Lisa Smolen 
Keeper of the Tunes: Lara Mege-
rian 
Chaplain: Manya duHoffman 
Sentinels: Michelle Perless, Laura 
Devlin 
Service Chairperson: Steph Hor-
ling 
.... 
..... 
. .. ... 
rginia Albright came to Ursi -
in 1907, and along with two 
ds organized the fir t oror-
n campus. The co lors blue 
gold were chosen to repre-
t supremacy. The white rose 
e sorority's tJower. The Greek 
to stood for truth , friendship 
/ 
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PSI" SENIORS: Kristen 
Shannon Davis, Robin 
er,.Jenn Wolf, Kelly 
derson, Laura Devlin, 
ia Wagner, Sue Law, 
o ' Qr ad y, B rId g e tt e 
ey, .M"a·nya duHOffman, 
elJ e .... r .e.!l ess, Ch ris ti e 
e. " .... 
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and s isterhood . 
From 19 .3 to 1929, Phi P i dis-
banded. In 1929 , Phi Alpha 
Lambda was organized. The ord 
PAL was deri ed from the name 
of the sororit , and it stand for 
Personality, Ambition , Lo alt , 
and Scholarship. 
PHI ALPHA PSI SORORJTY: ROW 1: Tamml YI, 
Lara Megerian, Michelle Lyons ROW 2: Lauren Jef-
feris , Alicia Lehr , Mary Lisa Smolen , Trina 
Petroski, Saran Pounds, Beth Rosenberg, Jenn Ur-
ban ROW 3 : Maria BamJcco, Abby Kurtz, Natalie 
Perglne, Steph Horllng. Dawn Hallowell, Amy Phil -
lipp, Nicole Wood, Meme Hamlin, KIm Petrosky, 
Laura 'Skutches ROW ~ : Kristen Virgin, Shannon 
Davis, Robin Baker, Jenn Wolf, Kelly Hende{Son, 
Laura Devlin, Cynthia Wagner, Sue Law, Joy 
O 'Grady, Bridgette Roney, Manya duHoffman, 
Michelle Perless, Christie Gamble ABS~NT: Karlye 
Block, Brenda Fran~> R~lna Foley, Sara Jacob-
son, Heather Joyce, Kathleen Kalbacher, Anmarie 
Lukens. •. ,. ~nene Paist, Annette Rawls, Jennife.r 
Sim~S;:Sara Webb . 
In 1950, Phi Iph L mbd 
combined \ .. ' th Phi P ito fonn hi 
Alpha P i. Th id al of th 
rorit \! ere th 
time, th iter i 
ha continu d to k P th orig i-
nal goal et back in 1907. 
Design: Roger Smith 
_ Phi Alpha Psi 0' 
...... 
President: Melissa Chido 
Vice President: Halyna Reynolds 
Recording Secretary: Rebecca 
Turchik 
Corresponding Secretary: Rachel 
Sargent, Regan McCann 
Treasurer: Barb Lampe 
ISC Representative: Susie Steele 
Chaplain: Ellen Cosgrove 
Rush Chairpersons: S~ie Blew, 
Colleen Callahan, Kelly Hoopes 
Social Chairpersons: Jolie Chy-
lack, Stephanie Samoski 
Beer Commissioners: Erika 
Compton, Jeannine Fleming 
Historian: Alina Morawski 
Fund Raisers: Nicole D'Orsaneo, 
Alexis Smith 
Community Service Representa-
tives: Kara Smith, Krissy Teufel 
Pledgemistresses: Cynthia Bab-
cock, Trish Slane 
History 
History has written its annal 
Countries fall, but do not die 
For where hearts flourish 
And souls breathe fire 
Are the embers that live and in-
'spire 
For here in the hallowed halls of 
Tau Sig 
We leave to the future, the past 
The chains that bind us we leave 
to you 
Though they rust, they will always 
cling fast 
All our hopes, all our dreams 
They are ours passed to you on 
life's stream 
So you, the girls of the future 
Don't let ideals fade away 
For your presence is future bound 
Carry on - God be with you today 
.";"': 
. ' ~'Tf\U SIG" SENIOl\s t:Xfblie Chy-
. .. ..... TAU SIGI'1lc"OAl'JMA SORORITY: ROW 1: Frankie Giaimo, R lack, Melanie Glick, Ktissy TeufeL M,<;9.I:t'i!i{ )(risten Jensen, Suzie Rojas. Kelly Brown. Jen Johr 
'. . .. ...... Kel.lf·POitser. Kelly Hoopes ROW 2: Abby Walls. Heather IIIl Tam miT a I e s e ,'-fta, r a S mit h , Renita Pascale. Barb Golley ROW ,5: .. Melanle Williams. Mao 
Hal yna ReynolQ$.~.': ¢Ytt t6!~;: Bab- ~~m~~ryN~~ ,D~~~:'~I:,s~!la:y~/I~I~~~m~~; 
co c k, H ei d i p:ehs t ti r ma:c her , ~~~~I~~~~npl~::n~~!~I~nN~~~~:~: ~~~~~n:J~;t. 
Stepha n i esa m ... os'ki , Rachel Sa r - leen callahan. Victoria Bennison. 'Melanle McMullin. Joanna p< 
~lIen Cosgrove. Suzie Blew ROW 4: Jolle Chylack, Melanle.O 
gen ... t,. AlexisSrriit.h ... 'T.. Erika Comp- Krissy Teurel. Tamml Talese. Kam Smith. Halyna Reynolds. thl!,: :Ba~. Heidi fenstennacher. Stephanie Somoskl, R.1 
tori Nico Ie C icd, M. e.l.i. ssa Ch i do, .: sargent. Alexis Smith. r::r1ka Compton. Nicole Cicci. Melissa CI 
. • Barb Lampe ~se"l': ' Kim Brown, Nadine Brubaker. Amy Coli Bar b Lam peA B &·:t :l'i T: K)}l~ .. ::.'.'::·Jeannlne flemlr'Q. Kam.Ralguel. Susie Steele. 
Brown Nadine Bruha'ker Amy}{ . 
&9l!st;a, Jeannine Flem;J1g~: Khra :., .. .. 
6.~!gueL Susie Steele. . 
'. ' .:. 
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196.3 Pledge Song 
1 know where I'm going. and I know who's going with me 
I know why there's music. In the quiet autl.lmn morning 
I've found a wealth of green, and sliver I ha e plenty 
I've found a star to guide me, when my way is dark and lonely 
Where are you going? Who will walk beside you? 
When the world Is gloomy, where Is the star to guide you? 
Where Is the green? And sliver brightly shining? 
Why Is there music, In the quiet autumn morning? 
I'm going where you go (you go) 
And you ' ll be there beside me (side me) 
Tau Gamma Sisters. are alll need to guide me 
The green Is In the pine, and the silver star above me 
t went Tau Sig way, to find that star to guide me 
"~. We went Tau Sig way 
We went Tau Sig way 
Tau Sigma Gamma 0: 
President: Nichole Hobbs 
Vice President: Sonnya Es-
pinal 
Recording Secretary: Can-
dace Purnell 
Corresponding Secretary: 
Ellie Monfiston 
Treasurer: Heather Bed-
narik 
Historian: Lisa Edwards 
Service Chairperson: Col-
leen Holland 
The colors of Upsilon Phi 
Delta are emerald green, 
black and white. Emerald 
green represents nature and 
the beauty of life. Black rep-
resents the absence of 
color, thus denoting diver-
sity, and white represents 
the sanctity and beauty of 
life. The sorority's mascot is 
"Lily," a black jaguar with 
emerald green eyes, which 
symbolizes rarity, unique-
ness and strength. The lily 
is also their flower, which 
stands for strength, life and 
peace. 
", ...... ,' .... . 
.... : ... 
In March "1993, Ursinus College .. unity and cH\1¢'r§ity, it also E 
accepted a new sorority on cam- forces an akdhbl policy whi 
pus knpW:Q as Upsiion Phi Delta, states that no sorority funds ~ 
..... or "U plif D." This new sorority be used for Pllfctlasing alcoho 
> was formed not only with an aim beverages. HOWever, if a sisl 
·· ·to serve the community, promote wishes to consume alcohol, tl 
diversity, and encourage sister- money for it will come out of h 
hood, but also with a motto of pocket. 
uniting all culture!), . races and The sisters of U Phi Dare V~ 
/ethnicities into oneness. proud of their new organizatic 
. Sisterhood in U·p$ilon Phi Delta and they welcome any interestl 
means trust, honesty and re- females to come and find 0 
spect. U PhtD is a very unique so- wHitt their sorority is all about! 
rority, fod :::J)¢sides emphasizing 
.. ::\/?", 
~Gr_e_e_k_S __________ ~ ____ ~;,:.,;~:;;~ _________________________________________ .. _ ... _ .. _. ~ ________ __ 
DELTA SOROR-
Sonnya Espinal, 
Lecrone, Nicole Hobbs 
2: Andrea Blalock, Lisa Ed-
, Shavera Royster ROW 3: 
Monfiston, Candace Pur-
Colleen Holland ABSENT: 
er Bednarik, Dayo Charles-
Chansse Jack. 
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(ci,mega c;,Hi/" Susie Steele Tau Sigma Gamma) ABSENT: 
'''Trina Pefro~Ki.. ... .f.b.r.AlPha Psi), Abby Rosenbaum (Kappa 
Delta Kappa). PhOI~>Lo~ L. f;ngler 
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John Barbour 'rZ~t8 Chi), Presi-
dent Gene Bame (Alpha Phi t:psi-
Ion), SecretarYITre~rerJOhn~~~",:,l", Corr~II ' (Oelt.a Pi SlnfTIB), pave Fos-~%~\:; 
.... '" ;:, "~ ... ",, .... ben Q e r ·t S I 9 n'j'tHC h.o .. /.;·a m b d a ) ,~~~,,:~:b 
Mike Matakonls (Beta Sigma 
Lambd'a),'¥ice-President Roger 
Smith (Chi Eric Widmaier 
(PiOmega 
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A<DB 
President: Dennis Wilson 
Vice President: Frank Pet-
tolina 
'C" Treasurers: Scott Sallach, 
George Kostas 
Rush Chairmen: Bryan 
Heron, Kevin Flanagan 
Secretaries: Jeff Mead, Mark 
Parks 
Social Chairman: Bryan 
Schmidt 
I.F.C. Representative: Gene 
Barnes 
Pledgemaster: Gene Barnes 
Assistant Pledgemasters: 
Brian Spence, Bryan Heron 
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ALPHA PHI ~psii:;OW" FRAT~RNITY: 
Ken Baker. Gene Barnes. Chrts Bieler. 
TO'rn' BJrchler. Wendell Buck . Josh 
(:,arter., Chrts Chlpmart:J.~~~: Clark. Jim 
Con,veY. Brtan Coyle,r t@:':'t;oyle. Joe 
Doyle. John Dunc:htCk/ :i:oh'y ~poslto. 
Kevin Flanagan;'.iortc l'Tomal. Brad God· 
des. Rob Go~¢lIck.:: Ertc Gray. Paul 
Guenther. M)"ies Hannigan . Bryan 
Heron. Kirk Holt. Doug Hovey. Brtan 
Joslin . Nell Kalbacher. Jeff Kazlo . 
Gavin Kennedy. Matt Kennedy. Phil 
Kern. Kevin Kopp . George Kostas . 
Brtan, .. Lafond. Steve Lieberman. Mike 
M,<ifhl!iiil:$b, Tom Mastrangelo. Ed McK· , 
i$P.? 4eil,::,Mead. Mike Miller. Fred Mil· ' 
liken~:':sean Mitchell. Dan Mullen. Tim 
Mulvihill . Mike Ortman. Rob Owens. 
Mark Parks. Matthew Pepe. Frank Pet· 
tolina . Mark Porter:. Scott Sallach . 
Bryan Schmidt. c,~~\llm,Sedgwlck . Bill 
Sedgwick. Joe s'in\\Mt/ 'Brtan Spence. 
Barr~ TYson. Brtan:Wilson. Dennis WII· 
,~N:t/ : ............ 
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"A~~S" SENIORS: K 
Baker, Gene B~mes, Ch 
Bie~er, !os~ ~arter, Ch I 
ChlpnHH1;:Jlm Con v~ 
Joe Ddy.L:eill " ~riCGray, Pc I 
Guenthe,l> 6rYGln Hero 
B ria n J ,O sJTri , M a 
Kennedy, Mi~e :M.Wer, D 
M ~U :~:p, T i m,[: ro;p) vi h i 
S c:P:IMS a II ach ; B r Yi 
Schffildt, Bill Sedgwic 
Dennis Wilson. " 
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President: Matt Stephens 
Vice President: Carl Bran-
dreth 
Secretary: Matt Cordes 
Treasurer: Ed Markowski 
Pledgemasters: Brad Bower, 
Dan Menchey 
.... o Greek~L::?: 
" APd'f~· SENIORS: Carl 
Bt'Uhdfeth, Matt Cordes , 
TirTJ. )Q~ech, Adam Doxta-
d~(; ·Cf.ijig Faucher, Andrew 
L~uff, ··-Ed Mark0w.skir.pap .. /:·:·: 
Merichey, Marc e~termar1; 
Ma rk PowzanJukf Matt 
Stephens, JeffW.ii§~~ 
...... 
. ... 
........... 
ALPfIA PHI OMf:GA fRATf:RNITY: Eric 
Atheani";:.B1II Beckey, ~r~:~wer, Matty 
BOyer/ Carl Brandn,thM~JSurke, Pat 
Buyse, Chris Conr;jd-/ Ma{fCordes, Dan 
Comely, Kenny .. Crawford, Tim Creech, 
Adam Doxtadei/.Pet\ir Evanchlk, Craig 
Faucher, Joe .J1schettl, Mike Oalella, 
Jason Gootman, Tom Guzzo, Jason 
Harrell, Brian Havrilla, Andrew Helfer, 
Jeff Henning, Jamie Hickman, Shawn 
Holden, Fran Knebels, Andrew Lauff, AI· 
exal)l;j~r lePage, Craig Loebsack, Rob· 
erujjii~i'fqjt. Ed Markowski, Blu Matsell, .: .... 
~iii:r.(M:M~jjey, Alex Nonnemacher, . 
M·ii"fi!:·:·p.!W~iman, Mark Powzanluk, Matt 
Quail , Joe Robinson, Sam Rubenstein, 
Howle Smoyer, Justin Snyder, Matt 
Stephens, James Stln!;hon, Kevln Strat· 
ton, DheeraJ Tar~6Mlh .. Jeff Warner, 
Chip welsgerber;ji#I'W.~. 
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1993-94 Officers: 
President: Aaron Burgstein 
Vice President: Steve Postek 
Secretary: Chris Paul 
Treasurer: Heath VanFleet 
Pledgemasters: Nick Edraos, 
Jerry Licata 
1994-95 Officers: 
President: Nick Baccino 
Vice President: Mike Vergano 
Treasurer: Ben Isett 
Rush Chairmen: Jayson 
Blocksidge, Mike Spatarella 
Recording Secretary: Rocco 
lacullo 
Corresponding Secretary: 
Matt Sutin 
Chaplain: Tony Ciliberto 
Sargeant-at-Arms: Jayson 
Blocksidge 
Historian: Bill Pieper 
I.F.C. Representative: Mike 
Matakonis 
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BETA ··SIGMA :. d iM8DA FRA~ . ::(: 
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Aaron Burgstein, Tony Cilib- .... 
erto, Paul Coppola, Timothy 
Daniel, Steve deCelis, James 
Downey, Nick Edraos, Dan 
Grak ,p :an Greene, Rocc.Q 
1~i.UjjOYBen Isett, Peter Ken( \ 
oiiMY:{·Ky, Jerry Licata, Mike \. 
Matakonis, Jason Montone, 
Chris Paul, BilkJ'ieper, Steve 
Postek, ScoutHSetveiss, Mike 
Spa4.trella, MJi1? Sutin, Craig 
Tirnllldi, Heath VanFleet, Mike 
v~:rg~mo, Scott Vida, Roderick 
Wood. 
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o long and thanks ror th m mo-
es, Ur Inus. Th tradition or stupid-
ontinu ixty- ight year or 
runken beha ior and ism r gla 
reaking h ighJight our Ii es, along 
rith houlS or lannnni hil om 
~c have leared, oth r ha e not. 
ttitud and gos ar still hug , but 
rovid e n l rtainm nl ror th 
. There wi ll no long r b g nu-
• ifo· 
in 110 Hau 
Requ ror The \\ i m r 
long r cho th car l ri . 
stealing rrom Th Trapp or ki 
up to Li . Memorabl 
care--I'm graduating; 
crack ' L gac ); Dud rghhh ' Don 
F sm ., Don orn I. , Don art r 
oody's dat = Ro i Palm r ' I m all 
liquor d up l, noop Dogg) Di t r 
l1ey Buddy, Guys ... Guys; Kung-Fu The-
ater '94; Curry ... Curry In a hurry; Hey, 
what 's this ... ?; \yill ~omeone get rid or 
Gorilla-Girl?; I love you. No, I love you l 
WE'LL ALL GO 90WN TOGETHER! 
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President: John Paul Williams 
Vice President: Ondrei Miller 
Secretary: Jamie Dundee 
Treasurer: Ronald Mason 
I.F.e. Representative: Roger 
Smith 
Pledgemasters: Craig Andrews, 
Erec Smith 
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President: Brian Montross 
Pledgemasters: Randy Ful-
weber, Brian Montross 
The Brothers of DEMAS dedi-
cate this page to Justin Bat-
ton Dominic who took his life 
earlier this year. All brothers 
take with them Justin's care-
free attitude and love of this 
Fraternity. He will always be 
remembered, and we pray for 
his peace. 
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ff~;!lr1\t 
'] i)EMAS was founded on the 
······· .... ··steps of Derr 111311. ......... . .... / ':""" 
Seventy-on~ : IQ~g years later, 
we are stil[~rQ\.ihd, despite the 
efforts of pa~tahd. present admin-
istrations . . -:,.: ".:: " . 
DEMJ\~ ... brothers pride them-
selv,:fHf hl their inc:lividualism, 
thelr"diversity, and ~bOVei3ll else, 
:. ..... : ... theii :demal BrotherQopd: As th~ \: .. :.:.:.'.::.\ 
Great Loft predicts, " After the Big . ' .. :" :::: 
OIJe/ 'only cockroaches and DE1; (:\::.'· 
.MAS will have survived." ':::::;:: .: . 
. '. :": finally, to our: :i3lurnni who are : 
'il testimoniat.,io \ tl'ie loyalty we 
have to our Fr.~~~mity and to one 
a.nQ~n·~r, all .:ttiiifs . left to .::. say 
.. :J#;i;:tWt Dt;MAK{ ORt;Vt;RI' .: > .
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o . e L'T A M .. U::::::S::I::G M A 
F RA T E R N:fiV. t::B ri a n 
Bocch i~:thfo, John 
Brobyn:Justin Do-
minic, Randy Ful-
weber, Jonathan Lam-
on4..:~::S,ott Manz, Den- '. 
nt§::1m::Et art h y, B ri an '·:· 
M o'f1' t r 0 s s, M ike 
Podgorski, R9bert Sea-
sh ore. ,::::::::::.1,11111::::(:: 
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President: James Kais 
Vice President: Mark Dafy 
secretary: Mike Farrand 
Treasurer: Scott Bogdan 
I.F.C. Representative: John F. Cor-
rell 
Social Chairman: Shane Fitz-
patrick 
Pledgemaster: Shane Fitzpatrick 
Assistant Pledgemaster: Dave 
Miller 
Tuneskeepers: William Vagnoni , 
Chris Radano 
Kegmasters: Steve Zolfaghari, 
Steve Fineman 
Fundraiser: Robert Cohen, Jason 
Hoffman 
Historian: Paul Drazba 
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D~LTA PI SIGMA rRAT~RNITY: Eric Ather' 
hol~/Cl:\.ristopher Atkinson. Kralg Bano. Scott 
~dan;··Joshua CamrW:'~r'Chllson . Robert :': 
Cohe!'vJohn Correll, .. A~Mfi.}.aller. Mark D~ly .. / ::: 
William Davies. MI~e···Qellilrorta . Mike 00"0:;,.:)::::.:.:. 
hue. Paul Dra~: ThotTlas ~rvln . Mike r<it.::: ::::,( 
rand. Steve Flrie.FiJan •. :Shane Fitzpatrick • . lI1tti~::,:,::, .... 
Hennessey. JasOn Hoffman. Nick Humphrey./ :/ 
Derrick Irby. James Kals. Phil landis. Dewey\· 
laRosa. Todd Long. Fred Luck. Adam Lusk. 
{:. Jason McKee. Dave Miller. Malik Moore. Glulio 
Morescalchl. Chris Pandolfi. Dave Petersen. 
ChrisJ~~dano. Ralph Schlpske. Tom Slmklss. 
Da~::$.l.m$,,::!;:hlp Vagnonl. Steve Whlte,.:·Fred 
w~~i'~~W:~lfaghari. Photo: Dheeraj Tsnimf,th 
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" DELTA pr' SENIORS: ROW 1 
Christop./:l .. ~L,!I.tkinson . Johl 
Correll. .)~}:&~ig Ban9 ROW 2 
Ralph scliipiik~;: fr¢d:\VOII . Ma 
lik Moore; :.Jiimes: K.ais·. Davi 
Miller. Shan~ : :fliZPa'trick AB 
SENT : Scot(~:09:dan . Pau 
t~j~i~:h~:~~;i_~~:~ 
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lkSIgn: Roger mlth 
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President: Blake Herr 
Vice President: Christian Lavish 
Recording Secretary: Jeff Fell 
Corresponding Secretary: Sean 
Jones 
Treasurer: Joe MacDonald 
Pledgemaster: Phil Bracken 
Assistant Pledgemaster: Scott 
Houchins 
Rush Chairman: Brian Riordan 
Social Chairmen: Brian Wilson , 
Victor Gil 
Historian: Phil Parrotta 
Beastmaster: John Frank 
Chaplain: John Traverso 
I.F.C. Representative: Eric Wid-
maier 
We here at Pi Omega Delta have 
had Quite an interesting and en-
lightening year. Ursinus has taught 
us many valuable lessons in life 
this year. We have learned the art 
of home remodeling (410!). We 
learned how to work with others (2 
. J-Boards). We learned how to deal 
with authority during our weekly 
meetings with Dean Kane and Pres-
ident Richter. We learned how to 
overcome fear through bridge 
jumping and stair diving . We 
learned the importance of recy-
cling (Thirsty) . Most of all, we 
learned that as hard as they might 
try, the administration can never 
kill Pi Omega Delta. Dirtmen for-
ever! 
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PI OMEGA DELTA fRATeRNITY: Brad Anderson, Phil BrackenJ 
:'. Mark Christensen, Dave Chrzanowski , Matt Conneamey, Matt Cow-
~, ,.\ " per, Brian Delin, Jeff fell, Dan Fishman, John Frank, Mike Gamble, 
Mike Getz, Monty Ghai, Victor Gil, Curt Heimbach , Blake Herr, catt 
~;. " ..> Houchinsl Baya(d Huck, Sean Jones, John Kerrigan , Tree Ko'" 
t ~, ,. zlowski, Mike Lafferty, Christian Lavish , Joe La Pella , ean Leahy, 
Joe MacDonald, Kyle Mansfield, John Maslowski, Michael McCuen, 
'. Cliff Motley, Nira Pandya, Phil Parrotta, Marty Paulina, Brian Rior-
dan, Chris Schmidt, Drew Seibel, Willie Simpson, Kevin mith , An-
drew Stankus, Bill Szlanjc. John Traverso, Eric Widmaier, Brian Wil-
<' son, John Woodruff, Pave Yost. 
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President: Dick Salmon 
Vice President: Casey Neal 
Secretary: Heinz Buchler 
Treasurer: Steve Christy 
I.F.e. Representative: Dave 
Fosbenner 
Pledgemasters: Heinz 
Buchler, Kevin Crowley 
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: . ....... SIGMA RHO LAMBDA. FRATERNITY: Nick Bildzukewicz, 
Hein~ .. :BU.bh'l~r, Chri~ :::G.~htellero, Steve Christy, Kevin Crow-
ley, :~yle Dean, Johtr:Q~r.deriard(Q~ve Fo,sbenn~r,: : Qhad Gal-
lagher, Troy Gehret, $leveGroW/?Marc Hapward, David Hel-
fand, Peter Holcombe, ... Stu. Kukla, Michael Kirk, Sean 
McGlinn, Chuck Moore, Casey Neal, John NOQm~L:~ean Read-
::.:::~;·:·: · i:::.:i: if.i~c~~c~n~~I~~r~g~~~:~D~~h;:~~~~~:I~~;~II~;~I~XT;:; 
.. ·· ::Ward, George zeppmi'; :?Jh,:l Zurad. .::. ' 
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(above) Here Rich~rQ' ~almon 
enjoys a day at the beach with 
a friend.: . ' .. ... .' 
(right) Dan .' Tomlinsog" ~.nd fii~nd~@.~e a- b~eak frO~~~~~ir 
studies l<Yshow us thdfi1't'bst 
recent discoveries. 
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President: Chris Padula 
Vice President: Brian Edens 
secretary: John Barbour 
Treasurer: John Nilon 
I.F.C. Representative: John Bar-
bour 
Pledgemasters: Michael Engler , 
Steve Wirth 
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· ··"zx" s'~mll!Rs: Bri~Q::: t.gens, Craig Monastero, John Nilon, 
Chri1;i.Pa·dfila, Frederi¢~Nbgt. ··· 
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ZETA CHI FRATERNITY: Robert Altman, John Barbour, Dan 
Ben-Tal , Bill Blewitt, Joseph .Boggs, Scott Coughlin , Rob 
Cranmer, Scott Cranmer, Brad Culp, John Dwyer, Brian 
Edens, Michael Engler, Douglas Fox , Brad Getz, Rob Hagen-
berg, Christopher Iacono, Dan Kelly, Donald Knapp, Dewey 
LaRosa, Brian McTear, Ken Miller, Christopher Neary, John 
Nilon, Jon Oliver, Stephen Ortiz, Chris Padula , Joe Padula , 
Jack Reick, Mark Romano, John RovinskL John Scorsone, 
Frederick Vogt, Mark Willis, Steve Wirth. 
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HOMECOMING '94 
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// // rsinus athletes celebrated seventy-five 
~ years of field hock.ey and one 
hundred years of football in a year 
which also featured personal and school 
records, division championship wins, and 
individual berths at the National 
Championships of several sports events. 
GeT THAT BALL. The Lady Bears play hard as 
they show their pride in Ursinus' 75th year of field 
hockey. Photo: Dhee~ TaT8nath 
, O · O . " (t" ,0 ' , ,'.' ao 'O ' 0 .-~ · ·O ·. 
~ . . ~i:rO·· . o · 
AR~rUL TRAT~Q Y . A I tant 
coach 01 n Leonard d tails a pia) to 
Oil Mitch II, fr d IIlIk n . Brian 
Ed ns, and olh r Urslnus d ( nsl\ 
play rs 
Sports ~ 
Records highlight anniversary season 
F 00 tba I I 
The 1993 football team had many 
things to celebrate. Led by captains Bill 
Sedgwick, Chris Bielen, Paul Guenther, 
and Brian Edens, the Bears recorded 
their first winning season since 1985. 
Several players made the AlI-Confer-
ence first team, and Ursinus placed first 
in the Conference in both total offense 
and rushing defense. The players , 
coaches and fans of the game also cele-
brated lOO years of football at Ursinus. 
Twenty-one seniors and sixty-five un-
derclassmen contributed outstanding 
21-14 
9-20 
42-33 
57-16 
34-42 
31-28 
25-30 
31-34 
31-18 
Worcester Poly tech 
Franklin & Marshall 
Western Maryland 
Swarthmore 
Johns Hopkins 
Gettysburg 
Fairleigh Dickinson 
Muhlenberg 
Dickinson 
RECORD: 5-4 
JUST DO ITI Quarterback Brian Lafond is pro-
tected by a strong offense as he searches to pass 
the ball. Photo: DaVor Photography 
Design: Erin QambesJd 
~SPOrts 
efforts to lead the Bears to a 5-4 season 
record, placing them second overall in 
the Centennial Conference. Individual 
achievements in All-Conference play in-
clude first team honors for Sedgwick, 
Guenther, Dan Multen, and Myles Hanni-
gan, and second team honors for Steve 
Wirth . 
Senior running back Bill Sedgwick, a 
two-time Pre-Season All-American 
player and a team captain, registered 
four personal records to finish first in 
the Conference for rushing (l339 
yards), scoring (l8 touchdowns, llO 
points), all-purpose running (l794 
yards), and kickoff returns (24.5 yards 
per return). 
And so, as the 1993 football season 
drew to a close, the Bears had a lot to 
celebrate. The tradition of football that 
was begun at Ursinus in l893 with a 
20-0 win over the Melrose Athletic Asso-
ciation culminated in an unforgetable 
centennial celebration of personal rec-
ords, team spirit a winning season 
and a one-hundreth birthday. 
SCORE FOR SIX. Senior Bill Sedgwick runs for a 
touchdown as a Gettysburg Bulldog follows close 
behind. I Photo: DaVorPhotography 
TEAMWORK. Detailing a play during the Ursinus 
vs. Gettysburg Homecoming game Is Defensive 
Line Coach Glen Leonard. Photo: DaVorPhotography 
:.. 41- ' . . _. 
r 
, 
IIOW I . Chris Padula. Scott Sallach. Dan Mullen. Myles Hannigan. captain Paul Ouenther captain 11111 Sedg-001ck. IIrlan 
Kennedy. Jim Convey. IIryan Neron. Doug Nov<:y ROW 1 : Rob Mullen. Tony Nouston. Rob Mqer. captain Chris IIleler IIryan 
Mulvthili. Chris Chipman. Steve Wirth. Oene llames. captain llrian ~en.s ROW 3: Tom IIlrdller. ~ McllJll lp . Rob o..-ms 
Clarl<, Kevin Kapp. llrlan Lafond. I:ree Smith. Tom MaSlrnngeio. Dan 6cn-TaI. 11111 IIlewltt. John Dunchick ROW 4: I'r<d Mil· 
Kevin nanagan. llam:tt Tyson. T.J. Coyle. Mike Ortman. llrad Ooddes. Dave rosbenner. Ndl Kalbacher. John llarbour 
II: Rob Altman. John Scorsone. Jdf Mead. IIrlan DIIlr1dda. llrian Coyle. Tony !:sposIto. Oavin lIenned • Rob Nagenberg. 
II: Scott Mitchell. Ron noy<!. llrian raso. Scott Cranmer. Marl< Wilils. llrian MeTeor. Rob Cranmer. John RovinskJ. John Ow-
7: Jdf Karlo. Marl< Porter. Sean Campbell . llrian McCarty. Mall Cala. Ick liard Chris VIner. Jason all. lien Miller. I:r1c 
IIOW 8: Sean Mitchell. Oeorge lIostas. Jack Reick. Dan IIdly. Phil Salalls. Jon Oliver. Oar) Rhodenbaugh . John Capo-
IIOW 9 : Ass/. Coaches: John Vogan. Todd Van Nom. Manny DeMutls. Head Coach leve Ollbert. Ass/. Coaches: Merle 
t. Pete Spur1o. Olen Leonard. Photo .. DB." Sherman 
"('m proud 
to be part 
of a team 
that has 
started a 
new win-
ning tradi-
tion. ('II 
miss the 
camarade-
rie and 
hard work 
displayed 
b y m y 
tea m 
mates, and 
I w ish 
them the 
best of 
luck in the 
future." 
-Bill Sedg-
wick 
"After over-
coming 
many trials 
and tribula-
tions, there 
Is no better 
way to end 
our 1993 
football sea-
son and my 
football ca-
reer as win-
ners. We, as 
seniors, can 
all now 
proudly say 
that we es-
tablished a 
new tradi-
tion of win-
ning during 
the 100th 
season of 
Urslnus Col-
lege foot-
ball." -Brian 
Edens 
Football ~ 
,,> 
"The most 
exciting 
game of 
my senior 
year was 
:when we 
': p I. aye d 
T em pie . ..... . 
Because~f ' . 
ddve arid 
hustle we 
beat them 
2 - 1 ... a 
victory we 
were defi-
nitely 
proud of." 
-An marie 
Lukens 
"It was 
definitely a 
bond i n g 
season. We 
overcame 
many set-
backs, 
such as 
broken 
dow n 
buses and 
poor field 
conditions, 
to come to-
gether and 
win 8 
games. " 
-Krissie 
Russiero 
fieLD HOCKey: ROW 1: Krissy Teufel, Michelle MacRone. Anmarie Lukens. Captain Halyna Reynol 
Captain Krissie Ruggiero. Brooke Driscoll . Amy Landis ROW 2: Barbara Golley. Kara Smith . Abby Wa 
Amanda Pittore. Alison Bums, Judie Marcus. Amy Shelley. Joanna Dorris. Kara Raiguel. Rachel Sarg! 
Head Coach Vonnie Gros ABseNT: Eileen Craig. Janice Maughan. Amy Minnich. Kelly Portser. Mel 
ter. Katie Ruley, Kim Ryan, Allison Snyder. Jennifer Stone. Photo: Dave Shennan 
All-star captain leads inspired team 
Field H oc key 
The Bears field hock 
team showed great impro e-
ment and played inspired 
hockey, but, unfortunately, 
converting scoring opportu-
nities into goals was the 
missing component to a win-
ning season. 
Co-captain , four-year Var-
sity player, and Division I 
All-Star left: wing Krissie Rug-
giero led her senior forward 
teammates Kara Raiguel, Ali-
son Burns and Anmarie 
Lukens. The halfback line 
was also all seniors: co-cap-
tain Halyna Reynolds, pen-
alty corner shooter Kara 
Smith and flyer Michelle Ma-
cRone. 
Kriss T uf I at midfi Id 
was superb in making ) 
trating passes to th 
wards, and Rach I ar nt 
was in aluable as a back-up 
goalkeeper for the past two 
years. 
0-1 
2-1 
0 -5 
3-0 
0-1 
1-2 
2-2 
0-4 
0-1 
0-1 
0-3 
1-0 
30 
4-2 
2-1 
0-4 
0-1 
Syracuse 
Cornell 
Bucknell 
lena 
T mple 
RUl9 rs 
W sl Ch sl r 
RECORD: 6-1().1 
MOV! G DOW TN~ rl~LD . Fr hman ~II n 
Craig leads the Bears to anolher neld hocke} vic-
.... tory. Photo. DBVor Photogf7lphy 
NOT. NOT. NOT. Goal keeper Rachel argent 
lakes a break from an hausting game_ 
Photo. DB Vor Photogf71ph) 
ON GUARD. ophomore manda PiUore guards 
lhe ball from an Ursinus alumna hocke player 
during lhe Ursinus vs. lumnae game. 
Photo. DB Vor Photogf7lph) 
Field Hockey ~ 
Young enthusiasm drives teams 
Cross Country 
The men's team went through a 
rebuilding year. The five runners rec-
ognized their strengths and weak-
nesses and overcame difficult situa-
tions to be competitive at all of their 
meets. 
Lead by team captain Ryan Savitz, 
the four freshmen finished eighth at 
the first Centennial Conference 
Championships. Inspirational efforts 
were also contributed by alumni 
runners Neil Schafer and Mike Mc-
15-NC 
16-39 
11-24 
11-47 
11-55 
MEN 
Alumni 
Valley Forge CC 
Eastern 
Beaver 
PCPS 
Dickinson Invitational: 13th place 
Gettysburg Invitational: 23rd place 
Centennial Conference 
Championships: 8th place 
RECORD: 5-0 
WOMEN'S CROSS COUN-
TRY: Justine Boettger, Amy 
Conway, Stephanie Horling, 
Erika Koch, Lisa Mitchell, 
Jen Orehowsky. 
~SPOrts 
Mullin, who returned to their alma 
mater to serve as assistant coaches. 
Throughout the year, all contrib-
uted to the team's winning ways. 
1994 will be something to watch as 
all five return to run as a solid unit. 
A young Ursinus women's team, 
lead by returning All-American Jen 
Orehowsky, got off to a promising 
start, but injuries and inexperience 
caught up with the young Lady 
Bears. 
Individually, the season ended on 
a strong note, but with fewer than 
five runners the Bears were unable 
to score as a team in the last three 
meets of the season. With five run-
ners returning, the 1994 season has 
the potential to be successful. 
Hr:N-S CROSS COUNTRY: ROW 1: Jay Grunden, captain Ryan Sav-
Itz, MIchael Spalorella ROW 2 : Bayord Huck, MIchael McCuen, Asst. 
Coach Nell Schafer ABSr:NT: Br1an Delln, Jason Harrell. Asst. 
Coach MIke McMullin, Nead Coach Bob Shoudt. JelfWamer. 
DEEP IN THOUGHT. Senior captain Jen Ore-
howsky stays focused on her running technique as 
she leads the Lady Bears in a women's cross 
country invitational. I Photo: Dave Shennan 
WOMEN 
25·30 Golden Bear Classic (Bryn Mawr) 
1st Eastern College Cross Country Invlt . 
3rd Philadelphia Metro Small Colleg 
Champ 
8th Franklin & Marshalllnvit 
NC Dickinson Invlt 
NC Gettysburg Invlt 
NC Centennial Con! Cross Country Champ 
RECORD: 1-0 
GOING fOR THE fINISH LI E. Team captain Ryan 
avitz gives h is all to lead th e m en's cro count!) 
team to a vic tory. PhOiO. DB .~ hennan 
"1993 
Ursinus 
Men's 
Cross 
Country 
- home 
oft h e 
world's 
greatest 
oxymo-
rons." 
-Ryan 
Savitz 
"This 
year's 
Cross 
Country 
tea m 
was able 
to cele-
b rat e 
the suc-
cess and 
unity of 
a young 
team." 
Jay 
Grunden 
Cross c~.untry ~ 
..... 
::: 
:" The \jol-
I e':y b a II 
te.m ha!:d 
ao"ythh{:g 
but an easy 
: , season. We 
started off 
the season 
needing 
two vans 
and ended 
with every-
one fitting 
in a couple 
of cars. 
Despite a 
significant 
loss of 
players, 
those of us 
left made 
' the best of 
: it. We fin-
ished :' with 
a pretty 
good sea-
son. Every-
one did a 
great job. 
Good luck 
next yearl" 
-Sue Cama-
rgo 
WOMEN 'S VOLLEYBALL: ROW 1 : Jennifer Nelson, 
Jessica Bruno, Amy Bistline ROW 2: Head Coach 
Robin Asplundh Trautmann, Nikole Popowich , 
Kelly Hoopes, Captain Nadine Brubaker, Captain 
Margie Slonaker, Sue Camargo, Asst. Coach 
Michelie Poliock ABSENT: Jennifer Bunker, Kathy 
Kalbacher, l'1anagerBecky Kapusta, Faith Zerbe. 
SPIKE ITI The Lady Bears cover the court while 
senior captain Margie Slonaker scores against AI· 
bright. ·1 !'ho/O: Margie Slonaker 
'." . 
I ~ njuries dwind e size of women steam 
v o II eyb a I I 
The Ursinus women 's olle-
ball team had a ery e entful ea-
son. Unfortunately, not all e ents 
were good ones. 
The team was plagued with in-
Juries mid-season, wiping out two 
of the six Varsity starters. Morale 
was a bit low then but was 
quickly restored by the outstand-
ing performances of the players 
who replaced the injured start-
ers. 
Although the team was a bit re-
luctant to join the ranks of the 
Centennial Conference, they held 
their own and finished the sea-
son with a record of 10 wins and 
15 losses. 
The team is anxious for next 
season when they can redeem 
themselves against teams who 
just barely defeated them this 
year. The B ar al 0 look fOl\ rd 
to the return of h 0 tar : fr h -
man setter Jenni I on nd ju-
nior middle hitter K II Hoop 
The team will mi the d di 
tion and e perti e of th ir th r 
graduating senior: ue amargo 
and co-captains Margie lonak r 
and Nadine Brubaker. 
2·0 
2·0 
0·2 
1·2 
0·3 
3·1 
0·3 
1·2 
2·0 
0·3 
0·3 
1·3 
2·3 
0-3 
0·3 
3·1 
2·0 
2·1 
0·3 
Haverford 
Alv rnla 
Catholic 
WPI 
Franklin & Marshall 
Dickinson 
Gettysburg 
Wilmington 
Eastern 
Bryn Mawr 
Western Maryland 
Muhlenberg 
Washington 
Stockton 
Allentown 
Haverford 
Centenary 
Cedar Crest 
Albright 
RECORD 10-15 
PASS. StT, CRUSN, WIN I The Urslnus women 's 
vo ll eyball team puts In a strong effort to beat the 
Albright team. Photo. /'Urglc 10000er 
Al'10TNtR ACt? enlor captain Margie lonaker 
concentrates on her playing technique as she tries 
for yet another ace. Photo: /'UrgJc S/~~er 
Volleyball ~ 
Seniors provide inspiration to team 
s o c 
Although this year's 
team did not have an 
outstanding record, it 
did have its moments. 
Kurt Bonewitz and 
Brad Getz were both 
named Player of the 
Week in the Centennial 
1·2 
1·5 
(}'3 
24 
(}.3 
1-0 
24 
2·3 
4-2 
14 
2·1 
(}'2 
1-3 
(}'5 
1-0 
2-3 
8-1 
14 
RECORD: 5-13 
Scranton 
Roanoke 
UNC·Greensboro 
Moravian 
Johns Hopkins 
Albnght 
Muhlenberg 
Franklin & Marshall 
Widener 
Washington 
Western Maryland 
Randolph-Macon 
Haverford 
Dickinson 
Lebanon Valley 
Delaware Valley 
FDU·Madlson 
Swarthmore 
ce r 
Conference. Bonewitz, 
a sophomore, was the 
man who made the 
team go, and Getz, a 
freshman, was the 
leading scorer. 
Heinz Buchler, se-
nior captain, was the 
club's outstanding 
player. His dedication, 
leadership and love of 
the game should be an 
inspiration to the un-
derclassmen. 
BOOT THAT BALL. Freshman Brad Getz and an 
Ursinus alumnus go for the ball in the Ursinus vs. 
Alumni game held on Homecoming Day. 
Photo: DaVor PhotogfBphy 
soccr;R: ROW 1 : Davtd Helfand, John Derderian, Nick Blldzukewlcz, Peter Holcombe, Stephen Kabrhel , Michael Kirk, Chuck Moore, Ed 
Corcoran ROW 2: Kyle Dean, Andy Terrlgno, Marty McNamee, John Noone, Brian Webster, Captain Scott Gensler ROW 3: tfead Coach Dr. 
Walt Manning. Bradley Getz, Chad Gallagher, Kurt ·BOnewltz, Sean Reading, Matt Quail. Captain Heinz Buchler, Kevtn Grauer, Scott Chal· 
bert, Asst Coach Bob Simpson ABSr;NT: Bernie Rogers, Alan Snyder, Tho Thleu, George zeppos. Photo: Dave Sherman 
~Sporls 
Astounding his teammates 
Is freshman Brad Cetz. who was 
leading scorers during their sea· 
DaVo, "'otograplly 
US~ YOUR H~. Sophomore Kurt Bonewitz and 
an Urslnus soccer team alumnus battle midair for 
possession of the ball. Alumni players retumed to 
their alma mater on Homecoming Day for a game 
with the current soccer team. ",()(o: DaVo,"'otogrIIphy 
"Failure 
is never 
fatal; 
success 
is never 
final. 
It's the 
friend-
s hip s 
you 
make 
that will 
last for-
ever 
a n d 
e ' I I 
iss 
w 
m 
you , 
Coach. 
God 
bless. " 
- K u r t 
Bon e-
witz 
, , W e 
musn't 
relish in 
the past, 
but 
move on 
to bigger 
and bet-
t e r 
things. " 
-Peter 
Hoi -
combe 
.J 
~ccer~ 
"Thanks 
for a great 
year.. Good 
luck in 
'94-95. I'll 
miss you." 
-Patti Febo 
"We loved 
the new 
uniforms. 
Thanks, 
Charlie 
Brown!" 
U C 
Cheerlead-
ers 
LET'S GO. BEARSI Senior mascot Paul Coppo la 
enl ivens th e crowd at th e Hom ecoming footba ll 
gam e wi th a rousing ch eer. Coppo la added energy 
and excitem ent to th e season and helped th e 
cheerleaders psych up th e fa ns. 
Photo: DaVor Photography 
BASKETBALL CHEERLEADING: ROW 1: Cap tain 
Patti Febo. Kim Roussin. Sem ra Forman ROW 2 : 
Heidi Wushinske. Jessica Walker. Jessica Hessel 
ROW 3 : Nancy Kendig. Erin Gambesk i. Missy 
Fish er. Sandi Mossman ABSENT: Cap tain Barb 
Lampe, Shavera Royster, Melanie Williams. 
Photo: Lori L. t:ngler 
BEARS GET THAT BALLI Patti Febo, Sandi Moss-
man, Jessica Hessel . Kim Roussin , Missy Fisher, 
and Erin Gambeski cheer the men 's basketball 
team on to another win . Photo: Lo ri L. t:ng ler 
V FOR VICTORY. Jessica Hessel , Patti Febo and 
Heidi Wushinske base Jessica Walker in an ex ten-
sion during practice for a Bears basketball game. 
Photo: Lori L. t:ngler 
HOPING FOR A WIN . Sophomore varsity football 
cheerleader Missy Fisher looks on hopefully as 
the Bears come from behind for a Homecoming 
victory. Photo : DaVor Photography 
DesIgn: L. t:ng ler /!( H. Wush lnslce 
Bear, choreography enliven squads 
Cheerleading 
r .Ind t rin 
aIr f r.I lip r 
fOOTBALL CHEERLEADING: ROW 1: Heidi \ ushinske. fa cot Paul Coppola . elanie \ illiams ROW 2 : 
Michele Hill . Captain Patti Febo. Kim Rou in . liss), Fisher ROW 3 : andi Mossman. Captain Barb 
Lampe. Karen Drew ABSE T: emra Forman. Jessica Hessel. ane) Kendig. uzanne Kunda. Jessica 
Walker. Photo, {)J.e herman 
Cheerleading 
Starters pave future for team 
Men's Basketball 
Once aga in , the Bears showed an improvement 
over last yea r. Two years ago, the Bears managed 
only a 3 -20 record in Coach Jack Spinella 's inau-
gural season. Last year, they j umped to 7-17 
mark, and this year, although the team improved 
70·\05 
.80· 71 
50· 85 
82- 55 
66- 8 1 
48· 56 
72· 54 
55· 53 
58- 90 
82- 75 
59· 68 
56- 86 
47· 75 
73· 69 
41 · 43 
86· 66 
73- 84 
8 1· 86 
90- 82 
58· 98 
55· 73 
55- 83 
67· 72 
Greensboro College 
Drew Unive rsity 
Johns Hopkins 
Gwynedd Mercy 
Philadelphia Pharmacy 
Philadelphia Pharmacy 
Gettysburg 
Allentown College 
Franklin & Marshall 
Washington 
Dickinson 
Allentown College 
Muhlenberg 
Western Maryland 
Have rford 
Wesley 
Swarthmore 
RECORD: 8-15 
Al vernla 
Swarthmore 
West Chester 
Muhlenberg 
Washington 
Haverford 
only to 8-14·, they were within playoff range up to 
the second to the last game of the season, where 
they fell to host Washington College. 
This year, the Bears basketball team, along with 
every other athletic team, moved to a new, stron-
ger conference, called the Centennial Conference. 
This year also marked the addition of a new Assis-
tant Coach , Larry Morris. Coach Spinella and 
Coach Morris found that the Bears once again had 
a very strong team comprised mostly of sopho-
mores. 
Captain John Schwanholt was the only senior, 
and Craig Andrews, along with Blu Matsell late in 
the season , were the only juniors. Some of th e 
highlights of this young team include sophomores 
Bernie Rogers and Jay Moran, who were both 
named ECAC Player of the Week during the sea-
son. Other sophomores, such as Aaron Harken, 
Jim Zurad, Chris Cervellero, Joe Burke, and Stu 
Kukla, also greatly contributed to this team. 
Freshman Pat Buyse also added much depth in-
side. 
Senior John Schwanholt's career ended with 
four varsity letters, and his presence will be 
greatly missed. However, with all of these players 
returning, the Bears basketball program will be 
finding much success in the near future. 
SHOOT FOR TWOI Freshman Pat Buyse goes up 
in the air to score for the Bears in their game 
against Haverford. Photo: DaVor Photography 
MEN'S BASKETBALL: ROW 1: Bernie Rogers, Kevin Madrzykowski, Craig Andrews, 
Chris Cervellero, John Schwanholt, Joe Burke ROW 2: Head Coach Jack Spinella , 
Jay Moran, Aaron Harken, Scott Bingham, Jim Zurad, Fred Luck, Pat Buyse, Asst. 
Coaches Jack Morris, Greg Frith. PholO: DaveShennan 
114 Sports 
UP IN THE AIR, Sophomore guard Joe Burke, 
up for the ball as he is surrounded by Have; 
players. Photo: DaVor Pho tography 
LOOKING FOR AN OPENING. Junior Craig 
drews attempts to pass the ball to one of his tI 
mates and avoid two Haverford defensive play, 
Photo: Da Vor Photography 
WIN. Craig Andre\ puts orne rnu cle Design: Michael Antonio 
three'point shot in the Bears ' tight 
Haverford. Photo Da l'or Photograph) 
"We im-
proved a 
lot from 
I a s t 
yea r 
a n d 
we' r e 
hoping 
for a n 
eve n 
better 
season 
n ext 
year." 
-Jay Mo-
ran 
"This year, 
through all 
the hard-
ships we 
faced, we 
feel we 
have come 
a long way, 
and we're 
looking 
forward to 
next year, 
because all 
five start-
ers are re-
turning." 
-Chris 
Cervellero 
,,':" 
.{~: 
\? 
"This team 
out of my 
four years 
was the 
best team;: 
because 
w e :} a 1 ,1,/ 
worked as 
a unit to-
gether -
that's why 
we won." 
-Heather .,. 
Colvin 
"Our team 
had one of 
:t h e be s t 
seasons in 
the history 
of Ursinus 
women's 
basketball . 
.. The r~ason 
we did so 
well was 
because 
the team 
was such 
c los e 
i friends on 
and off the 
court. 
Without 
this sens~ 
of un i t y ', 
we would 
never have 
achieved 
such great 
success. " 
-Ellen Cos-
~ , grove i.; .. ,': ..••.• : 116 _s_p-,;o,'"".,rts,' ___ _ 
:fif 
":;;: ::: :, :!",~:~:i:i:i ,W .. " .!;i:i:~~ 
Of't' l ' J1 ~ R , nlor caplaln II ' dlh'r 
~ cJ'l rmlndllon sho Ih opposilion '-'h} 
) nr of Ih Lady B r., I ding S<.or ' r,> 
~"", nlouJt(IfJpIJ, 
phomor Lnn Burk bdlll 
bdilin hop (or a lUmo" r , 
IT, Kristen BaldlniJump high abo e her 
to get a shot awa as teammate Laura 
nd Justine Ashworth come down the 
Design: Michael .lntonlo 
Lady Bears hoops have banner year 
WOOlen's Basketball 
A WINNING C OMBI ATIO ,Team cap t ain 
tleath er olvin and Jeannin Flemming c lebrate 
Head oach Li a Comlsh 's one·hundredth \,1n (or 
the Ursinus women ' basketball team. 
Photo. Dm eo hennan 
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WOMEN 'S BASKETBALL: ROW 1 : Mary Harl. Kristen Baldini, Heather Colvin, Jeanne Fleming. Eileen 
Craig, Chris Ferrier ROW 2 : Asst. Coach Chip De ene , Michelle \ lodarczyk, Erin Burke, Beth Johnson, 
Ellen Cosgro e, Laura Coulter, Stephanie Casperson, Kathleen Farrell , Jen Guzik, Head Coach Lisa Cor· 
nish ABSENT: Jusline Ashworth . Photo, Da,e hennan 
Women 's Basketball 
Personal records assure bright future 
• Gy m n a S t ICS 
The 1993-94 women 's gymnastics season 
reflects some outstanding performances and 
records. The season also saw the Lady 
Bears and Ursinus College host the Division 
III National Gymnastics Championships for 
the second time in five years . This year's 
competition saw defending National Cham-
pion ... Aldophus win their fifth straight Na-
tional Championship. 
As for the Lady Bears, the season had 
some very bright spots. With a team com-
150.550·155.250 
144.775·166.825 
132.325·169.525 
132.325·183.050 
132.325·161.625 
158.640·177.840 
149.050·160.200 
Rhode Island 
West Chester 
Brown 
Univ. of Penn . 
Cornell 
Rutgers 
Cortland 
ECAC Championship: 5th of 6 teams 
NCGA Championship: 8th of 8 teams 
RECORD: 0-7 
prised of mostly freshmen, sophomores and 
three juniors, the future looks really bright. 
Freshman Carrie Luka got the season 's rec-
ords started with a 9 .35 balance beam rou-
tine against Rutgers University early in the 
season. The ECAC tournament at MIT Uni-
versity in Boston saw the team set a new Di-
vision III score of counting four scores. The 
team also broke the school scoring record 
with a meet record of 1.32.525 points. 
During the National Championships, Ursi-
nus qualified two gymnasts, both freshmen, 
in the National finals of balance beam. 
Rachelle Pecovsky scored an 8.65 in both 
the preliminary round and in finals. Fresh-
man Carrie Luka also qualified for finals in 
beam and went on to finish fourth in the na-
tion on beam, while breaking her own beam 
record and establishing a new Ursinus rec-
ord of 9 .45. A strong performance was also 
turned in by Co-captain Kristen Cornell and 
sophomore Samantha Caggiano. 
With many of the gymnastic team meets 
against Division I and II opponents, the team 
posted only a 0-7 record, but with all mem-
bers returning, the future looks only one 
way, and that is positive and going up. 
SURE-FOOTED LANDING. Jen Courtney sticks the 
landing after a very successful vault. 
Photo: DaVor Photography 
GYMNASTICS: ROW 1: Taylor Loveland , Jen Courtney, Sue LeDonne, Karen Drew ROW 2: Kim Tudor. 
Alyssa Marquis, Kim Miller, Samantha Caggiano, Carrie Luka ROW 3: Corinne Boettger, Sharon Pescha , 
Rachelle Pecovsky, Kristen Cornell , Amy Philipp, Justine Boettger. Photo: Dave Shennan 
~SPOrts 
DEEP IN CONCENTRATION, A very poised Kri~ 
Cornell prepares for a tumbling pass as her te 
mates look on. Photo: DaVorPhotography 
UP AND OVER. Junior team captain Sue LeDo 
performs her uneven parallel bar routine 
the watchful eye of her coach .! Photo: DaVorPhotog' 
o 111 H. ophomor dmanthd 
hlqh abov th balanc b 
mid-air !>traddl Jump no",o 0.>'0' no", '.ph) 00Jgn M .cJ tonJo 
Gymnastics ry. 
.. :::.: 
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"It was 
a great 
year 
- it 
was the 
b e s t 
team in 
a 1'1 my 
f 0 u r 
years, 
and I'm 
just glad 
I swam 
for Ursi-
nus. ' , 
-Kelly 
Crowers 
"We would 
like to 
thank the 
generous 
people who 
d 0 nat e d 
our water 
wings." 
-Drew Sei-
bel 
--
Design: Michael Antonio 
KI G TO VI TORY ophomOr hrl~ 
It trl(' ., to 'dfJ' Out hl~ oppon 'nt to pl.!r ' In 
n ., 11,,( k..,trok ' '7>0<0 "h"'d} Td," /h 
National qualifiers highlight season 
s • I m w 
Th 1 r inu \ imming 
t am had an 0 rail gr t r. 
Th girl had an ou tanding 
and nd d cond 0 r II in 
nt nnial on~ r nc hampi -
on hip . Th team produc d 
trong r cord and nt thr girl 
to thi y ar' national comp ti -
tion in Ma achu tts. Graduat-
ing niors who will b 
mi ed are Jenn D rst in Li a 
W ssner and Kelly rower 
Men 's team 
This year's team combined for 
a year of rebuilding. enior Drew 
Seibel had an outstanding week-
end at the Centennial Conference 
Championships , totaling for 
some of his best times. Captain 
Willie Simpson kept spirits high 
while he led the team to som 
ON YOUR MARKSI Ur inu 
Ell n Di n y and Deb William 
on the tarting block a th 
tart of their race. 
wimm r 
on line up 
a\ ait th 
Photo Dh~f!mJ TarnniJtll 
• m I n 9 
winning on. 
MEN WOMEN 
72-132 
52·144 
79·110 
49·156 
37· 161 
47·156 
1 · 75 
72·100 
34· 59 
Dickinson 
West Ch st r 
Kutztown 
Washington 
G tt ysburg 
Swarthmor 
arshall 
MEN'S RECORD: 0·9 
WOMEN'S RECORD: 7-2 
11 9 
9 107 
102 
12 6 1 
75130 
134 71 
4 47 
112 5 
5 37 
SWIMMING: ROW 1: Deb Williamson. Bridget Cauley , Llsa Wessner. Willie Impson . Jaime DuBois. Michelle Lyons. 
Mandy F1ngeriln ROW 2 : Jennifer Derstine. Carey·Beth James. Joanna l iller. Angie Llsa. Jessica Derstine. Allyson 
flynn. Tara Cope, Kelly Crowers ROW 3 : Renee Cambell. Ellen Disney . Julien Pain. Jennifer Schmidt. Scott Logan. 
Chad Gallagher, Matt Cowper. Sean Leah ROW 4 : Toby Blanck. John Kerrigan. Dave Chrzanowski . Drev. eibel. Mike 
Alvtno, Chris Schmidt ABS~NT: Dan Oraf. Ph% . Da • .., hennan 
Swimming ry 
Bears pin down championship title 
w r e s 
The Ursinus College wrestling 
team completed the season with 
a record of 14-1 and a first place 
finish in the Centennial Confer-
ence Championships. In addition 
30-12 
34-11 
36-10 
23-15 
28-16 
26-20 
35-10 
19-21 
33-13 
60-0 
60-0 
39-13 
55-0 
47-3 
35-6 
University of Scranton 
Stevens State 
Baptist Bible 
Juniata 
Gettysburg 
Upsala 
Susquehanna 
Muhlenberg 
Baptist Bible 
Lebanon Valley 
Gallaudet 
Western Maryland 
Haverford 
Swarthmore 
Johns Hopkins 
RECORD: 14-1 
t I n g • I 
to winning the College's first ever 
wrestling championship, Coach 
Bill Racich became the win-
ningest single sport coach in Urs-
inus College history with a record 
of216-47-5. 
Instrumental in the team's suc-
cess are seniors Ed Markowski 
(118 Ibs.), Josh Carter (177 Ibs., 
12-2 Centennial Champion), and 
football All-American Brian 
Edens (190 Ibs., Conference run-
ner-up). The wrestlers placed 
nine individuals in the medal 
round, with Co-captains Kirk Holt 
(142 Ibs., 17-3) and Mike Ortman 
(150 Ibs., 18-2) winning crowns 
with Carter. 
DETERMINATION. Senior Josh Carter breaks 
down his man and goes on to win the 177-pound 
Conference title. Photo: Rebecca Hey l 
WRESTLING: ROW 1: Darren Torsone. Tom Guzzo. Matt Sutin . Kirk Holt. Brian Wilson. Mike Walter. Ja-
son Hess ROW 2: Head Coach Bill Racich. Brian Edens. Josh Carter. Don Solomon. Cameron Shepard. 
Sean Mitchell. Eric Athem. Kyle Dean. Mike Ortman. Craig Loebsack ABSENT: Ed Markowski, Heath Van-
Fleet. Photo: Dave Shennan 
~SPOrts 
Design: I'flchael Am 
TIE 'EM UP. Freshman Don Solomon locks up 
Johns Hopkins wrestler and tries for a takedol\ 
Photo: Rebecca Heyl 
CONTROLI Mike Ortman wrestles to keep Cor 
of his opponent at the Centennial Confer! 
Championship meet. Photo: Rebecca Heyl 
Congratulations 
Centennial 
Conference Champions! 
--------------------~--------------------------~----------------------------~--------~----
"The suc-
cess we 
had this 
year is due 
to the hard 
work and 
dedication 
that each 
and every 
member of 
the team 
put forth 
this year." 
-Kirk Holt 
"The de-
termina-
tion shown 
b y the 
who I e 
team re-
sulted in 
the Confer-
e n c e 
Champion-
ship." 
-Mike Ort-
man 
CONC~NTRATION . The Ursinus shortstop and 
secondbaseman keep an eye on the batter and get 
ready to field a ground ball. Photo, DaVorPhotography 
CROSSIN ' TH~ PLAT~. Sophomore Chip Weis 
ber and fellow teammates celebrate another 
scored for the Bears. Photo, DaVor Photography 
. , --.... ----... ----~--
TARGET. Catcher Bill tiles a\ its 
the Bears ' pitcher during the gam 
m Maryland. 
8 
a 
n 
Training trip garners wins 
a s 
hard Lo imagin b 
iLh all or Lh 
e 
ror 
id d much 
-- from Da ve h rman 
b 
4 3 
95 
39 
9 
9 
4 9 
1 2 
2 12 
5- 4 
1 2 
3 
7 16 
520 
0. 12 
10. 4 
11 2 
8 7 
14- 9 
13- 6 
93 
5- 1 
3 2 
4- 3 
1 2 
11 6 
5- 6 
6 7 
32 
1 0 
5-6 
12 2 
4-7 
6-5 
a 
01< P 
I 
Gellysburg 
Gellysburg 
W " r" M ryl41ld 
Albr hi 
W " rn Maryland 
Dlckln"'" 
Otc lnJOn 
Muhl" r9 
Muhl n rg 
Washlnglon 
Washlnglon 
RECO RD: l8-1S 
I 
BASEBALL: ROW 1: Casey eal . Todd Hearsey ROW 2: Coach Rick Rossiter. am Rubenstein. Joe Dulin • 
.... Joe Burke. Mike Aceto. Joe Fischetti. Mitch Pratta. Dan Tomlinson .... ROW 3 : Coach Mike wanson. 
Erik Hansen. Trey Ward. Brian McTear. Mart Paulina. Chad Lonnergan. Aaron R)chling. Chris Lonner-
gan. Chip Weisgerber. Jamiel Ambrad. Bill tiles. 1anagerBrian Thomas. Photo. Dale hennan 
Baseball <82-
Team matches previous season's wins 
s o f 
5- 8 VA Wesleyan 
3- 7 Ferrum 
5- 1 Maryville 
4-8 Messiah 
11 - 1 Catholic 
2-12 8- 6 Methodist 
0- 8 3-11 Coker 
0-8 10- 5 NC Wesleyan 
7-8 2- 6 Goldey Beacom 
7-0 4-6 Moravian 
8- 2 15- 1 Franklin & Marshall 
9- 1 Beaver 
10- 0 10-2 Dickinson 
1- 2 0- 6 Gettysburg 
9-3 Alvernla 
9- 1 18- 0 Swarthmore 
11- 1 Immaculata 
1- 4 4- 3 Muhlenberg 
9-0 14- 4 Washington 
13- 2 Widener 
1- 4 3- 5 Western Maryland 
5- 1 Phila. Textile 
RECORD: 19-15 
t b a I I 
Despite the harsh and late winter and 
what seemed to be an endless string of 
injuries, the Lady Bears matched their 
record-setting 19 wins from the previous 
season. 
The Lady Bears opened their season 
with a Sth place finish in the I S-team 
field at the 1st annual Methodist Invita-
tional Softball Tournament during 
spring break. 
The team finished 4th (9-S) in the in-
augural year of Centennial Conference 
softball competition , 3 games behind 
co-champions Gettysburg and Western 
Maryland, and 2 games behind Muhlen-
berg. 
Barbara Golley was the team MVP. 
Barb batted .380 and led the team in at-
bats (100) and hits (38). 
Kim Sammartino set an Ursinus single 
game strikeout record with 14 K's vs. 
Washington College on April 2S. Her 
100 strikeouts are also a single season 
team record. 
SOFTBALL: ROW 1: Loreen Bloodgood, Barb Golley, Mich elle Morrell , Amy Michel , Laurie Lawley. 
Nicole Kiwak, Kim Sammartino ROW 2: Statistician Tristan English , Coach Kim Taylor, Julien Pain, Mel-
anie Ritter, Kim weindorfer, Allison Snyder, Christine Sofka , Heath er Klinger, Cheryl Gliick, Head Coach 
Don Groff. ABSENT: Coach Kim Keller, Trina Petroski , Katie Polgar, Sue Whisler, Brigid Williamson. 
Photo: Dave Shetman 
rysPOrts 
pictured: Statisti c ian Tristan Engli 
and Head Coach Don Groff. 
Photo: DaVor Photography 
pictured: Barb Golley. 
Photo: DaVor Photography 
Photo: DaVor Photography 
pictured: Cheryl Gliick. 
Photo: DaVor Photography 
Design: Mlchae/,\lll 
Softball 0-
:': 
:.' 
pictured: Amy Landis. 
Photo: DaVor Photography 
pictured: Heidi Fenstermacher. 
Photo: DaVor Photography 
Design: Michael An 
cd: Kalhy Ta i , Judy ar u , J n 
/ Amy L ndl , and tl idl r n l r· 
er. Photo Oa Vor Photography L 
2·16 
·9 
17· 
17· 9 
13· 6 
13· 8 
9·13 
22· 1 
8·12 
12· 7 
9·19 
13·16 
20· 5 
16· 8 
17· 8 
15-17 
Talented seniors tackle top teams 
a c r 
T mpl 
Rowan 
Dickinson 
W ashington 
H averford 
Denison 
W illiam Smllh 
Bryn awr 
Johns H opkins 
Swarthmore 
Trenton State 
Frank lin & M arshall 
Muhlenberg 
Gett ysburg 
W idener 
W estern M aryland 
RECORD: 9-7 
o 
PI 
in Di 
s s e 
WOMEN 'S LACROSSE: ROW 1: Co-captains Kara Raiguel , Heidi Fenstennacher ROW 2: Kathy Tatsis, 
Krissy Teufel , Jen Stone, Anmarie Lukens, Michelle MacRone, Katie Ruley, icole Rodriguez ROW 03 : 
Asst. Coach Denise Short, Jen Howe, Amy landis, Judy Marcus, Halyna Reynolds, Ellen Cosgro e, 
Michelle Derderian, Coach Vonnie Gros ABSENT: Kristen Baldini, adine Brubaker, Kim Ryan, Jennifer 
Simmons, Kimiko Trott . Photo: D.l\~ herman 
Women's Lacrosse ~ 
........ : 
pictured: Drew Ambler. 
Photo: DaVor Photography 
pictured: Dave Washburn. 
Photo: DaVor Photography 
MEN'S TENNIS: ROW 1: Steve Vim. Drew Ambler. Matt Ung. Dave Wash bum. Frank Quigley ROW 
Coach Del Engstrom. Shane McCrohan. Peter Evanchik. Nirav Pandya. Steve Repsher. Mike Gamble l 
SENT: Matt Ciesinski. Photo: Dave Sherman 
Design: Michael Anto , 
r d : Y onn .... irwil! . 
DJV !>h rmJn 
MEN 
Guilford 
P U·B hrend 
Frankli n & Marshall 
Moravian 
Drew 
W stern Maryland 
Phlla T xlii 
Albright 
Muhl nb rg 
G llysburg 
Haverford 
Phila. Pharmacy 
Dickinson 
Washington 
Johns Hopkins 
RECORD: 4-11 
WOMEN 
Dickinson 
Hav rford 
Franklin & Marshall 
Muhlenb rg 
Western Maryland 
Gettysburg 
Washington 
Swarthmore 
Johns Hopkins 
Bryn Mawr 
RECORD: 3-7 
New conference poses challenges 
T e n 
rormation or 
inlrodu 
ror th 1 
t 
P ri nc . 
enior Da e a th 
numb r-on -rank d pi 
team during the ntir 
While hi record was 6-7, 
very re pectab le 129 gam 
ing tho e thirteen match 
ceived the team 's Most 
Player Award. 
Th e other uppercla sman in th 
line-up was Captain Frank Quigl 
Frank competed at the numb r-
• n I 
n nd m inl 
r ord n th 
m 
WOMEN 'S TENNIS Photo: Da e herman 
in 
t 
S 
d til 
m t 
Men 's & Women 's Tennis 
Solo performances highlight season 
Track & Field 
One cannot but look back with pride 
over a season that started in late Febru-
ary with a great deal of promise and 
ended with that promise realized and 
with the birth of even greater promise 
for the future. 
On the women 's side, MVP Rachelle 
Pecovsky, a freshman , set the pace and 
tone for the team by qualifying for the 
NCAA Championships in the shot put. 
Through the guidance of field events 
800-meter 
Steve Garbarini 2:15.3 
1500-meter 
Keith Beaulieu 4:55.2 
5000-meter 
Ryan Savitz 17:33.2 
Bayard Huck 20:11.9 
llO-meter Hurdles 
James Hill :16.5 
4OO-meter Hurdles 
James Hill :59.7 
Jeff Kuklinski :6 1.5 
Long Jump 
James Hill 18' 7" 
Discus 
Seth Tanner 94' 2" 
Shot Put 
T .J. Siggelakis 41 ' 11" 
Seth Tanner 29' 10" 
coach Ibrain Modena, Rachelle and 
other field events personnel experi-
enced growth which will soon be felt by 
other teams within the Centennial Con-
ference. Samantha Caggiano, the Bears ' 
leading jumper with a second-place fin-
ish in both the long jump and the triple 
jump at the Centennial Conference 
Championships, provided jumpers' 
coach Rick Hess with great highlights 
and a bright future. Distance and head 
coach Peter Crooke saw Faith Zerbe and 
Kristin Wallin tum a few heads with out-
standing performances in the 500, 800, 
and 1500 meters. The 4 x 100 meter re-
lay team, coached by sprint coach 
Aimee Puleo, excited the crowds at the 
prestigious Penn Relays. 
On the men 's side, coach Puleo 
trained MVP Eric Widmaier to within .7 
seconds of a NCAA Championship qual-
ifying time. T.J. Siggelakis, coach Mode-
na 's top shot putter, placed a solid 
fourth at the Centennial Conference 
Championships. Brian Delin, by improv-
ing his 800 and 400 meter times, put to-
gether a season for coach Crooke that 
can only promise excellence at those 
distances in the future. Coach Hess' 
charge, Troy Gehret, also delighted 
track fans as he flirted with a qualifying 
high jump for the NCAA Champion-
ships. 
Through the long winter, few would 
have predicted the outstanding perfor-
mances that were to come during the 
spring. 
ON TN!!: STARTING BLOCK. (lett) Senior Eric Wldma I 
prepares (or his race. Photo: Dheeraj Taranath 
Tn!: LOOK or D!:Tr:RMINATIOI'I. (above) Senior Manya duH' 
man competes for the Lady Bears. Photo: Dave ShetTrlan 
~sp_o_rts ______________________________________________________________________________ ~ __ __ 
LB T Icf/ l JunlorTro)G hr pus 
hind hi J.J lin lhro ... 
2oo-m e t e r 
Taylor Lov land .332 
4oo-m e t e r 
KrIStin Wallin : 9 5 
Shannon R ed :735 
8oo-m e t e r 
Faith Zerbe 2'37.3 
Discu 
Rach lie Pecovsky 101 ' 25" 
K ylla H erbert 57' 4" 
Shot Put 
Rachelle Pecovsky 41' 3" 
K ylla H rbert 24' 6 75" 
Andrea Cole 20' 25" 
Triple Jump 
Rachelle Pecovsk y 32'3" 
'../ 
... 
I'ItLD: ROW 1: Shannon Reed, .. ., Taylor Lo eland. Christine Ke , Jenni Rupprecht. Jill 
ROW 2: ... , ... , Ariana Dubynln, Samantha Caggiano, Brooke Dri coli , Rachelle Peco\ k) ROW 
... , Kylla Herbert, Tlmika Lightfoot, R an avitz, Jeff Kuklin ki ROW 4 : James Hill , te\ e 
Caia, Chris Gaskill , Brian Delin ROW 5: Ba ard Huck, Eric \ idmaier, T.J. iggelakis, Tro) 
tton ROW 6: Coaches Aimee Puleo, Peter Crooke, Rick H , Ibrain lodena. 
Track &. Field <8L 
Young team records high scores 
G o 
The golf season was Quite successful , 
and only the weather kept us from hav-
ing a much better record (3 cancella-
tions) . We had our best scores in many 
years - 310 at Gettysburg, 4 scores 
counting out of 5 players, also a 395 
and 397 in matches, 5 scores of 7 play-
ers. The young team has a promising fu-
ture. 
Gettysburg Tournament: 
2nd place 
Conference Championship: 
3rd place 
RECORD: 7-2 
I f 
GOLF: ROW 1: Gary Knittel, Michael Spangler, Charlotte Mengelbier, Martin DeSantis, Coach Ted McK- J 
enzie ROW 2: .. . , Scott Bogdan, " ', Jeff Sumner. Photo: Dave Shennan 
~ SPOrts 
SIGHTING HIS SHOT. Senior Scott Bogdan 
up a putt to go one under on the hole. 
Photo: Dave Shennan 
THE DRIVE TO WIN. Senior Scott Bogdan perf' 
his swing during practice. Scott was the team I 
tain and was named MVP for the year. 
Photo: Dave Shennan 
Design: f'flchael A 
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~ ampus organizations serve as an 
~ outlet for social interaction and an 
----' extension of classroom learning. 
Through these clubs, students can pursue 
their hobbies, serve the community, tryout 
vocational interests, and get to know their 
classmates in a relaxed setting. 
THREE AMIGOS. Spanish club members Marc Ell-
man, Carolyn McNamara and Eric James take a 
break from the daily routine to relax in Wismer 
Lower Lounge. Photo: Lori L. t!ngler 
Lori L env cr 
H rreR B a . Photograph) club 
co-found r Reb cca H )1 and 
Heath r l..each po (or a plctur on 
th Mu r (ront lawn ""0<0 Lori L CnfPcr 
Organizations ~ 
Corresponding Secretary Victor Gil, Vice President Robin Baker, President 
Janene Paist. Recording Secretary Alina Morawski , Treasurer Eric James. 
Photo: Sue Koester 
A Message from the President 
On behalf of the Ursinus Student Government Association, I would like to welcome you to the 1993-94 school 
year! The year that lies ahead of us will surely be full of endless possibilities, exciting opportunities, and many 
chances to learn, to have fun, to get involved, and especially, to celebrate the 125th anniversary of Ursinus Col-
lege. I, along with the rest of the U.S.G.A., am looking forward to a productive and fulfulling year, but we can 't cre-
ate this vision without you, the students. We represent your thoughts, hopes and dreams for this college and will 
work very hard to improve and make Ursinus an even better institution of higher learning. 
Be sure to voice your opinions and suggestions throughout the year because when you do, you will be heard. 
You are the one to shape your experience here at U.c. We strongly encourage you to become involved in U.S.G.A. 
and the many other diverse and active campus organizations. At the end of each school year. the U.S.G.A. pre-
sents the Teresa Lynn Urban Award, honoring a student who exemplifies the traits that Teri possessed - " A leader 
who served .. . " This is just one example of the great rewards you can receive by being involved at U.C. 
Good luck this year and remember to work hard, but have fun, too! If you keep these things in mind, your col-
lege experience at Ursinus will no doubt be the best years of your life! We look forward to working with you during 
another great year at Ursinusl 
--Janene Paist. U.S.D.A. President 
Organizations 
or /' / or· "d '/II Bri.JI1 RIOrd.JI1 I <' 
rr ur rllalyna R T . r 1.11) Bill 1/.1111 
DhccnJj TdfllfllJih 
~ ------.--~r_----~---
CLA S orrlC~R : ROW 1 : Repr enliltil e Rocco lacullo orr ponding 
ecr Iilry Julie Melu ke) . Pr ident Healher Kerlin . Trea ur r hrl 
Deu ing ROW 2 : Represenlatil e ick Bildzuke"icz. Recording crclilf} 
Wendy ands. Vice Pr Idenl Kar n Ton. PhOlO cphanlf!rtDgarJ 
U.S.G,A. &: Class Officers ~ 
ROW 1: Heather Foreman, Laura Lecrone, Julie Tonnessen, Janene Paist 
Monica Norris, Loreen Bloodgood, Satsuki Scoville ROW 2 : Sarah Lee, Ellen 
Cosgrove, Deb Williamson, Kate Laubach , Heather Leach , ... , .. . , Kathy Tat-
sis, Rachel Sargent ABSENT: Kirsten Becker, Jennifer Hagerty, Sara Jacob-
son, Susan Jones, Carrie Lumi, Sona Rewari , Lisa Rothenberger, Kristen 
" " Robert E. Lee Trout Dan Barry, Eric James, Dhinesh Samuel, Eril 
Moore, Paul Donecker ABSENT: Scott Bogdan, John Dunchick, Tristan En 
glish , Sean Harrison, Todd Hearsey, Keith Hirokawa, Scott Mangini, Kyh 
Mansfield, Edward Pavillard, Stephen Renzi , Steven Serdikoff, Steven Wag 
Virgin . Photo: College Communications 
Organizations 
ner, Eric Widmaier, Christopher Wirtalla . Photo: College Communications 
Beta 
ROW 1: Kristen Teufel , Kara Smith , Sona Rewarl , Sharon Long, Monica Norris, Jennifer 
Orehowsky, Ryan Savitz ROW 2: Kathy Tatsis, Dana Fosbenner, Kara Raiguei , Jennifer 
Vigliano, Jennifer Simmons, Dave Washburn, Rachel Sargent, Tracy Spinka, Sarah 
Lee, Robert E. Lee Trout ABSENT: Kirsten Becker, Paul Donecker, Kevin Meitzler, Erik 
Moore, Robin Munro, Yvonne Plrwltz, Dhinesh Samuel, Laura Scarola, Elaine Zelley. 
Photo: Stephanie Ftagatl 
-~ 
Qnt ler ' n 
~avi ll . u Whl I r. John Dune hick 
ri. Amllh \I va. Advl or Or ndr 
17,o,olortl ("Itt,,,., 
adernic Honors 
, 
l 
Honor Society Members 
PI GAMMA MU (NaUonal Social Science Honor ociety) 
David Brown . Todd Hearsey. Keith Hirokawa. ara Jacob on 
Paul Kirkland. haron Long. usan Maucher. Kimb rl}- Rou 
sin. Leigh Woolston. 
PHI ALPHA THETA (NaUonal History Honor Society) Li 
Barnett. Kelly Borton. Nadine Brubak r. J)m Burkhart . 
Tristan English . Todd Hearsey. Paul Kirkland. Demian Lcwi . 
haron Long. Matthew Pepe. Tremain lanley. Julie Tonn 
sen. 
KAPPA MU EPSILON (NaUonal MathemaUcs Honor SOciety) 
Hollie Fetter. Dana Fosbenner. Matthew Kennedy. Franci 
Knebels. Sarah Lee. Erik Moore. Jennifer Orehowsky. Kara 
Raiguel. Heather Ramsay. Ryan Savitz. Charles chindler. 
Jonathan Strong. 
PHI SIGMA IOTA (NaUonal Foreign Language Honor Soci-
ety) Meg Bergner. Kathy Chetkowski, John Dunchick. Amp-
aro Espadas. Sonnya Espinal. Monica Figueroa. Victor Gil. 
Dan GraL Mary P. Greiss. Kathy Hoffman. Sara Jacobson. Eric 
James. Sean Kelley. Sharon Long. Carrie Lumi. Judy Marcus. 
Carolyn McNamara. Jennifer Orehowsky. Julien Pain. Janene 
Paist. Bill Pieper. Heather Ramsay. Tremain Stanley. Jennifer 
Vigliano. Claire Zeberkiewicz. 
PSI CHI (NaUonal Non or Society In Psychology) Kirsten 
Becker. Deb DiChiara. Alexia Dorian. Manya duHoffman. Mon-
ica Figueroa. Dan Fishman. Howard Harpel. Robert Jacoby. 
Linda Kennedy. Kate Laubach. Christine McCarthy. Michelle 
MacRone. Lara Megerian. Letitia Minnick. Kristen Miskar. Joy 
O·Grady. Annette Rawla. Alex Schaal. Satsuki Scoville. Shiri-
nak Shokouhi-Behnam. Denise Stroman. Tammi Talese. Eliz-
abeth Wilde. 
Honor Societies 
:. /\./ ' :....i:.,) 
THE TERESA L. URBAN LEADERSHIP AWARD. Incoming U.S.G.A. Presi-
dent Alina Morawski presents outgoing President Janene Paist with the only 
student-given award in recognition of outstanding leadership. 
Photo: College CommunlcaUons 
Beta Beta Beta (Honorary Society 
for the Biological Sciences) 
Robert Altman, Jamiel Ambrad, Christopher Atkinson, 
Kraig Bano, Rima Bizri, Loreen Bloodgood, Lisa Bogle, 
Eric Bohn, Philip Bracken, Dominic Bui, Jason Col flesh, 
Kristen Cornell, Mark Daly, Alicia Darby, Jeffrey Dare, 
John Derderian, Jennifer Derstine, Danielle Deschenes, 
Laura Devlin, Jennifer Donecker, Nicole Eberwein, 
Michael Engler, Amanda Fingerlin, Cynthia Fleming, 
Karen Fleshman, Paul Forlano, Charles Gallagher, 
Michael Gamble, Francesca Giaimo, Lisa Giannone, 
Jennifer Hagerty, Dawn Hallowell, Jennifer Hasan, Curt 
Heimbach, Sean Holden, Kelly Hoopes, Lauren Jefferis, 
Kristen Jensen, Kimberly Kallenbach, Jason Kindt, 
Nicole Kiwak, Jeffrey Kuklinski, John Laughlin, Richard 
Le, Jed Levitas, Elizabeth Louka, Robert MacNeal, Kyle 
Mansfield, Michael March, Blu Matsell, Regan McCann, 
Sean McGlinn, Amanda Mishizen, Edgar Moore, Jessica 
Morin, Robin Munro, Monica Norris, Jamie Pehlrrian, 
Matthew Pepe, Dena Procaccini, Francis Quigley, Lau-
ren Robinson, Nicole Rodriguez, Jennifer Rupprecht, 
Rachel Sargent, Gary Shapiro, Jennifer .Simmons, 
Robin Simpson, Christine Sofka, Tracy Spinka, James 
Stinchon, Brenda Stryjewski, Kathy Tatsis, Robert Teti, 
John Traverso, Elaine Tucker, Kristen Virgin, Steven 
Wagner, Denise Welsh, Lisa Wessner, Eric Widmaier, 
Melanie Williams, Brigid Williamson, Michele Wlodarc-
zyk, Nicole Wood, Clare Zeberkiewicz, Faith Zerbe. 
Organizations 
THE CYRUS E. BEEKEY PRIZE. Pre-Medical Advisor Dr. Ronald Hess pr( 
sents Monica Norris with an award endowed by Viola Sweigart Beekey, '2S 
and her son Cyrus E. Beekey, Jr., '64, and presented to a senior who ha ' 
been an outstanding pre-medica l student. Photo, College Communications 
THE AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY AWARD. Chemistry Department 
Chair Dr. Victor Tortorelli presents awards to Dave Washburn and Laura 
Scarola for the significant advancements they made in their study of chem-
istry. Photo, College Communications 
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THE AMERICAN CHEMICAL OCIETY AWARD I HE I TRY. 
hemistry Department Chair Dr. Ictor Tortorelli pr ents ophomore Ian 
Rhlle with an award ror the chemistry major who ha xcelled In the tudy 
or organic chemistry. This award is spon ored by the POI)mer Education 
Committee orlhe American Chemical oclet . Photo. ColI~~CommunlcJJtlons 
Student Honors 
Julien Pain (Beardwood), Loreen Bloodgood (Paisley), Liz Wilde (Paisley), 
Colleen Holland (Paisley), Sue Winters (Stauffer). Photo: HlchaelAntonlo 
ROW 1: Marc Peterman (Maples), Tristan English (Clamer), Drew Seibel 
(Commonwealth), Timothy Ballard (Sprankle) ROW 2: Janene Paist (Hob-
son), Robin Baker (Keigwin). Photo: Lori L. Engler 
Organizations 
John Correll (944 Main), Kelly Crowers (7.32 Main), Deb DiChiara (Todd) 
John Dunchick (Om wake) ABSENT: Paul Forlano (Isenberg), Victor Gil (94: 
Main). Photo: Hlchael Antonio 
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ROW 1: T.J. Coyle, Area Coordinator Kim Taylor, Dheeraj Taranath ROW 2: 
Trina Petroski, Anmarie Lukens, Michelle Pietrantonio, Scott Bogdan AB· 
SENT: Kyle Mansfield. Photo: Lori L. Engler 
1'1 nl u n .. 
ROW 1: Ed 1arko\, ki (Curti ) 
ROW 2 : John Tra\ erso (Brod-
bee!. ). Joe lacDonald (Curti ). 
Eric \ idmaier (Brodbeck) ROW 
J : __ _ . John corsone (Brod-
beck)_ Phoro. Lori L t:ngler 
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Orientation & Resident Assistants 
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ROW 1: Mehran Mehrabi, Manish Gopal , Scott Savett, Laura Scarola , Kim 
Miller, Amy Michel ROW 2 : Denise Thomas, Ian Rhil e, Cindy Kline, Rob 
Trout. Photo: Lori L. Eng ler 
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ROW 1: Vic Gil , Jessica Chinault, Heather Kerlin , Samantha Caggian( 
Alyssa Marquis, ... , John Traverso, Eric Bohn, Nick Bildzukewicz, ... , '" ROI 
2: Drew Ambler. Steve Rhimer, Jeff Dare, Bhavesh Vaidya , Cecila Kelle\ 
Dana VanBuskirk, Joe MacDonald , ... , .. " Eric Widmaier, Dave Chrzanowsk 
Jason Kindt, Ashok Parameswaran ROW 3: Dheeraj Taranath. 
Photo: Michael Antonio 
THE MERCK AWARD, Chemistry Department Chair Victor Tortorelli honors 
senior Dhinesh Samuel as the outstanding pre-professional candidate who 
is a chemistry major. Photo: College Communications 
Organizations 
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Science Clubs 
1 
THE HORIOKA LATIN PRIZE. Professor John Wickersham presents senio r 
Kathy Hoffman with an award established in 1993 by Margaret A. Horioka, 
'77 , to hono r a graduating senior who has excell ed in Latin . Sheila Fa ix , Jaymie Burkhart, Kathy Hoffm an, Robin Loiacono, Jasol 
Colnesh. Pho to : Dheeraj Tara nath Photo: College Communications 
Organizations 
THE EUGENE H. MILLER PRIZE. Professor Steven Hood presents senio r 
Paul Kirkland with an award endowed by th e Ho norable Hermann Frederick 
Eilts, '43 , fo r th e best essay on a subj ect in Po litica l Science, 
Photo: College Communications 
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Academic Clubs 
Janene Paist. Judy Marcus. Dr. Colette Hall . Kathy Ch etkowsk i. 
Photo: Stephanie FragaU 
Liana Velazquez. Marc Ellman. Carolyn McNamara . Eric James. 
Photo: UJrl L. engler 
Organizations 
ROW 1: Semra Forman. Mike Podgorski. John Dunchick. Annette Hussar 
ROW 2: Dr. Lynn Thelen . Mike Donohue. Abby Ku rtz. Jeff Henning. Share 
Long. Roswitha Haberl ABSENT: Julien Pain. Photo: Stephanie Fragati 
ROW 1: John Armich . Alison Heely. Cara Bond. Alisa Sirianni ROW 2 
Yoshiko Kato. Advisor Chika Inoue. Sophia Artis. Victoria Bennison. Lian, 
Velazquez. Paul Kirkland . Photo: Stephanie Fragati 
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ROW 1: Michelle Moyer. Rima Blzrl. Kirsten Becker. Satsuki Scoville, Hope Rinehimer, Julie Tonnes-
sen. Sarah Lee, carol Brewer RO W 2: Marla Aumlck. Jill Schnader. Alison Heely. Heather Williams, 
Ian Rh lle. Sha ron Pescha. Mary P. Orelss. Christine Stella. Beatrice May. Shelly Mill er. Christen 
Troiano. Anne-Marie McMahon , Laura Scarola, Becky Swavely, Lori L. Engler, Brenda StryJewski. 
Karen f leshman , Robin Loiacono. Amy Davenport ROW oJ : Mile Katusa , Chris Gaskill. David 
Laganella , Bhavesh Valdya, Wil liam Davies. Michael Spangler. James Grunden. Seth Tanner, Drew 
Johnson. Photo: Andrew Price 
ROW 1: Shanno n Dougherty. Jen Ro lette. Holl y Fetter. Caro lyn McNamara. Son", 
Regelman ROW 2 : Jen Do necker. Kellie Martin. David Laganella. Chuck Blackledge 
Todd Brenneman. John Grady. Dh inesh Sa m uel ROW 3 : Cheryl HOlcomb. Jil 
Schnader. Sa rah Lee. Ca thy Malo ne. Mandy Fingerlin . Seth Tanner. Beth Adams ROil 
4: Director Antho ny D.J . Branker. Susan 1m . Karen Drew. Robin Lo iacono. Anne-Mane 
McMaho n. Colin Tucker. Photo, Lori L. f ng ler 
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Organizations 
Music crescendos to new heights 
Conductors, convention highlight year 
The musical ensembles at Ursinus continued to grow 
stronger during the 1993-94 year. A guest conductor, 
more diversified music and a national convention 
added excitement to the current programs in music. 
The College Choir and the Meistersingers were led by 
Mr. John French and guest conductor Mr. Nelson Hu-
ber, who filled in for French during the second semes-
ter. Under the direction of Huber, the Meistersingers ex-
panded their repetoire to include South African, Native 
American and 20th-century popular music. 
The Concert Band and Jazz Ensemble performed two 
concerts each (one per semester) under the direction 
of Mr. Anthony D.J. Branker. The bands studied works 
by greats such as Ralph Vaugh Williams, Sonny Rollins 
and Dizzy Gillespie. Leigh Woolston added her vocal 
talents to several Jazz Ensemble numbers. 
Finally, Pi Nu Epsilon, the national honorary music 
fraternity on campus, hosted their annual national con-
vention. The U.c. chapter welcomed over fifty Pi Nu 
members from Drexel, Millersville and Shippensburg 
for a weekend of fellowship and national business. 
-- Mark Leiser 
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Musical Groups 
ROW 1: Matt Sutin, Harley David Rubin , Alyssa Marquis ROW 2: .. . , .... .. .. 
Scott Savett. AdvisorDr. Frances Novack. Photo: Dheeraj Ta ranath 
ROW 1: .... Carolyn McNamara, Dominic Bui ROW 2: .... Ivana Bukosky, Ali. 
son Heely, Karen O 'Conner, Sonnya Espinal. Photo: Stephanie Fragali 
ROW 1: Bill Sedwick, Advisor Dean J . Houghton Kane, Gene Barnes ROW 2: 
.. . , Laura Coulter, Ellen Cosgrove, ... , Brian Suth. Photo: Stephanie Fragali 
Organizations 
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Ttl PNI L IP N . r OG L PRIZ . I'rol or t \,.In uo lJ pr' 'n~ noor 
Jami I mbr.Jd \dth th .J\,ard for th nior \,hO h.J don th b t \,ork in 
th D p.Jrtm nt of R 1\ ion ''halo Call. c (ommun .1110'" 
Religious Groups 
ROW 1 : Cynthia Fleming, Laura Patterson, Letitia Minnick , Lisa Eberz, Kri s-
tin Lindberg ROW 2 : Jaci Su Harri s, David McGuigan, MaryJane Hunsbe rger, 
Mike Pizzi ABSENT: Roman Bish , Jen Buckingham , Hea th er Forem an, Mike 
Nagle, Phil Palmer, Steve Serdikoff. Photo, Lori L. engler 
ROW 1: Lisa Louka , Stephanie Horling, Sara Webb, Dan Fishman ROW 2 : 
Dianna Paul , Robin Scheideler, Satsuki Scoville, Nisha Buch . 
Photo, Stephanie F'ragatl 
Organizations 
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ROW 1: Sonnya Espinal , Darnell Lee ROW 2 : Ellie Monfiston, Nichole 
Hobbs, Heath er Bednarik , Nina Small , Timika Ligh tfoot, Emil a Feniak 
Shavera Royster, Charisse Jack ROW 3 : Andrea Bl alock , Craig Andrews: 
Rah saan Matth ews. Photo, Lori L. eng ler 
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Eric James, William Davies, Dean J . Houghton Kane, Mike Fl emming, Dr. 
Andrew Economopoulos, Gayle Gawlowski, Karen Tyson , John Dunchick. 
Photo, Stephanie F'ragaU 
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Curt Heimbach , Trish Daley, Heather Mead , Laura Brya ns, Ch ris Bo wers, 
Mark Tumey, Sonny Regelman, Tim McCoy. Photo: LoriL. engler 
ROW 1: Jim Shoemaker, Tom Epler ROW 2: Dianna Paul , Jen Young, Jer 
Courtney, Laura Bryans, Advisor Dr. Margot Kell ey ROW 3: Penny Fouke 
Chris Wirtalla , Heather Leach , Sona Rewari. Doug Plitt, Erin Gorman. 
Photo: Lori L. engler 
Organizations 
THE ELIZABETH ROCKEFELLER McCAIN PRIZE. English Department Chair 
Patricia Schroeder presents Erin Gorman with an award for the stud ent who 
at the end of the sophomore year has shown the greatest ability in th e use 
of the English language as evidenced by work in composition and literature. 
Photo: College CommunlcaUons 
l 
o-Tound rs R b II yl , II lh r L h , f'hOiO LDrl L l'.nqlct bb} Ro enb.lum nn} R . Iman Lori L n I'r 
TH e: MAYN e: r. MILLWARD Me:MORIAL PRI Ze:. ProTheatr Dlr ctor Dr 
Joyce E. Henry pr ents enlor lh plan Abb} Ro nbaum with an a\\ a rd 
for cellence in her contribution to Urslnu theatr program. 
f'hOiO College Communlaltlons 
Humanities Clubs 
.~ 
ROW 1: Jen Diamond, Sue Boyer ROW 2: Marc Ellman, Cra ig Faucher, Matt 
Cordes, Erika Compton, Jayson Blocksidge, Hope Rin ehimer ROW 3 : Tyree 
Kozlowski , Vic Gil , Fred WolI , Sean Jones, Ian Rhile, Mark Leiser. 
ROW 1: Mich ell e Lim, Erika Compton , Craig Faucher, Jen Diamond, HopI 
Rin ehimer ROW 2: Fred Wo ll, Harley David Rubin, Tom Epler, Mark Leiser 
Photo,' Stephanie F'ragat/ 
Organizations 
Jayson Blocksidge. Photo ,' Stephanie F'ragati 
ROW 1 : Erin Gorman, Advisor Dr. Jon Volkmer, Laura Lecrone, Sonny 
Regelman, Heath er Mead , Jim Maynard ROW 2: Alexis Smith , Carey 
Conover, Kristen Sabol , Ellen Cosgrove, Chris Bowers, Laura Bryans AB-
SENT: Jennifer Woodbu ry. Photo,' Lori L. Engler 
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Communications Clubs ~ 
Kate Laubach, Angela Laubenstine, Dan Menchey, T.J. Siggelakis, and Colin Tucker, Mark Leiser, Chuck Blackledge, Ian Rhile, Seth Tanner. 
Photo: Lori L. f:ngler friends. Plloto: T.J. Siggelakis 
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THE EHRET PRIZE, Head football coach Steven Gilbert presents Brian 
Edens with an award established by bequest of the Reverend Harry J , Ehret 
in honor of his son, Robley W. Ehret, '.39, and given each year to a student 
who excells in athletics. Photo: College Communications • 
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THe: Ge:RMAN A WARD. Prof or Lynn Th I n hono 
with an award pr n ted by the 100 m Language 0 
tanding tudent In German. 
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Athletic Clubs & Language Honors 
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~ tudent life is much more than what 
ct2J goes on inside the classroom. 
'--------' Classmates become friends as they 
perfOrm in theatrical productions, lip-synch to 
their favorite songs, let their hair down during 
the holidays, and share late-night snacks 
during stressful weeks of finals. 
~ Student Life 
HALLOWr:r:N FUN. Seniors Doug Hovey, Tim Mul-
vihill, Dave Washburn, Jim Convey, and Bryan 
Heron celebrate their tradition of Halloween mas-
querading. Photo: Jim Convey 
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TrACKI Students donned sumo attire and tried their 
at wrestling at the first annual pring Fling. 
I.. t:ng/er 
Student Life 
C A B 
The Campus Activities 
Board (CAB) is responsible 
for the entertainment that 
goes on during the year. Mem-
bers are always looking for 
new ideas and campus in-
volvement. 
CAB highlights include the 
Newly Roomie Game, hypno-
tist Tom DeLuca, the Autumn 
Harvest semi-formal dance, 
Mr. Ursinus, the Lorelei, mov-
ies every weekend, the Battle 
of the Bands, a New York City 
trip, Club Nouveau, speakers, 
comedians, and musicians. 
CAB is trying to change by 
having fewer, more well-
known performers. As a result 
of student input, the rock 
group LIVE performed on 
campus on November 12, 
1993. 
The members of CAB also 
kept busy during the year 
planning the widely success-
ful Spring Fling, held on April 
30, 1994. Working along with 
the sophomore class, they or-
ganized many activities, in-
cluding a Velcro wall, Sumo 
wrestling and carnival games 
sponsored by other organiza-
tions. 
Everyone is welcomed at 
their meetings to express any 
ideas they have for campus 
programming. CAB meets ev-
ery Tuesday at 6:00 p.m. in 
the CABjUSGA office in Wis-
mer Center. 
-- Jason Kindt 
D ANCIN ' THE NIGHT AWAY. Juniors Dan Barry, 
Laura Lecrone, and other 
students live it up at the Lorelei. 
Photo: UJrl L. ~ngler 
B ROWN-EYED GIRL. Sophia Artis and Jason 
Kline enjoy a favorite re-
quest at the Lorelei. 
Photo: UJrl L. ~ngler 
H ARVESTING FUN. Stu-dents get together for the 
first annual Autumn Har-
vest dance in Wismer Lower 
Lounge. Photo: Sue Koester 
~ Student Life 
E v e n t s 
Student input yields top 
talent, fun events 
fALL MOVIES 
A Few Good Men. My Cousin 
Vinny. A League of Their Own. A 
River Runs Through It. Sneakers. 
Scent of a Woman. City Slickers. 
The Last of the Mohicans. The 
Bodyguard. When Harry Met 
Sally .... Groundhog Day, The Prin-
cess Bride. Malcolm X. Weekend 
at Bernie·s. Bram Stoker's Drac-
ula. Misery. Cliffhanger, Universal 
Soldier. Aladdin. Ghost. Sleepless 
in Seattle. BeBe's Kids. Home 
Alone 2. Scrooged. 
ENTERTAINERS 
fall: Robbie Printz, Tom De-
Luca, Bob Harris - Who Shot 
JFK?, Dave Binder, AI Carpen-
ter, Dave Wopat, Jackie 
Guerra, The Blenders, Tony 
Powell, Gene Mater. Spring: 
Kenya Bennett, Randy Levin, 
Me Mom and Morgentaler, 
Master Lee, Jeff Lifshultz, Joe 
Rogan, The Affordable Floors, 
Derique McGee, David Spade. 
SPRING MOVIES 
The Firm. Wayne's World. Inde-
cent Proposal. The Sandlot. In the 
Line of Fire. Airplane!, Benny lit 
Joon. Pretty in Pink. Untamed 
Heart. Weekend at Bemie's II, 
Robin Hood: Men in Tights. RoX-
anne. Basic Instinct. Say Anything. 
Eddie and the Cruisers. poetic 
Justice. School Ties. Grease, So I 
Married an Axe Murderer. The Ad-
dams ' Family. Needful Things. 
Planes Trains and Automobiles. 
The Program. Look Who's Talking. 
N AUGHTY OR ICE? Tau igma Gamma sisters get 
the chance to ha e their 
picture taken with anta and tell 
him what the want for Christ-
mas. ,.holo, L<>rl L. ~cr 
J INGLE BELL ROCK. Da e, Todd , Chuck , Mark , and 
Dhinesh pia Christmas car-
ols in Wismer. f'ho<o, L<>rl L. ~Icr 
CAB Events <82. 
Fall 
While researching the life of ac-
tress Fanny Kemble, it struck Dr. 
Joyce E. Henry that Kemble's life 
would make good theatre. She 
took a sabatical during spring of 
1993 to write a play about the 
19th-century celebrity. The result 
was A Matter of Conscience, 
which played to packed houses 
in Ritter Center this November. 
Dr. Patricia Schroeder and Keith 
Strunk played leading roles in the 
production, which also featured 
six students and two other faculty 
members. 
Henry's play chronicled Fan-
ny's marriage to American slave 
owner Pierce Butler. " Fanny op-
posed slavery in a kind of ab-
stract, naive way," said Henry. 
" But when she went [to Pierce's 
plantations] and saw slavery, she 
was horrified." The couple ar-
gued about slavery and women 's 
rights, but Fanny eventually 
wrote a memoir of her southem 
experiences against her hus-
band 's wishes. 
Of Fanny Kemble, Dr. Henry 
says, " Clearly a woman before 
her time, she is a woman for our 
time." 
-- from College Communications 
S ITTING PRETTY. Philadel-phia artist Thomas Sully 
(Rob Teti) paints Fanny 
Kemble's portrait. Photo: LoriL. Engler 
R EVIEWING THE SITUA-TION. Fanny leams about 
slavery as she talks with 
Mr. Oden (John Barbour). Photo: Lori 
L. Engler 
A BINDING CONTRACT. Pierce (Keith Strunk) sep-
arates Fanny (Patricia 
Schroeder) from his children. 
Photo: Lori L. Engler 
~ Student Life 
proTheatre 
Spotlight focuses on 
faculty-written play 
A Matter of Conscience 
November 18-19-20,1993 
Written &' Directed by: Dr. Joyce G. Henry 
Assistant Director: Lori L. Gngler 
Fanny Kemble .. . . . .... .. .... ... . .. . PATRICIA SCHROEDER 
Charles Kemble . . .... . . .... .... . . .... . .. .. THOMAS APPLE 
Marie-Therese Kemble . ........ . .. ... ...... COLETTE HALL 
Dall de Camp .... ..... . . ... . .. ..... .. ... . .... JANET BERRY 
Pierce Butler ... ... .. . . . . ... ... .. . . .. ... . ... KEITH STRUNK 
Thomas Sully . ... . .. .... .. .. . ... .. .. . .... .. .. ROBERT TETI 
Joe ..... . ............. . ... .. ............. .. .. EREC SMITH 
Mr. Oden .. .. .. . . ...... . .... . . . . . ... ... ... JOHN BARBOUR 
Psyche . .. ... .. ....... . ........ .. . .. . .. SM VERA ROYSTER 
Louisa .. .. . ....... .. ........... .. ........ . . ANDREA COLE 
Hannah ... .. ....... . .. ... ....... ... ... TIMIKA LIGHTFOOT 
Sarah Butler .. .. ..... ... .... . ... . .. . ..... . .. . LYLE O 'NEILL MAKING MOVIES. Reub( (John Woodruff) consul 
with Bobby (Alan M' 
Cabe) on his "perfect shot. " Ph' 
Lori L. Engler 
Supreme Beings Create the 
World 
from The Kathy and I'fo Show: 
Parallel Lives 
8y: I'fo Gaffney (!( Kathy NaJim 
Directed by: Abby Rosenbaum 
Being #1 ..... GEORGIA HURFF 
Being #2 .... LAURA LECRONE 
In Others ' Words 
October 7-8-9, 1993 
The Lesson 
8y: Eugenelon co 
Directed by: Keith trunk 
Ass! £ant Director: Abb) 
Rosenbaum 
The ProfessorMATTHEW HICK 
The Pupil .JESSICA MILLER 
The Maid .ABBY ROSE BAUM 
Hidden In This Picture 
8y: Aaron Sorkin 
Directed by: Dr. Joyce E. Henry 
Robert ALA McCABE 
Reuben JOH WOODRUFF 
Jeff DA BARRY 
Craig DA ID A BE THUY E 
mge Managers: carol 8rewer 
and Lori 1... Engler 
Cngler 
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S WEET JULIET . Charles Kemble (Thomas Apple) 
mocks the speech of Fan-
n 's leading man . 1'h0000I.orl L Cnglcr 
DesIgn: Lori L CngIcr 
Fall proTheatre 
..... 
H a 1 1 o w e e n 
Ghosts, goblins, Witches, and 
monsters all conjure up tradi-
tional images of Halloween. Ursi-
nus students, however, chose to 
celebrate Halloween with a twist 
on the expected traditional activi-
ties. 
A senior tradition is to have a 
Halloween costume party off-
campus with music, dancing and 
prizes for the most creative cos-
tumes. This year, the seniors de-
cided to have their party in the 
Wismer dining room. Although 
the party was not as well at-
tended as in previous years, 
those who did attend had a good 
time. 
The Campus Activities Board 
(CAB) showed traditional Hallow-
een movies in the Lower Lounge, 
but they also added a new Hallo-
wen activity to their schedule of 
events, namely a Murder Mystery 
night. The night of the event, 
sophomore Ian Rhile and senior 
Eric James portrayed the roles of 
the murderers who invited guests 
to their " house " (the Lower 
Lounge) for a retirement party. 
Groups of students had their 
own traditional parties, but one 
group even put a twist on that 
Halloween tradition. They cele-
brated with a " progressive 
party, " an idea which came from 
senior roommates Craig Over-
peck and Erik Moore. Friends 
who signed up for the party 
agreed to host an activity or pro-
vide food in their rooms. The 
night of the party, the group trav-
eled around to the different 
rooms, enjoying food, drink , 
movies, and games with a Ouja 
board. 
And so, this year's Halloween 
put some new twists on some old 
favorites. Ursinus students had a 
good time celebrating, and they 
managed to tum those images of 
ghosts and goblins into some-
thing new and exciting. 
H OWDY Y' ALLI Senior Jerry " Jethro" Licata pre-
pares to go huntin ' with 
the hillbillies on Halloween. 
Photo: l!rln QambeskJ 
P ROGRESSIVE FUN. Mas-queraders Julie Tonnes-
son, Sarah Lee, Kelly 
Houser, Lori Engler , Vanessa 
Voss, Monica Houser, Darlene 
Koerner, Ian Rhile, Amitha Silva, 
and Mark Leiser take a break 
from their progressive Halloween 
party. 
ry Student Life 
Students celebrate spooky traditions 
with a twist 
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T RICK OR TREAT. Fresh men Sean Leahy an( 
Brooke Moore party it u! 
on Halloween. Photo: l!rln QSmbeSki 
Photo llrlan IIIordJln 
T H E MO STE R MA H . Freshmen Heidi Mc -
Michael , Kristen Arnhold, 
Amy Rothennal. Lea Herdman, 
Tarin Heilman, anc Hamed, 
Melissa Gimmell , and Erin Gamb-
eski get ready for some Hallo 
e e n fu n . Photo. Crln QambesJ<l 
Halloween ~ 
...... 
A • 1 
In the year when Ursinus cele-
brates its 125th Anniversary, stu-
dents help raise money for a 15-
year old girl battling cancer. This 
is the 11th year that Ursinus stu-
dents have rallied together to 
hold " Airband," a lip-synching 
contest. Each year, the proceeds 
are donated to a worthy cause. 
So far, they have collected over 
$17,000 for local charities. This 
year they raised $2 ,356 for 
Tabitha Buckingham, a Colle-
geville reasident whose father 
and sister attend Ursinus Col-
lege. 
Students raised money for 
Tabitha by charging a $5.00 ad-
mission fee and selling raffle tick-
ets. Local businesses donated 
prizes and gift certificates that 
were awarded to the best groups. 
The contest was judged by a 
panel of faculty members and 
Y MeA. The girls of Phi Alpha Psi take second place with 
their portrayal of the Vil-
lage People in the popular song 
" YMCA. " Photo: Lori L. ~ng/er 
o Student Life 
r b 
college administrators. All the 
acts were very creative and it was 
apparent that everyone put a 
great deal of work into the event. 
Pi Nu Epsilon, the music honor 
society, won first place with their 
performance of " Paradise by the 
Dashboard Light, " by Meatloaf. 
Phi Alpha Psi won second place 
performing " Y.M.C.A.," by the Vil-
lage People. Finally, the current 
pledge class of Beta Sigma 
Lambda won third place with an 
interesting combination of " Co-
pacabana, " by Barry Manilow, 
and " Smells Like Teen Spirit, " by 
Nirvana. 
Tabitha , who attended the 
competition with her parents, 
said that she enjoyed Airband. 
" Everything was funny. I liked it a 
lot. " Tabitha is a wonderful 
young lady with a lot of courage. 
-- Marc Ellman 
P ARADISE BY THE DASH-BOARD LIGHT. The 
" women" of Pi Nu Epsilon 
(Gary, Eric, Bhavesh, Dominic, 
Mark, Dan, lan, and Laura) pre-
pare for their act. Photo: Lori L. ~ng/er 
P ROUD MARY. Dressed as Tina Turner, Rob Teti and 
the RA's bring the house 
down as they perform for the 
crowd. Photo: Lori L. ~ng/er 
a n d 
Students raise money 
for a friend in need 
A LTER EGO. ophomor Gary hapiro adjusts him-
self as he gets into char-
acter for PI u Epsilon 's fir t-
place performance. /'hO/o I.orlL rngJer 
C O PACABA A. The pledges of Beta igma 
Lambda take third place 
with their interpretation of Barry 
Manilow's classic hit. 
/'hom Lori L t:JtgJer 
P LEA SE DON'T GO. ean Barrera belts out the lyrics 
as the other Chi Rho Psi 
pl edges sing back-up. 
/'hoak Lori L rngler 
Airband ry 
Spring 
From April 14-16 , 1994 , the Rit-
ter Center theatre was trans-
formed into radio station WTLK, 
Cleveland. And if you forgot to 
tune in, here 's what you missed ... 
Director Joyce E. Henry and a 
talented cast headed by veterans 
Alan McCabe and Abby Rosen-
baum brought us Talk Radio, a 
clever modem satire by Eric Bog-
osian. We found ourselves listen-
ing to " Night Talk," a call-in talk 
show hosted by Barry Champlain 
(McCabe) . Barry was quick, capti-
vating and honest - with an edge. 
But with the help of insightful 
monologues by characters Linda 
(Abby Rosenbaum ). Stu ( Dan 
Barry) , and Dan (John Barbour) 
we came to realize that there was 
more to Champlain than his 
" shock jock" radio personna. 
The talk show callers - a cast as 
funny as McCabe's portrayal in 
their own right - also brought the 
play to life with their high-drama 
problems . They knew there 
would be someone at 555-TALK 
who would listen. And so did 
we ... 
-- JoAnne Sickeri 
G IMME A CALL. Barry Champlain (Alan Mc-
Cabe) urges his listeners 
to call in to " Night Talk ." /PhotO: Lorit.. 
Engler 
T HE LATEST NEWS. Linda runs over the day's stories 
with Barry before the show 
begins. Photo: Lorit.. Engler 
ry Student Life 
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Seniors perform swan 
song "on the air" 
A WORD FOR THE SP SORS. Barry Champ 
(Alan McCabe) breaks 
a commercial as Dan (John I 
bour) tries to get a .word in , 
the host. Photo: Lorn. Engler 
NATURALLY MORo r SELF. Barry's show is 
ined when Kent (E 
Smith) decides to visit the set. 
Photo: Lorit.. Engler 
Talk RadIo 
By: Eric Bogosian 
Directed By: Dr. Joyce E. Henry 
Stage Manager: Carol Brewer 
Sid Greenberg ..................... . . .. . . . ... . .... JOHN WOODRUff 
Rlchard , Glenn, Ralph . . ... ROBERT TETI 
Bernie, JOSh, Fred . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ STEVE CASTRIANI 
Spike . . . .... JIM SHOEMAKER 
Stu Noonan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... . .. DAN BARRY 
Linda MacArthur ........ . .... . .. . ... . ... ABBY ROSENBAUM 
Barry Champlain . . .. ALAN McCABE 
francine, Bob, Vincent, Larry . . . . . . . ... ... . JOHN WOODRUff 
Dan Woodruff . . . . . . ....... JOHN BARBOUR 
Ruth .. .... . .. . . . . .. .. .. . . . .. . ... .. .. IVANA BUKOSKY 
Betty. Denise, Jackie .. .. . ... . . ..... . . ....... . . . . .. CARLA SALSMAN 
Debbie, Agnes ....... . ... . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . ..... LORI L. ENGLER 
Cathleen, Chris . . ... . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . ..... GEORGIA HURff 
Kent . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. ..... .. . ........ EREC SMITH 
Harriet, Rose, Dr. Susan fleming . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ERIN GORMAN 
June. Julia. Lucy. Operator . . . . ..... . ........ MICHELLE RYAN 
Stan . . . . . . . . .... TOM WHELAN 
p.. . 
. · ~ ·· O 
.9 .. 0 '0° ' 
" TA LK RADIO" CA T : ROW 1: Mlch li e Rya n. G orgla I luriT ROW 2 : John Bar· 
bour. Dan Barry. Jim ho mak r. Alan c ab bb) Ro nb.lum Tom 
Whelan. John Woodruff ROW -' : Erin Gorman. Lori L Engl r r mllh t \ 
caslrlanl. carla alsman AB e. T: I ana Buko k) Rob T II f'h Olo C.roI~r 
I. 
FRO T AND E TER. Linda acArthur (Abb Ros n -
baum ). Dan Woodruff 
(John Barbour). and tu oonan 
(Dan Bany) re eal their Inner 
thoughLs about the tall< radio 
show for which the work . f'h0lDS. 
Lcrl l.. cngJcr 
Spring proTheatre 
s p r 1 • 
Ursinus' First Annual Spring 
fling was a rousing success. Or-
ganization of the day's events 
was the result of a jOint effort be-
tween students and administra-
tion. 
Spring fling had something to 
offer anyone and everyone who 
wished to participate. Sumo 
Wrestling and the Velcro Wall 
were big attractions for the ad-
venturesome, but there were also 
activities for those less adventur-
ous, including a ring-toss, mini-
golf, a ball-toss, and a pie-throw-
ing booth. 
And for those seeking relief 
from the stifling heat, there was 
the fun flush and the refresh-
ment stand, the highlight of 
which was a line of kegs open to 
those over twenty-one. 
People in attendance of the fes-
tivities seemed pleased with Ursi-
nus' first effort at a Spring fling. 
Brian Riordan, President of the 
Class of 1995, said, " I love it. I'm 
having a great time. You can 't 
come to these things expecting 
the school to entertain you. You 
have to entertain the school. " 
All in all, it was a good day. 
Hopefully, the administration will 
agree, and plans for an even bet-
ter Spring fling can be made for 
1995. 
-- Jen Diamond 
B EAT A BETAN. Adventure-some students paid 
money to " horse around" 
with the brothers of Beta Sigma 
Lambda. 
L OOK BEFORE YOU FLUSH. Pi Nu Epsilon's toilet seat 
toss was a popular attrac-
tion. FhOlo: Lori L. f;ngler 
~ Student Life 
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Students, administration 
plan day of fun and games 
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B 10 BEAR. Bha\ h aid a and Dominic Bui 
di pia) the priz to b 
won atlh BlaB La B La booth . 
P A l T I G PLEA U R E. Fr hmen tephanie 
Fragali and Liz Ego\ ille 
paint a message on the campus 
mural. 
DesIgn wri L. ~Jer 
Spring Fling ~ 
Cl 
TAKING ORDERS. (top left) Mike Far-
rand plays bartender for a Delta Pi 
Sigma function. 
SHOOTIN ' HOOPS. (top right) Scott 
Mangini, George Kostas, Tom Mas-
trangelo, Sean Mitchell and Brian 
Suth clown around with their favorite 
past-time. 
Photo: Brian Suth 
~ Student Life 
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MUD CHAMPIONS. (above left) Tau 
Sig sisters Kelly Hoopes and Colleen 
Callahan celebrate a victory in a mud 
rugby game. Photo: Rebecca Turchlk 
BEST OF FRIENDS. (above right) 
Brian Riordan, Amanda Finch and 
James Stinchon enjoy themselves at 
a pa rty . Photo: Amanda f'lnch 
LITERARY MINDS. (right) Jeff Fell 
and Curt Heimbach relax in the Java 
Trench while they wait for the begin-
ning of a Literary Society meeting. 
f 19 9 5 
PA FOR Ve: R. (ilbo~e right ) Phi P I 
Juniors arah , Ich lie, lat) I ph 
Tammy, lIe1a , Dawn, aria Laura 
Trina, Brenda. and It Ih r g I lO-
g th rat Ihelr Chri Ima formal 
Photo DB..., Hdllo~~t 
NA 0 1 a 0 T. ( fell ) Dana Oil,lno 
L I Quinn. Kell Borton and L Igh 
Fri n shar a mom nt tog th r 
Photo. Kelt) iJortcn 
OWL A 0 Pia. 
Joanne. Jen. L 
Juniors ry 
Under the leadership of the sopho-
more class officers and other dedicated 
volunteers, the Class of 1996 has con -
ducted many fund-raisers this year, in-
cluding bagel bundles, candy/ condom 
grams for Valentine 's Day, and a car 
wash . The class also worked with the 
Campus Activities Board to plan the 
Spring Fling. 
Sophomore class officers for the 
1993-94 school year were as follows: 
President ........................ Raquel Szlanic 
Vice-President . . . . . ... .. Ka tie Polgar 
Corresponding Secretary ..... Clare Zeberkiewicz 
Recording Secretary . . .. Lauren J efferis 
Treasurer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . J en Stone 
Advisor . . . . . . . . .. Dr. Lynn Th elen 
CHUG IT DOWN. (top right) Sorority 
sisters Erin Callahan , Kelly Brown, 
Jen Johnson, and Justine Ashworth 
enjoy a Tau Sig Gamma House Party. 
Photo: Victoria Bennison 
HANGIN ' OUT. (above left) Victoria 
Bennison and Mauree n Fitzgerald 
share a moment of fri endship at a 
party in Olevian . Photo: Victo ria Bennison 
JUST THE THREE OF US. (above 
right) Michelle Lim, Becky Kapusta 
and Kenny Crawford enjoy the 1993 
Homecomin~ festivities . 
Photo: I'1Ichelle Lim 
FRIENDS FOREVER. (right) The girls 
of Reimert 207 , Brooke Driscoll , Abby 
Walls, Katie Polgar, Jen Stone, Barb 
Golley, and Alicair Marshall spend 
some time together. Photo: MOe Polgar 
Design: Victoria Bennison 
~ Student Ufe 
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Sophomores ~ 
(above) Three freshmen contemplate their next choice of games, while 
Playfair participants (right) try their hand at lap-sitting. 
(above) Summer smiles united Tom Houtz, Orientation Assistant Colin 
Tucker, Heather Kerlin, and Jen Courtney. 
A Look at 
(above) The Beardwood-2 girls, Amy Rothermel , Christine Stella and Kim 
Weindorfer, were fashionably all-smiles at the orientation dance. 
Red, gold, black -
~ Student Life 
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t h e Fres h man CI 
J ica 
'97 is Dn track! 
(fdf I flI 011 \ Inol Br.Jd ulp 
Mark \'1111 , .Jnd John Ro lI1 .. ki 
(abal'c ) Th fr hman cia parad onlO Olin Pla7a in .:In 
of R d. gold. black 97 on Ir ckl for th COI1\O lion c r 
hoi III 
(left) Chrislina Radzai. ngie Laubensline and Erik Ferragut share lhe 
warmlh of a picnic in the shade. 
Freshmen ~ 
G r a 
For 316 students, undergradu-
ate careers came to an end on 
May l5, as they received diplo-
mas during the commencement 
convocation in Helfferich Hall. 
During the ceremony, honorary 
degrees were awarded to Geneva 
M. Butz, pastor of Old First Re-
formed Church in Center City 
Philadelphia , and Ernest L. 
Boyer, president of The Carnegie 
Foundation for Advancement of 
Teaching. 
Boyer, in his commencement 
address , stated that Ursinus , 
" with its unique blend of liberal 
learning , combined with the 
deepest inquiry into the human 
spirit and a commitment to ser-
vice, is a model for the nation. " 
During the morning's baccalau-
reate service, Butz discussed her 
connections to Old First Re-
formed, where the Rev. John 
Henry Augustus Bomberger, first 
president of Ursinus and one of 
its founders, was the minister 
from l854 to l870. " I. as well as 
you, inherited the legacy left by 
this esteemed educator and pas-
tor," she said. 
In his final commencement as 
president of the College, Richard 
P. Richter acknowledged a mo-
ment of thanks from the assem-
bled crowd. William F. Heefner, 
president of the Board of Direc-
tors , lauded Richter ' s accom-
plishments and leadership dur-
ing his l8 years in office. " We re-
gret but respect President Rich-
ter's decision to complete his 
tenure, " he said. " President and 
Mrs. Richter have worked tire-
lessly and unselfishly to make 
these years outstanding ones for 
Ursinus and its people. Their im-
print upon the life of the College, 
the community, and so many of 
us personally is profound and will 
not be soon forgotten." 
-- From the Ursinus Bulletin 
~ Student Life 
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Students receive diplomas, 
bid farewell to Richter 
B IRD ' S EYE VIEW. 1 class of 1994 
baccalaureate se 
the morning of their grad 
( , 
• • 
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G OODBY E HUG . Leigh \ 001 ton bid a parting 
far ell to a cia mate. 
R EGAL PROCE 10 . Th -omas Hall and the Facult) 
Marshals cort the se· 
niors. 
A WAITI G THE CERE-MO Y. Amparo Espadas. 
Tristan English and ick 
Edraos anticipate recei 'ng their 
diplomas. 
D RESSED THEIR BEST. Trac pinka . Monica 
Houser. Dhinesh Samuel . 
and Celine Barou process in caps 
and gowns. 
Graduation ~ 
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Design: Lori L. Engler 
.ELEBRATION 
... there's much more to do than to just 
roll up the ribbons and clean up the con-
fetti. 
There 's the time to look back and remem-
ber all the good times that you 've had plan-
ning the celebration and having fun with 
your friends and fellow classmates. It's time 
to reminise a little; to look back on the pre-
vious year - sometimes with tears, some-
times with laughter, but always with a warm 
smile and a wiser look at yourself and the 
world around you . 
For me, this time of reminising brings to 
mind memories of teachers who will be 
missed as their careers take them to other 
campuses and of times shared with these 
special people. Also, I will remember the 
memories I've shared with others and pre-
served in this edition of the Ursinus College 
Ruby. 
To quote a famous entertainer, we must 
all say, " Thanks for the memories." The 
good times shared during our year-long cel -
ebration would not be possible without our 
friends, professors, roommates, and family 
members. Without them, many wonderful 
memories simply would not have hap-
pened. 
During my year as Editor-in-Chief, so 
many people have helped me when the cel-
ebration was not always a happy time. They 
lent support, and they made the burden of 
producing a 208-page book much easier to 
bear. I would like to take this opportunity to 
express my deepest gratitude to these peo-
ple, without whom this yearbook would 
never have been completed . 
To Michael Antonio: Thanks for being my 
reliable right-hand man and doing the 
things which no one else wanted to do. 
You 're the best! To Mark Leiser and Ian 
Rhile: Thanks for spending your holiday 
breaks researching and writing articles. 
They add so much to the book and are just 
perfect for the 125th Anniversary. To Marc 
Ellman: Thanks for the extra coverage in 
the Grizzly. It was a big helpl To Scott 
Savett: Thanks for introducing me to the 
wonders of Instant Artist. What would I have 
done without it? To Heidi Wushinske: 
Thanks for prying me away from my year-
book pages to have " Lori doughnuts" at 
three in the morning. You knew I needed a 
break! And to Pi Nu Epsilon, the Meisters-
ingers, and Yoshiko Kato: Thanks for doing 
little errands and just being thee for me. 
Most of all , a HUGE thank you to Mom, Dad, 
Bunk, and Tim. I don·t even know where to 
begin to thank you for everything you 've 
done for me and this book. I love you all , 
and " thanks for the memories. " 
Finally, after we look back on the year and 
say our thank-yous, it's time to move on . 
One celebration is over, but another is just 
beginning. My year as Editor has come to an 
end, so as I pass the baton over to Pam 
Bitzer and Stacey Stauffer, I wish them the 
best of luck. To the Ursinus community, 
thanks for joining me in the celebration, 
and may every day be something to " Cele-
brate! " 
-- Lori L. Engler 
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CONCRA TULA TIONS 
TO THE CLASS OF 1994 
from 
PRESIDENT RICHTER 
And The 
URSINUS COLLEGE 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
Congratulations to the Chemistry 
majors on their graduation 
~Y?~~1~ 
Celine Barou 
Eric Hunt 
Ja Kim 
Tanya Kononov 
Dan Menchey 
Craig Overpeck 
Phil Palmer 
Dhin h S mu I 
Scott S vett 
Laura Scarola 
Scott Servei 
Angel St imel 
Tho Thieu 
Dave Wa hbum 
• Meridian 
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THE 
SALUTES: 
THE CLASS OF 
GOOD LUCK IN 
ALL YOUR FUTURE 
ENDEAVORS !! 
• 
• 
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Congratu{ations, Pau{ 
May you tackle 
your future 
endeavors 
. as well as you 
have tackled 
your Ursinus 
experiences ....... . 
Love, from your Fa1nily 
We... Love., You, , 
(V\ 0 h1) DOh \' ~ \"'\Oh ia l1e i Fa m \ y "', 
CONGRATULATIONS 
STEVE 
(A.K.A. MAD DOG) 
We are proud of you. 
You deserve the best. 
Love, Mom, Dad, Andrea, Keith , and Michele 
ELECTRONIC TUNE·UP 
GENERAL REPAIRS 
TOWING 
AUTOMOTIVE CENTER 
P.O. BOX 52 
8 CROSS KEYS RD . 
COLLEGEVILLE. PA 19426 
STATE INSPECTION 
EMISSION INSPECTION 
489-6888 
CONCRA TULA TIONS 
VICTOR 
building center 
3 41 Ridge Pike, Collegeville PA 19426 
CONGRA TULA TIONS 
PAUL 
(THE BEAR), 
YOU HAVE MADE US EXTREMEL 
PROUD OF YOUR 
ACCOMPLISHMENTS. 
SUCCESS & HAPPINESS ALWA S. 
LOVE FROM YOUR FAMILY 
CO GR T UL TI 
KATHY 
'I L 
\ \ RE PR 
10m II e r.1ndml m, land" 
un! R emar\' Ln It' v, cJnd Jim 
CONCRA TULA TIONS 
BARB 
\V ar very proud 0 YOur ole ompll,hm 'n 
ueh ~u .... and happln "ah'J\" 
Love om ad I,H h ryl , 
Jim LIZ Jlmm' Ian l ar J'I" 
'n,o, 01 
\1\1 " 
CONGRATULATIONS 
KIRSTEN 
You've made us proud AGAIN 
and AGAIN 
and AGAIN 
and AGAIN .... 
Love from the whole family 
CONCRA TULA TIONS JENNIFER 
Believing in yourself ~as the first step. 
Setting high goals was the second step. 
Achieving those goals through hard work 
And dedication has resulted in your success! 
Nice going "Doc"'! We knew you could do it! 
Good luck at PENN VETERINARY SCHOOL!! 
Love, Mom, Dad and Jess!!! 
Friends of the Ursinus Library 
Congratulate the Class of 1994 
Through annual dues and gifts to the loyalty fund , friends of the 
Ursinus Library make possible the development of special 
collections, exhibits, and occasional lectures. Individuals, as friends , 
interpret the Ursinus Library to their community and encourage 
gifts from others. Benefits to friends include free use of the library, a 
newsletter, and invitations to special events. Providing for the 
objective needs of the library is an important objective of the 
friends. 
Class of 1994, 
we invite you to join us. 
CONGRATULATIONS 
FROM ALASKA, 
LISA LOU 
That faithful ole dogsled 
has pulled you through' 
(We never doubted it for one moment) 
LOTS OF LOVE 
Mom '63, Dad '63 (a vintage year) 
Todd '91, Liz, Christopher 2016??? 
Mendy (the drop-out) 
Let's Celebrate!! - Bunk & Tim 
You are 
our bright 
and shining 
star! 
Mom. Heather & Sheri 
CONGRATULATIONS !!! 
SHANNON LEIGH 
You have made us very proud of you!! 
Continued success in your new career and 
health and happiness always! We love you 
very much!!! 
Love ... 
Mom, Dad, Christian, Erin, & Bonnie 
CONGRATULATIONS 
WE ARE VERY PROUD OF YOUI 
SUCCESS AI D HI\PPII ESS AL A YS. 
LOVE, 
OTHER, DAD AND JASON 
CONGRATULATIONS 
KATHY! 
You took the plunge and 
came up a winner! 
We are very proud of you and 
all your well-earned endeavours! 
All love 
Dot, Stan, janie, and 
All the Familie 
BONNE CHANCE 
a /a c/asse I 994 I 
clu 
~ 
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CONGRATULATIONS JIM 
WE'RE PR 0 
OF 0 
LO 
M OM & 0 E, 
CHRI , OA 10, 
A ORE & 
DODGER 
Advertisements 0 
Congratulations Laura! 
We' re proud of our " Belle" ! 
Wishing you success and 
happiness always! Let's celebrate! 
Love, Mom, Dad, Larry, Katie, 
Grandmom, Grandmother, & Pop Pop 
CONGRATULATIONS 
JOHN PATRICK 
We're proud of you. 
Love 
Mom, Dad, Ch uck , Ann, Ken, 
Zalyn, Connor, & Tiffan y 
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CONCRA TULA TIONS 
BRENDA AMY 
Your success at Ursinus ha s 
made us extremely proud . 
Wishing you much happiness 
in your future and may all 
your dreams be fulfilled. 
Love, Mom, Dad '65, and Christopher 
Congratulations 
Class of 1994 
C.D. Millwork Co., Inc. 
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ir m the E B Department taff 
Robert Angst 
Scott Bogdan 
Ken Chen 
Chris Chipman 
Heather Colvin 
Erika Compton 
James Convey 
Paul Coppola 
John Corcoran 
Brenda Dreyling 
Bryan Heron 
Mingming Huang 
Derrick Irby 
Charisse Jack 
Dwayne Javier 
James Kais 
Ed Markowski 
Kevin Meitzler 
Wes Meyer 
Erik Moore 
John Nilon 
Jennifer N orris 
Lorraine Quinn 
Sona Rewari 
Lisa Rothenberger 
Amitha Silva 
Riki ya T akigasaki 
Deborah Weldon 
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Congratulations Joe! 
We are extremely proud of your 
efforts and successes. 
Our sunshine you've always been . 
God bless you now and always. 
Thank you for making our world so bright. 
Congratulations Cristina! 
You have made us extremely 
proud of your accomplishments. 
Monica, 
Happiness always and 
follow your dreams. 
We love you, Mom & Dad 
Joanne & Silvia 
Congratulations on all your achieve-
ments and honors received at Ursinus. 
May love, happiness and success follow 
you through medical school -- and always. 
Remember to reach for that star! 
Love always, 
Mommy, Daddy and Erin 
Congratulations Abby 
We're proud of you. 
Success and 
happiness always. 
Love from 
Mom, Dad and Adam 
CONGRATULATIONS 
DENISE! 
We are proud of you! 
Success and 
happiness always, 
and may you always 
follow your dreams. 
LOVE FROM: 
MOM, DAD, DA VID, DONNA, AUDREY, and 
SARAH 
CONGRATULATIONS 
HARLE V ! · · 
Grizzly Sports Editor 
Columnist: Harley's Haven 
Cheers Trivia Expert 
We are very proud of you! 
Love Mom, Dad 
Shawn and Jonathan 
\\ 
JOHN 
ROBERT 
LAUGHLIN 
"Woody," 
We wish you much 
happiness and 
continued success 
in the future. 
With much love 
and pride, 
Mom, Dad 
and Kathryn 
Dear Alexia, 
Congratulations on 
your graduation. Having 
a daughter like you has 
made us proud in so 
many ways. You have 
added a special meaning 
and sparkle to our lives. 
May your accomplish-
ments and success 
continue in grad school 
and all the days of your 
life. 
Love/ Mom & Dad 
Congratulations Dick! 
I'm er pr u 
Much u 
happine 
I L \ 'I u , 
f m 
u . 
CONGRATULATIONS 
STEPHANIE 
Congratulations Kim! 
You had dream. 
You worked hard at makin 
that dream me true . 
We are er proud f u. 
Love, Mom, Dad & len 
Congratulations 
John (Schwan) 
Best of luck in your 
future endeavors. 
Love from your family 
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CONCRA TULA TIONS 
KELLY! 
WELL DONE! 
HAPPINESS AND 
SUCCESS ALWAYS 
LOVE, 
MOM, DAD & FREDERICK 
CONGRA TULATIONS 
COLLEEN 
WE'RE PROUD OF YOU! 
SUCCESS AND 
HAPPINESS ALWAYS. 
LOVE FROM YOUR FAMIL Y 
mohin 
Christie 
Congratulations 
To The Class of 1994 
Your Official Photographer 
DaVor Photo, Inc. 
654 Street Road 
Bensalem, P A 19020 
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j\nne.tte "Sor there is no friend like a sister On calm or stormy weather ~en 
Cllnthia Sara 
,C.aura 
Sue 
JHanya 
~ennifer 
Shannon 
cr.o c.hur one. on the tedious wall 
cr.o fetc.h one. if one. go(l.S astrall 
cr.o lift one. if one. totters 
cr.o strengthen whilst one. stands." 
eMstina !Rossetti ~sten 
Of some.dayyou should he in a sorority. D hope it's with me littlr. pal! 
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Robin--
Wasn ' t it yesterday you waved 
good-bye as you left for y ur fir t 
day of school? 
Your determination, dedi ation 
and faith in yourself have brought 
you to this day. Our pride i 
overwhelming, not only for your 
accomplishments, but for the very 
special person you are. 
Congratulations and love tour 
"Missy B." 
Mom/ Dad and Rob 
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Mr. and Mrs. S. Chetkowski 
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Silver Star 
Mr. and Mrs. David Webb 
Bronze Star 
Mr. and Mrs. William Davenport 
Herbert and Mary MacDonald 
rriend of the Ruby 
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Forlano 
C. A. Hapward 
Mr. and Mrs. A. Levinthal 
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